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ABSTRACT
This dissertation focuses on modeling stochastic dynamic domains, using representations and al-
gorithms that combine logical AI ideas and probabilistic methods. We introduce new tractable and
highly accurate algorithms for reasoning in those complex domains. Furthermore, we apply these
algorithms to tasks of narrative understanding and web page monitoring.
We model stochastic dynamic domains with a factored logical representation that uses a graph-
ical model to represent a prior distribution over initial states. Our representation uses sequences of
actions (represented in logical form) to represent transitions.
We introduce an algorithm for reasoning in stochastic dynamic domains (in propositional and
relational fashions) based on subroutines for reasoning in deterministic substructure of the domain.
Our algorithm takes advantage of the factored logical representation and efficient subroutines for
logical progression and regression. The tractability of the algorithm results from the tractability of
these underlying subroutines. Our theoretical and empirical results show significant improvement
of our algorithm over previous approaches for reasoning. Our novel algorithm for reasoning in
probabilistic dynamic domains samples sequences of deterministic actions corresponding to an
observed sequence of probabilistic actions. This algorithm is built upon a novel exact and tractable
algorithm to reason about deterministic dynamic domains with a probabilistic prior.
We apply the dynamic domain representation and our algorithms to the understanding of nar-
ratives. For that, we introduce a label-free iterative learning approach which outperforms the state-
of-the-art that uses labeled data. We also apply dynamic domains and reasoning about them in
the problem of monitoring change in webpages to direct crawlers. For that, we introduce a greedy
algorithm that outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Designing efficient and highly accurate algorithms to reason about complex domains is an im-
portant problem in many real world applications, ranging from stock market and poll analysis to
healthcare diagnosis, web monitoring and narrative understanding. Most such domains are dy-
namic by nature, since their state is changing over time. Dynamics of the domain, as well as the
inherent uncertainty in these real-world applications make reasoning about those domains a chal-
lenging task. Being able to reason intelligently about those domains in an efficient and highly
accurate manner is the goal of many Artificial Intelligence endeavours.
1.1 Problem: Reasoning in Probabilistic Dynamic Domains
Many real-world applications are concerned with estimating the current state of a domain at a point
of the time. This estimation is usually difficult since the state of the domain is initially unknown,
and the domain is dynamic so that its state is changing over time. This estimation can be performed
in the presence of some information provided in the form of observations.
Reasoning about a dynamic domain is the problem of answering a query given partial obser-
vations provided throughout time. The query to the domain is usually about the missing or hidden
information of the system. These queries can be in the form of “what is the state of the domain?”,
“what is the most likely sequence of states in the domain?”, or “what are the time points that the
domain has changed?”. Reasoning tasks are different from each other according to the query and
the amount of observations available to the domain. In this thesis we focus on the core reasoning
tasks of state estimation (filtering), decoding, and change detection in dynamic domains.
State estimation (or filtering) is the problem of inferring the state of the system based on a se-
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quence of actions and partial observations. Decoding (or understanding) is the problem of finding
the most likely state sequence given the observation sequence and a prior distribution. Change de-
tection and control is the problem of detecting time points that change has occurred to the domain
given some partial observations, for example monitoring change in Web pages.
1.2 Current Approaches to Reasoning in Probabilistic Dynamic
Domains and Shortcomings
Selecting an appropriate representation is an important factor for developing efficient and high
precision algorithms. Current models to represent dynamic domains fall into two categories of
state-space models and action-centered models. Both representations can model each other and can
be transferred to each other, but each takes advantage of the special structure of the problem. Here,
we briefly describe some of the well-known models to represent probabilistic dynamic domains
with discrete time steps. The complete descriptions of these models are later explained in Chapter
3.
State-space models use sequences of states to represent the dynamics of the domains. These
models define a prior, a state-transition model, and an observation model to model dynamic sys-
tems. Main examples of state-space models are Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [Rabiner, 1989]
and Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs) [Dean and Kanazawa, 1988].
A HMM considers every state as a random variable. DBNs are conceptually similar to HMMs,
but model initial states and transitions more compactly using state variables and graphical struc-
tures. DBNs decompose hidden states into a set of random variables to represent the prior dis-
tribution more compactly. In addition, they use a graphical representation to model the transition
distribution between times t and t+ 1.
Exact reasoning algorithms in state-space models are not tractable. Even in DBNs, it is required
to enumerate all the world states, since all the state variables become fully correlated after a few
steps. Approximate reasoning algorithms are of much more interest in the state-space models since
they are more applicable. A group of approximate reasoning algorithms (e.g., sequential Monte
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Carlo sampling [Gordon et al., 1993; Doucet et al., 2001]) are based on sampling states according
to the prior and transition distributions. To achieve high accuracy, these approaches usually require
a large number of samples.
Recently there is a growing interest in using action-centered models which use sequences of
actions to model dynamics. These models take advantage of the deterministic sub-structure of
the systems. Some examples include Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) [Mcdermott,
2000] and situation calculus [McCarthy and Hayes, 1969; Reiter, 2001]). PDDL and Situation
calculus are traditionally without probabilities. To model stochasticity, they are augmented with
probabilistic choice actions which choose deterministic executions and a probability distribution
over initial states.
Algorithms for exact reasoning in action-centered models are not tractable in general. These
algorithms (e.g., [Bacchus et al., 1999; Reiter, 2001]) enumerate all the states and all the sequences
that exist in the environment. Therefore, the complexity of reasoning is exponential in the number
of time steps. Moreover, approximate reasoning algorithms in these models (e.g., [Zettlemoyer et
al., 2007]) do not scale well.
1.3 Insights of this Thesis
The main insight from this work is that utilizing logical formulas in modeling dynamic probabilis-
tic domains results in a compact representation and therefore tractable algorithms for reasoning in
those domains. Logical modeling has been applied in different settings throughout this thesis.
We show that, the application of logical formulas allows tractable algorithms for reasoning
in domains with deterministic transitions given a probabilistic prior. For that, we use a logical
transformation of the prior distribution rather than a linear transformation. This way, the structure
of the prior distribution does not change over time.
This thesis demonstrates that applying logical formulas for action descriptions allows tractable
and highly precise algorithms for reasoning in general dynamic environments with uncertain tran-
sitions. In this setting, we show that by sampling deterministic transitions we avoid having to
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consider individual states. We use logical formulas in modeling actions in the form of mappings
between logical formulas which encode sets of states. Sampling actions is possible and tractable
because of our tractable algorithm for reasoning in domains with deterministic actions given a
probabilistic prior.
In addition, we show applying logical formulas and modeling narratives as consistent dynamic
domains allow deeper understanding of those narratives. In particular using logical formulas helps
modeling domain knowledge by describing few general actions. Another insight from this work is
that domain knowledge together with an iterative learning approach alleviates the need of labeled
data.
1.4 Technical Results and Contributions of this Thesis
The main contribution of the current thesis is to introduce tractable algorithms for reasoning in
probabilistic dynamic domains. This thesis demonstrates that we can take advantage of the de-
terministic sub-structure of the domain and shows that reasoning in such domains is tractable if
tractable algorithms exist for reasoning with deterministic actions.
In chapter 3, we extend the action-centered models with a graphical model prior for compact
representation. In chapter 4, we introduce a novel exact reasoning algorithm for domains with
probabilistic prior and deterministic transitions. This algorithm, unlike exact algorithms for DBNs,
is tractable for STRIPS and one-to-one actions.
In chapters 5 and 6, we introduce approximate algorithms for reasoning in dynamic proba-
bilistic domains. Our approximate algorithms sample deterministic actions as deterministic exe-
cutions of the probabilistic actions in the sequence. Our algorithms achieve higher accuracy than
to the previous sampling techniques (e.g., sequential Monte Carlo sampling) with similar num-
ber of samples. The tractability of those algorithms results from the tractability of the underlying
deterministic reasoning algorithms.
In chapter 7, we introduce an algorithm to decode a stochastic dynamic system represented in
our action-centered model. For this task, we report on a novel algorithm to semantically understand
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narratives. Our algorithm is a label-free iterative learning approach that maps a narrative to a
sequence of actions inferred from text in the presence of domain knowledge about actions. Finally,
to control a dynamic system when transitions have not been observed we introduce an algorithm
(chapter 8) that detects points of time change has occurred in the system. Our algorithm is a
sequential greedy algorithm that decides when to check a webpage to catch changes that occurred
in the webpage.
1.4.1 Our Representation: Probabilistic Action Models
In chapter 3 we introduce a model, called Probabilistic Action Model, to extend current action-
centered models with a graphical model prior. In this representation, we decompose the state of
the system at the initial time step into a set of random variables represented as a Bayesian Network
(BN). We then use probabilistic and deterministic actions to model transitions. Transitions are
modeled naturally as stochastic choices among deterministic actions. We define both propositional
and relational PAM representations.
1.4.2 Exact Reasoning Algorithm for Dynamic Systems with Deterministic
Transitions and Probabilistic Priors
In Chapter 4 we report on an exact reasoning algorithm [Hajishirzi and Amir, 2010] for dynamic
domains that have a probabilistic prior but the deterministic transitions. Our algorithm is tractable
for one-to-one and STRIPS transitions, following the results of [Amir and Russell, 2003]. Our
main contribution in this part is the understanding of conditional-independence structure preser-
vation over time in these systems. Our new understanding leads to a new exact algorithm that
redefines state variables over time and keeps the graphical structure of the prior as its initial struc-
ture. This way, our algorithm sidesteps the main problem that arises in filtering in DBNs, namely
that all the state variables become fully correlated after a few steps.
Our algorithm uses a deterministic progression subroutine and represents the posterior at time
t with a BN whose structure and conditional probabilities are identical to those of the BN at time
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0, but whose nodes have a new meaning. Specifically, every node in the BN representation of the
posterior at time t corresponds to a propositional logical formula that represents a set of world
states.
1.4.3 Approximate Reasoning Algorithms for Probabilistic Dynamic Systems
In Chapters 5 and 6 we report on sampling-based filtering algorithms [Hajishirzi and Amir, 2007;
Hajishirzi and Amir, 2008], called Logical Particle Filtering, for propositional and relational
PAMs. Our approach samples sequences of deterministic actions (called logical particles) in-
stead of sequences of states (called particles). We show that our new algorithms take fewer
samples and yield better accuracy than previous sampling techniques on other representational
models as we show theoretically and empirically. This improvement is possible because of the
underlying deterministic structure of the transition system and efficient subroutines for logical
progression (e.g., [Amir and Russell, 2003]) and regression (e.g., [Reiter, 2001]). This rela-
tional logical particle filtering algorithm improves the efficiency and accuracy of the proposi-
tional logical particle filtering algorithm (as shown by our empirical results) in relational do-
mains. The improvement is due to the compact representation of the domains achieved by first
order logic (FOL) and efficient subroutines for first order logical filtering [Shirazi and Amir, 2005;
Nance et al., 2006].
A logical particle filtering algorithm first samples sequences of deterministic actions, called
logical particles. Every sample is a possible realization of the given probabilistic sequence and is
consistent with the observations. It also updates the current state of the system given each logical
particle. Next, the algorithm computes the probability of the formula at time t given the updated
current state. To do so, it uses two techniques: (1) it applies logical regression to the query for
each logical particle, computes a logical formula that represents all the possible initial states, and
computes the prior probability of that formula. (2) it uses our logic based progression algorithm and
computes the probability of the query given the logical particle. Finally, the algorithm computes
the posterior probability as the weighted sum of these derived prior probabilities.
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1.4.4 Decoding Dynamic Systems: Narrative Understanding
Decoding a dynamic system represented in PAM is reduced to the problem of finding the most
likely sequence of deterministic actions. We cast the problem of narrative understanding as a
decoding problem in stochastic dynamic systems. A narrative is a stochastic dynamic system
whose transitions are sentences in the narrative, where sentences are ambiguous between different
deterministic actions. Understanding the narrative is the task of learning the transition probabilities
and selecting the most likely sequence of deterministic actions.
In Chapter 7, we examine how prior domain knowledge of the preconditions and effects of
deterministic actions in our PAM representation and a bias towards coherent discourse mod-
els can be exploited in learning how to map narratives to action sequences. In contrast to
other recently proposed approaches (e.g., [Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2009; Chen et al., 2010;
Kate and Mooney, 2007]), we do not require any labeled training data. Our system also does not
require an agent which receives indirect supervision by interacting with a physical environment
(e.g., [Branavan et al., 2009; Vogel and Jurafsky, 2010]). It is often very hard, if not infeasible, to
either create human-annotated data or to have access to an interactive environment that provides
indirect supervision. In our experiments we show that knowledge about the preconditions and ef-
fects of events alleviates the need for labeled training data. In particular, our label-free iterative
learning approach outperforms the state-of-the-art supervised approach of Chen et.al. [Chen et al.,
2010] on understanding RoboCup soccer commentaries, even when we extend it to incorporate
similar domain knowledge at inference time.
1.4.5 Control Dynamic Systems: Monitoring Change
It is desirable in many applications to detect change as soon as possible. These applications include
medical conditions, detecting security breaches, and updating caches of distributed databases. In
these applications the state of the system are changing according to some transitions, however, the
transitions have not been observed.
We cast the problem of change detection as a decision problem in stochastic dynamic systems.
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In Chapter 8 we present our tractable greedy algorithms and prove that they solve this decision
problem either optimally or approximate the optimal solution in many cases. Our model is a
Partially Obervable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) that includes a cost for sensing, a cost
for delayed detection, a reward for successful detection, and no-cost partial observations. Making
optimal decisions is difficult in general. We show that our tractable greedy approach finds optimal
policies for sensing both a single variable and multiple correlated variables. Further, we provide
approximations for the optimal solution to multiple hidden or observed variables per step. Our
algorithms outperform previous algorithms in experiments over simulated data and live Wikipedia
WWW pages.
1.5 Plan of this Thesis
The results of this thesis have been partially reported before in [Hajishirzi and Amir, 2007], [Ha-
jishirzi and Amir, 2008], [Hajishirzi and Amir, 2010], [Hajishirzi et al., 2009], [Hajishirzi et al.,
2011a], and [Hajishirzi et al., 2011b].
• Chapter 3 introduces our model to represent stochastic dynamic systems by extending action-
centered models with graphical model prior. In addition, we define the reasoning problems
that we address in this thesis.
• Chapter 4 introduces a novel exact and tractable algorithm for filtering with deterministic
actions of a probabilistic prior.
• Chapter 5 introduces a novel sampling algorithm (logical particle filtering) for filtering with
probabilistic actions in propositional domains. This algorithm is more accurate than Sequen-
tial Monte Carlo Sampling algorithm.
• Chapter 6 extends logical particle filtering to relational logical particle filtering and improv-
ing the efficiency and accuracy of that algorithm in propositional domains.
• Chapter 7 demonstrates an unsupervised approach for semantic understanding of narratives
by mapping RoboCup soccer commentaries to a sequence of actions.
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• Chapter 8 introduces a novel greedy algorithm for detecting change in web pages and show
improvement in the running time and accuracy compared to the state-of-the-art.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
Different models have been used to represent probability distributions for static and dynamic do-
mains. In this chapter, we describe some of the previous models used throughout this thesis and
illustrate some of the reasoning algorithms devised in each model.
2.1 Preliminaries
2.1.1 Propositional and First-Order Logics
Agents must have knowledge about their environment to be able to reason about it. This knowledge
can be expressed formally using a language. Logic is a language that expresses a large amount of
knowledge in an unambiguous way according to precise rules of a grammar.
Every environment usually consists of many objects which are in relationships with each other.
The set of objects about which the knowledge has been expressed is called the universe of discourse
and can be finite or infinite. The relationships among the objects in the domain are functions over
the objects or relations among the objects. This conceptual world can be represented with a formal
logical language.
Every logical language has been associated a syntax to represent sentences and semantics to
assign meaning to every sentence. Here, we describe the syntax and the semantics of propositional
and first-order logics used in this thesis. (chapters 4, 5, and 6).
Every sentence in propositional logic consists of a list of propositional symbols that are joined
with the connectives ¬ (negation), ∨ (disjunction) and ∧ (conjunction). Propositional literals are
propositional symbols or their negations (e.g., p and ¬p are literals). Clauses are disjunctions of
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literals. Clauses can also be represented as sets of literals (e.g., p ∨ ¬q is represented by {p, q}).
Semantically, a propositional logic formula is given by the set of truth assignments that satisfy the
formula.
Representing a complex domain with a propositional logic language requires a lot of proposi-
tions to represent all the relationships among objects. First-Order Logic (FOL) is a formal language
that can express a complex domain in a more compact way than propositional logic. All sentences
in first-order logic are strings of characters generated according to a syntactic grammar.
The symbols in first-order logic are variables and constants. Constants are subdivided into
object constants, function constants, and relation constants. Variables are used to express objects
in the universe without naming them. An object constant is used to name a specific element of
a universe of discourse. A function constant is used to specify a function over elements of the
universe. A relation constant is used to name a relation on the universe of discourse. In the context
of FOL, we use the symbols A,B,C, . . . (upper-case English letters from the beginning of the
alphabet) to refer to constant symbols; x, y, z, . . . (lower-case English letters from the end of the
alphabet) to refer to variables; f, g, h, . . . to refer to function symbols; and P,Q,R, . . . to refer to
predicate symbols.
Sources of expressiveness of first-order logic is the presence of logical operators and quantifiers
that allow to build complex sentences from the atomic ones. Logical operators in the language
include ¬ (negation), ∨ (disjunction), ∧ (conjunction),⇒ (implication),⇐ (reverse implication),
⇔ (bidirectional implication), and and the quantifiers include ∀ (for all) and ∃ (exists).
Similar to the propositional logic, FOL literals are atomic formulas or their negations (e.g.,
¬R(f(x) is a literal, but P (x) ∨ Q(y) is not). Clauses in FOL are disjunctions of FOL literals.
Similar to the propositional logic one can represent FOL clauses by sets of literals.
Semantically, a sentence expressed in FOL is true if it accurately describes the world according
to the conceptualization of the domain. An interpretation is a mapping between the symbols of the
FOL language and the objects, functions, and relations of the (conceptual) world. We basically use
the elements from the universe of discourse to name the logical symbols in the language. Notice
that the constants can be interpreted in many different ways. We also assign elements from the
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universe of discourse to the variables of the sentences. A FOL sentence ϕ is true if it is satisfied by
an interpretation I and a variable assignment U and is written as |=I ϕ[U ]. A sentence is said to
be satisfiable if there exists some interpretation and variable assignment to satisfy it. A sentence is
valid if every interpretation and variable assignment satisfy that sentence. ψ |= ϕ for two formulas
ϕ and ψ means that every interpretation that satisfies the formula ϕ also satisfies the formula ψ.
Using logical elements, one can represent a large amount of data in a compact way. However,
logic has the limitation that does not model the uncertainties of the agent’s knowledge.
2.1.2 Basic Probability Theory
Here, we describe the basics of probability theory used widely throughout this thesis. We also
describe some of the basic approaches for reasoning under uncertainty.
Agents usually have uncertain knowledge about their environment. To be able to reason and
represent uncertain knowledge, a formal language has been used. The basic elements of this lan-
guage are random variables, which can be interpreted as a part of world whose status is initially
unknown. Each random variable has a domain of values that it can take. Throughout this the-
sis we use Boolean and discrete random variables. Boolean random variables have the domain
{true, false}. Discrete random variables can take values from a countable domain. We always use
capital letters to represent unknown random variables and small letters to represent their values.
A domain can be modeled by decomposing into a set of random variables. Every random vari-
able in the domain has been semantically defined either through a prior or a conditional probability
distribution. Prior probability associated with a random variable X denotes the degree of belief
assigned to that variable taking on different values in the absence of any other information. For ex-
ample, P (X = x) = 0.1 shows the prior probability of the random variable X taking on the value
x is 0.1. Joint distribution over different random variables denotes the probabilities of all combi-
nations of those variables. For example P (X, Y ) denotes the probability of all the combinations
of X and Y together.
Conditional probability shows the probability of a random variable given that some evidence
has been obtained by the agent. For example, P (X = x|Y = y) shows the probability of X = x
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given all we know is Y = y. The conditional probability can be defined in terms of the prior
probabilities:
P (X = x|Y = y) = P (X = x, Y = y)
P (Y = y)
P (Y = y|X = x) = P (X = x, Y = y)
P (X = x)
(2.1)
Two variables X and Y are conditionally independent from each other if P (X, Y ) = P (X)P (Y ).
The state of the domain denotes an assignment of particular values to all the random variables
of which the world is decomposed. A full joint probability distribution denotes the probability
of a single state in the environment. For example, if the domain has been decomposed into n
random variables X1, . . . , Xn then s = x1, . . . , xn represents a world state s where every Xi
takes value xi in that state. The full joint distribution of the world state s is then represented as
P (s) = P (X1, . . . , Xn = x1, . . . , xn).
In the system described with prior and conditional probabilities, probabilistic inference is the
task of computing probability of the query random variables given some observed evidence. This
can be done by marginalization which is summing over the probabilities of world states. For
example, the probability P (Y ) of the query variables Y is computed as P (Y ) =
∑
z P (Y, z) for
any sets of random variables Z. If X ∪ Y represents the list of all the variables in the domain then
P (Y ) has been computed by summing over full joint distributions.
To compute the probability of a logical formula (a set of states) we sum over the probabilities
of world states that satisfy that formula.
P (σ) =
∑
s|=σ
P (s)
Here we describe the Bayes rule (derived from the Equation 2.1) which is the basis for many
probabilistic inference approaches in modern AI and also in this thesis.
P (Y |X) = P (X|Y )P (Y )
P (X)
(2.2)
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2.1.3 Bayesian Networks
A Bayesian Network (BN) [Pearl, 1988] is a model to represent a probability distribution using
a graphical representation. Full joint distribution can answer any probabilistic query about the
domain, but it can become intractably large as the number of variables increases. In addition,
specifying probabilities for every single world state can be very difficult. To handle these problems
and efficiently model the uncertain domains the Bayesian network model has been introduced.
Here, we describe Bayesian networks that are used as a component in the dynamic system
representation in this thesis. In addition, we describe the exact reasoning algorithm (referenced in
Chapter 4) for Bayesian networks.
2.1.3.1 Representation
Bayesian Networks use the fact that the state of a system can be decomposed into several variables
Xi. If a state is described by n Boolean variables, then the domain contains 2n states (possibly,
some have probability 0). Bayesian networks also take advantage of the conditional independence
among random variables. If the complete set of variables can be decomposed into independent
subsets, then the full joint distribution can be factored into separate joint distributions on those
subsets.
Syntactically, a BN is a directed acyclic graph with a set of nodes which represent the state vari-
ables Xi ∈ X in the BN. Edges in the graph represent conditional dependencies; nodes which are
not connected represent variables which are conditionally independent of each other. A conditional
distribution of each node given its parents is denoted by P (Xi|parents(Xi)) which is modeled us-
ing a conditional probability table.
Semantically, a BN encodes a joint probability distribution over world states using the condi-
tional independence relationships. A joint probability distribution over world states is computed
as:
P (x1 . . . xn) =
n∏
i=1
P (xi|parents(Xi)) (2.3)
A BN can model locally structured domains where every subcomponent only interacts directly
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with a bounded number of other components. For example, if every variable has been directly
influenced by k other variables, the amount of information needed to specify each conditional
probability table will be exponential in k.
Example 2.1. Figure 2.1(left) shows a BN for a healthcare system. There is a group of N people,
some have AIDS, some are in relationships with each other. We decompose the system into a set
of random variables: the variable Ai shows if the ith person have AIDS and the variable Rij shows
if the ith and the jth person are in relationship with each other. The value of Rij depends on the
value of variables Ai and Aj to show that it is more likely for two partners to be infected if one of
them has AIDS.
2.1.3.2 Exact Inference in a Bayesian Network
Inference in a Bayes net is the task of computing the posterior probability P (X|o) over a set of
variables X given some observed nodes o. If O denotes the observed nodes, X denotes the query
variables, and Y denotes the hidden variables (non-evidence variables that are not in the query)
then the set of all nodes of the Bayes net is X ∪ Y ∪O.
P (X|o) can be exactly computed by summing terms of the from of a full joint distribution:
P (X|o) = αP (X, o) = α
∑
y∈Y
P (X, y, o) (2.4)
Notice that the term P (X, y, o) is a full joint distribution in the original Bayes net and can be
computed using the Equation 2.3.
For example, to compute the query P (R12|a1, r23) the exact computation is derived as follows:
P (R12|a1, r23) = αP (R12, a1, r23) =
∑
a2,a3,r13
P (a1, a2, a3, R12, r13, r23) (2.5)
Variable elimination is an algorithm to perform the exact inference. It is based on a simple idea of
performing computations once and saving the results for later use. In this approach, the expressions
in the equation 2.4 are computed in a right-to-left order, and the immediate results are stored.
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Summation over each variable is done only for some portion of the expression that depends on that
variable.
For example, to compute the query P (R12|a1, r23) the variable elimination algorithm works as
follows in the equation 2.5.
P (R12|a1, r23) =
∑
a2,a3,r13
P (R12|a1, a2)P (r13|a1, a3)P (r23|a2, a3)
=
∑
a2
P (R12|a1, a2) ·
∑
a3
P (r23|a2, a3) ·
∑
r13
P (r13|a1, a3)
=
∑
a2
P (R12|a1, a2) · f(a2) · 1 = g(R12, a1)
The time requirement for the variable elimination algorithm depends on the size of the largest
factor that exist in the Baye net. However, at worst case the running time of the variable elimination
algorithm is exponential in the number of variables if the Bayes Net is fully connected.
2.2 Models Representing Dynamic Environments
An environment is dynamic if its state is evolving through time. In most dynamic environments,
there are uncertainties about how the environment is changing. There have been many different
models to represent uncertain dynamic environments. Most models have a component to represent
the initial belief state (possible states of the environment) and a component to represent transi-
tions (deterministic or uncertain). These models can differ from each other in the representation
language (e.g., logical elements or random variales). They can also differ in how to represent
the transitions (e.g., state-space or action-based). In this section, we describe some of the pre-
vious models for representing dynamic environments. We later describe the important reasoning
algorithms used in these models.
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2.2.1 Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)
HMMs [Rabiner, 1989] are models to represent uncertain dynamic environments and have been
widely used in different applications. Examples of such applications are in speech, handwriting,
gesture recognition, part-of-speech tagging, musical score following, partial discharges and bioin-
formatics.
HMMs use the basic approach to model an uncertain dynamic environment, i.e. they use a
single random variable to represent the state of world at each point of time. HMMs are usually
used to estimate the hidden state of the system given a sequence of observations received. HMMs
assume the hidden state is a discrete random variable, but they make no restrictions on the transition
or observation models.
Hidden states are denoted by X t and observations by Ot. If there are K possible states, then
X t ∈ {1, . . . , K}. Throughout this thesis, we use superscripts to represent time. A HMM is rep-
resented with a multinomial prior distribution over initial states, pi(i) = P (X0 = i), the transition
model, A(i, j) = P (X t = j|X t−1 = i), and the observation model P (Ot|X t). The transition
model is a mulitnomial distribution: A(i, j) = P (X t = j|X t−1 = i), where A is represented with
a stochastic matrix (each row sums to one).
In HMMs we are usually interested in estimating the state of the system given observations
after t steps. Performing inference about HMMs is the task of computing the posterior probability
of P (X t|O0:t). Exact inference requires enumerating all the world states in the system throughout
t time steps. This can be intractable since there are usually large number of world states in the
system. One simple solution to that is to decompose the state of the system at each time step into
random variables and use the independences among variables to model the domain.
2.2.2 Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs)
DBNs [Dean and Kanazawa, 1988] are extensions of HMMs and decompose the world state into a
set of random variables. In this thesis (Chapters 4,5, and 6) we compare our reasoning algorithms
for dynamic environments with reasoning algorithms in DBNs.
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DBNs are used to represent uncertain dynamic environments in a compact way using a Bayes
Net (BN) for time 0 and a graphical representation of a transition distribution between times t and
t + 1 (please see Figure 2.1 as a DBN example). A DBN is defined with two components: a prior
distribution P (X0) and a transition model which is a two-slice temporal Bayes net (2TBN) which
defines P (X t|X t−1) by means of a DAG (directed acyclic graph). Each node has an associated
conditional probability distribution (CPD) in the form of P (X t|parents(X t)) where parents(X t)
are parents of the node X t in the graph. In a DBN, the transition distribution P (X t|X t−1) is
defined as follows:
P (X t|X t−1) =
N∏
i=1
P (X ti |parents(X ti ))
where X ti is the i
th node at time t, which is a node in the graph.
DBNs are usually assumed to be first-order Markov, i.e., the parents of a node, parents(X ti ), can
either be in the same time slice or in the previous time slice. In addition, the transition distribution
is stationary meaning that the transition distribution is the same for all t. The edges between slices
are from left to right, reflecting the causal flow of time. There can be arbitrarily edges between
nodes in the same slice. The only constraint is that the overall DBN should be a DAG.
The semantics of a DBN is defined by “unrolling” the 2TBN for T time steps. The resulting
joint distribution is then computed by
P (X0:t) =
T∏
t=1
N∏
i=1
P (X ti |parents(X ti ))
Example 2.2. Figure 2.1 shows a DBN for the healthcare system. The goal is to find out rela-
tionships and AIDS carriers after some time steps. Transitions in the system include: making new
relationships, breaking up or getting infected if partners have AIDS. Dependencies among vari-
ables at two consecutive time steps are also represented in the figure. It is likely for each person to
be infected if either he had AIDS before or his partner are infected.
DBNs are conceptually similar to HMMs, but model initial states and transitions more com-
pactly using state variables and graphical structures. DBNs represent hidden states with a set of
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Figure 2.1: (left) A healthcare system to track the spread of disease in a group of N people. Ai
shows that person i has AIDS. Rij shows that person i and j are in relationships with each other.
(right) The corresponding DBN representation for the healthcare system.
random variables X t1, . . . , X
t
N . In contrast, HMMs use a single random variable X
t to represent
hidden states. It is much more efficient to use DBNs instead of HMMs to model dynamic systems
whose states can be factored into different variables. For example, the size of the transition matrix
for HMMs is O(2n) if a system’s state can be modeled with n boolean variables. However, if such
system is modeled with DBNs the size of the transition table is at most O(n2) even if all the state
variables are fully correlated.
Inference in DBNs is the task of computing the probability P (X t|O0:t) of the query variables
X t given the observations O0:t. Exact inference in DBNs is done based on the fact that they are
Bayesian networks and algorithms exist for inference in Bayesian networks. One approach is
unrolling, which replicates slices until the network is large enough to consider all the observations.
Then, the algorithm performs variable elimination in the unrolled Bayesian network. The difficulty
here is that once the variable elimination proceeds the factors grow to include all the variables that
have parents in the previous time slice. Therefore, even if we start with a fully factored model, all
the variables become correlated after unrolling.
Approximate inference in DBNs is of much more interest. One well-known method is to use
sampling algorithms (e.g., Sequential Monte Carlo sampling or particle filtering). We describe
SMC in more details and in the general setting since it has been used to make comparisons in our
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experiments.
2.2.3 Situation Calculus
Situation calculus is a logical formalism for modeling dynamic environments. It was first intro-
duced by John McCarthy [McCarthy and Hayes, 1969]. The version of situation calculus that we
use in this thesis is based on that introduced by Ray Reiter [Reiter, 2001].
The key concepts in the situation calculus are actions and situations. Transitions in the environ-
ment represent actions that change the world. A sequence of actions is represented by a term called
situation which represents a possible world history. There is a binary function symbol do(a, s) de-
noting the successor situation of performing action a is situation s. An initial situation is chosen
and is represented with a constant symbol S0. Notice that the notion of situation is different from
a world state, and there can be infinitely many situations corresponding to a domain.
Situation calculus uses a logical language with the following alphabet:
• S0 to model the initial situation,
• a binary function symbol do : action× situation← situation,
• a binary predicate symbol Poss : action × situation where Poss(a, s) is to show the
possibility of performing the action a in the situation s,
• a binary predicate symbol v: situation× situation to define an ordering on situations.
In general, the language of situation calculus distinguishes between the predicates (relational
fluents) whose value is changing from a situation to another situation and the predicates whose
value is situation independent. The following shows the language of situation calculus which
models different function types and predicate types that exist in the language.
• Variable symbols for actions, objects, and situations.
• Function symbols:
1. an initial situation S0,
2. a function symbol do : action × situation → situation as a function on action and
situation elements.
3. a set of function symbols to represent actions called action functions likeMove(L1, L2)
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and PutDown(object).
4. a set of function symbols to represent situation independent functions in the form of
(action∪ object)n → object. Some examples include agent(pickup(person, object))
and name(agent)).
5. a set of function symbols called functional fluents in the form of (action ∪ object)n ×
situation→ action ∪ object. Some examples include age(Mary, s).
• predicate symbols
1. a binary predicate symbol Poss : action × situation. Poss(a, s) denotes that action
a is possible in situation s.
2. a set of predicate symbols that are situation independent in the form of
(action ∪ object)n. Some examples include OddNumber(n), human(Joe), and
MovingAction(Run(agent, L1, L2)).
3. a set of predicates that depend on a specific situation called relational fluents in the
form of (action ∪ object)n × situation. Some examples include AtLoc(A, s) and
Holding(agent, object, s).
4. a binary predicate symbolsqsubseteq : situation× situation to define an ordering on
situations.
We make some simplifying assumptions to the general case. We assume that all the predicates
and the functions are fluents (changing over time). Also, we assume that the logical formulas in the
domain are uniform. In particular, we call a formula uniform in a situation s if it does not quantify
over variables of sort situation, it does not mention equality of situations, and whenever a situation
sort appears in the last argument that term is s.
Every dynamic domain can be modeled using the situation calculus language with a basic
action theory which specifies the initial situation, a set of domain dependent axioms, and a set
of domain independent axioms. Domain independent axioms are used to show if a sequence of
actions is a subsequence of another. Domain dependent axioms are used to model the actions of
the domain.
These three axioms are fundamental in any action theory and enough to be able to perform
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filtering. They are used to show the ordering of situations.
1. Unique name assumption: do(a1, s1) = do(a2, s2)⇒ a1 = a2 ∧ s1 = s2
two situations are the same if they represent similar sequences of actions.
2. ¬s @ S0
S0 is the initial situation.
3. s @ do(a, s′) ≡ s v s′
If s precedes do(a, s′) then s is either s′ or precedes s′.
Actions are represented with precondition and successor state axioms to show the possibility
of executing an action and its effect. Precondition axioms for an action show the requirement that
should be held in a situation that the action can be executed in that situation. This is modeled
using the Poss(a, s) predicate symbol which means that the action a is possible in the state s. We
represent precondition axioms for an action as:
An action precondition axiom for the n-ary action a is a first-order logical sentence in this
form:
Poss(a(~x), s)⇔ ΦA(~x, s)
where Φ(~x, s) is a first order uniform formula with free variables among ~x, s.
Successor state axioms for relational and functional fluents show how they change according
to actions from a situation to another situation.
• For each relational fluent F :
F (~x, do(a, s))⇔ γ+F (~x, a, s) ∨ F (~x, s) ∧ ¬γ−F (~x, a, s)
Fluent F (.) would be true if the action a has positive effects on the fluent, or F (.) has been
true before applying action a and there are no negative effects on the fluent.
• For each function fluent f :
f(~x, do(a, s)) = y ⇔ γf (~x, y, a, s) ∨ f(~x, s) = y ∧ ¬(∃y′)γf (~x, y′, a, s)
Function f(.) would take value y if action a change its value to y or it has the value y before
applying action a and the action does not change its value.
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A successor state axiom for a (n + 1)− ary relational fluent F and an action a is a first-order
logical sentence in the following form:
Poss(a, s)⇒ (F (~x, do(a, s))⇔ succF (~x, a, s))
where succF (~x, a, s) is a formula that is uniform in s, and whose free variables are among
x1, . . . , xn, a, s. We define a successor state axiom for a functional fluent similarly as above.
Poss(a, s)⇒ (f(~x, do(a, s)) = y ⇔ succf (~x, y, a, s)).
Using these axioms and the corresponding language, one can represent dynamic systems using
situation calculus.
Example 2.3. There are different objects located in a maze, and there is a robot moving those
objects to and from different locations in a maze. A relational fluent In(o, l, s) shows that the
object o is at the location l in the situation s. The action Move(l1, l2, o) shows that the robot is
moving the object o from the location l1 to the location l2.
• The precondition axioms for the action Move is represented as follows:
Poss(do(Move(l1, l2, o), s))⇔ In(o, l1, s).
• The successor state axioms for the action move and the relational fluent In is defined as
follows:
Poss(do(Move(l1, l2, o), s)⇒
∀l′, o′In(o′, l′,Move(l1, l2, o), s))⇔
(l′ = l2) ∧ (o′ = o)⇒ true
∧(l′ = l1) ∧ (o′ = o)⇒ false
∧¬(((l′ = l2) ∧ (o′ = o)) ∧ ((l′ = l1) ∧ (o′ = o)))⇒ In(o′, b′, s)
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2.2.4 Probabilistic Situation Calculus
Situation calculus, in the original form, does not model uncertainties that are essential for many
dynamic environments. There have been different models in the literature that combine logical
and probabilistic languages to represent uncertain environments. These models usually have been
designed to represent static uncertain environments and are not efficient to model the dynamics of
the environment. Some example models include [Pool, 1993; Muggleton, 1995; Friedman et al.,
1999; Kersting and Raedt, 2001; Taskar et al., 2002; Richardson and Domingos, 2006; Milch et
al., 2005; de Salvo Braz et al., 2005; Costa et al., 2008] (please refer to the Statistical Relational
Learning book [Geetor and Taskar, 2007] for a summary of different models). There are also some
models to represent uncertain dynamic environments. Some examples include [Bacchus et al.,
1999; Mateus et al., 2001; Kersting et al., 2006]. In this thesis, we study probabilistic situation
calculus according to the Reiter’s description [Reiter, 2001].
Probabilistic situation calculus is an extension of the situation calculus and models uncertain-
ties as well as the dynamics of an environment. This model combines the expressive power of logic
with probabilities to model uncertain dynamic environments. Uncertainties over the initial states
and the transitions are modeled using probability distributions over initial situations and outcomes
of actions.
In the probabilistic situation calculus version that we describe here [Reiter, 2001], actions are
categorized into probabilistic actions and nature’s choices. Probabilistic actions are actually ex-
ternal notations whose meaning is obtained from the primitive actions that are modeled in natures’
choices. Nature’s choices are deterministic actions that are primitive actions of the situation cal-
culus axiomatization for a probabilistic domain. For example, in the robot domain in Example
2.3 there is a probabilistic action move(l1, l2, o) and two nature’s choices moveSucc(l1, l2, o) and
movFail(l1, l2, o)
Each probabilistic action has finitely many nature’s choices. The following notation shows how
the nature’s choices N1(~x), . . . , Nk(~x) are selected for a probabilistic action A(~x):
choice(A(~x), a) =def a = N1(~x) ∨ . . . ∨ a = Nk(~x).
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For the robot in Example 2.3 we have: choice(move(l1, l2, o), a) =def a =
moveSucc(l1, l2, o) ∨ a = moveFail(l1, l2, o).
After distinguishing between probabilistic actions and nature’s choices, the probabilities are
described using prob0 relation. prob0(α, β, s) denotes the probability that the natures’ choice α
has been an outcome for the stochastic action β in the situation s if α is possible in the situation s,
otherwise the probability of the nature’s choice α is 0.
For example,
prob0(moveSucc(l1, l2, o),move(l1, l2, o), s) =
def 0.9
prob0(moveFail(l1, l2, o),move(l1, l2, o), s) =
def 0.1
The following axioms are specified to make sure that a valid probability distribution has been
defined using the prob0 relation.
• Every nature’s choice Ni(~x) that is possible in the situation s should have been assigned a
probability greater than zero, i.e.,
Poss(Ni(~x), s) then prob0(Ni(~x), A(~x), s) > 0 (2.6)
• probabilities of nature’s choices that are possible in a situation should sum to one, i.e.,
Poss(N1(~x), s) ∨ . . . ∨ Poss(Nk(~x), s) then
k∑
i=1
prob(Ni(~x), A(~x), s) = 1. (2.7)
In a dynamic environment not only the transitions are uncertain, but also there are uncertainties
associated with the initial state of the environment. To model uncertainties in the initial state of the
environment different initial situations called S10 , . . . S
N
0 are introduced where every situation has
been assigned a prior probability. The prior distribution over initial states is represented as follows:
init(s) : s = S10 ∨ s = S20 ∨ . . . ∨ s = SN0
initProb(S10) = p1, . . . , initProb(S
N
0 ) = pN .
For example, for the robot domain with two possible initial states we have the following:
init(s) : s = S10 ∨ s = S20
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at(l1, S
1
0),¬at(l1, S20)
initProb(S10) = 0.8, initProb(S
2
0) = 0.2.
2.3 Reasoning in Dynamic Environments
Reasoning is the task of estimating an agent’s belief state (i.e., knowledge of the agent from the
world) after time passes. This thesis is focused on introducing highly accurate and efficient algo-
rithms for reasoning in dynamic environments. Reasoning in logical domains is usually referred to
the problem of querying about the truth value of a logical formula given observations. Reasoning
in probabilistic domains is usually referred to the problem of computing the posterior probability
of the query variables given the observations. Performing reasoning is computationally difficult
because of the time needed to update the belief state and the space required to represent it. These
depend on the way we represent belief states, transitions, and observations. In this section, we
describe some of the previous reasoning techniques that are used throughout the literature and in
this thesis.
2.3.1 Sequential Monte Carlo Sampling (SMC)
Monte Carlo techniques [Metropolis and Ulam, 1949] are a group of algorithms that generate ran-
dom samples to evaluate a query or compute a result. They are useful when it is hard or infeasible
to compute the exact value analytically. Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods (also known as
particle filters) [Gordon et al., 1993] are a class of techniques that generate samples recursively
and evaluate a query sequentially. We compare the accuracy of our novel sampling algorithms
(Chapters 5 and 6) with SMC, therefore, we describe SMC in more details in this section. Nota-
tions and definitions in this section are based on the description of SMC techniques in [Doucet et
al., 2001].
Generally, a dynamic domain is represented with a initial distribution P (X0), a transition
model P (X t|X t−1) and an observation model P (Ot|X t). The reasoning problem is to estimate
the posterior distribution P (X0:t|O1:t), the filtering distribution P (X t|O1:t), or the expectations
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EP (X0:t|O1:t)[f(x0:t)] for some function f such as the conditional mean and the conditional covari-
ance.
The posterior distribution at time t+ 1 can be recursively computed from the joint distribution
P (X0:t|O1:t) using the Bayes rule:
P (X0:t+1|O1:t+1) = P (X0:t|O1:t)P (O
t+1|X t+1)P (X t+1|X t)
P (Ot+1|O1:t)
Performing these computations analytically is not tractable since one cannot typically compute the
normalization factor P (Ot+1|O1:t). Therefore, many approximation techniques have been intro-
duced to estimate the posterior distribution.
To approximate the posterior distribution in the ideal case, we assume that N independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d) samples (called particles) x0:ti have been generated from the posterior
distribution P (X0:t|O1:t). An empirical estimate of this distribution is computed by:
P˜N(dX
0:t|O1:t) = 1
N
N∑
i=1
δX0:ti (dX
0:t),
where δX0:ti (dX
0:t) denotes the delta-Dirac mass located in X0:t.1
Generating samples according to the posterior distribution P (X0:t|O1:t) is not feasible. An
alternative solution (e.g., [Geweke, 1989]) is to sample from an importance function pi(X0:t|O1:t)
whose computation is much easier. Then, to adjust the sample examples, an importance weight
w(X0t:t) has been assigned to every sample, where
w(X0t:t) =
P (X0:t|O1:t)
pi(X0:t|O1:t)
Then, the posterior distribution can be estimated as:
P˜N(dX
0:t|O1:t) = 1
N
w˜tiδX0:ti (dX
0:t), (2.8)
1Conceptually, δX0:ti (dX
0:t) is 0 for all values except for X0:t, and its integral with the parameters −∞ to∞ is
equal to one.
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where w˜ti =
w(X0:ti )∑N
j=1 w(X
0:t
i )
is a normalized importance weight.
The importance function can be modified so that it can be computed recursively, that is
pi(X0:t|O1:t) = pi(X0:t−1|O1:t−1)pi(X t|X0:t−1, O1:t)
= pi(X0)
t∏
k=1
pi(Xk|X0:k−1, O1:k)
An important example of the importance functions is P (X0:t).
pi(X0:t|O1:t) = P (X0:t) = P (X0)
∏
k=1
tP (Xk|Xk−1)
In this case the Sequential Monte Carlo filtering method (which has been used in this thesis) is as
follows:
SMC samples the state X˜0 initially from the prior distribution P (X0). Then, at each time
step t, it samples the new state X˜ ti in the particle from the conditional distribution between states
P (X t|X t−1) and sets X˜0:ti = (X˜0:t−1i , X˜ ti ). Then, the algorithm evaluates the importance weights
w˜ti and normalize them. Finally, it integrates the samples and the weights using the Equation 2.8.
After a few steps of generating samples only one particle has non-zero importance weight.
Therefore, the algorithm fails to represent the posterior distribution in a correct way. To avoid this,
a resampling step has been added to the SMC methods. The key idea is to eliminate particles that
have a low importance weight and to multiply the samples that have high importance weights.
2.3.2 Logical Filtering
Filtering is the task of updating an agent’s belief state (i.e., knowledge of the agent from the world)
from a sequence of actions and observations. Filtering is usually performed in a recursive manner
meaning that the belief state is updated after each action and observations. Filtering an agent’s
belief state can be performed naively by enumerating all the initial world states possible in a belief
state, updating each of those states separately, and integrating them all to update the belief state.
This is usually not feasible since there too many possible world states corresponding to an agent’s
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belief state.
Logical filtering is a specific class of filtering methods in which belief states, transitions, and
observations are all represented compactly using logical formulas. Filtering in logical deterministic
domains (known initial state with deterministic actions) is an easy task (as shown by [Fikes et al.,
1972; Lin and Reiter, 1997]). Filtering in logical non-deterministic domains (unknown initial state
with non-deterministic effects of actions) is a very difficult problem. Different approaches have
been introduced for dealing with this. Some of these approaches (e.g., [Cimmatti and Roveri,
2000]) enumerate all the possible initial states and filer each state separately with a deterministic
sequence. Some other approaches (e.g., [Reiter, 2001]) regress queries back to the initial step and
check the satisfiability of the query.
In this thesis we use a specific logical filtering approach in [Amir and Russell, 2003] that we
use as a subroutine in our algorithm in Chapter 4. In this section, we describe the semantics of
logical filtering and the progression algorithm in [Amir and Russell, 2003]. We also describe some
of the tractable cases for logical filtering.
To be able to explain the semantics of logical filtering algorithm, we first describe the transition
and observation models.
A transition model for logical filtering is a tuple 〈F ,S,A,R〉, where
• F is a finite set of propositional fluents,
• S ⊂ pow(F) is a finite set of world states,
• A is a finite set of actions, and
• R ⊂ S ×A× S is the transition relation.
The transition system describes a set F of the propositional fluents that are available in the world
at every time step. Every element in S is a world state represented with truth assignment to the
propositional fluents. Every state of the world is evolving through executing actions A according
to the transition relation R(s, a, s′) meaning that state s′ is a possible result of the action a in the
state s.
Belief state, knowledge of agent from the world, is modeled with a set of possible world states
σ ⊂ S. The belief state is evolving through the transition model. Filtering of a belief state σ in a
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new belief state σ′ includes all the world states resulting from the filtering of world states in σ.
Observations are given asynchronously in time in the form of a logical formula over the fluents.
Every action a in A is described with a set of effect rules “a causes F if G” where the F and
G are propositional formulas over the fluents. We say that F is the head and G is the tail of those
rules.
Given a logical transition system 〈F ,S,A,R〉, the semantics of logical filtering has been de-
fined as the task of updating a belief state as a result of performing actions and collecting obser-
vations. In particular, using logical filtering we check if a formula is semantically true given a
sequence of actions and observations.
Definition 2.1 (Logical Filtering Semantics). Let σ ⊂ S be a belief state, o (a formula
over fluents) be an observation, and R(s, a, s′) be the transition model. The filtering of
the formula σ with a sequence of actions and observations (a1, o1, . . . , at, ot) is denoted as
LogicFilter[〈a1, o1, . . . , at, ot〉](σ) where [.] represents the sequence of observations or determinis-
tic actions for filtering.
1. Empty rule: LogicFilter[](σ) = σ,
2. Progression: LogicFilter[a](σ) = {s′ | (s, a, s′) ∈ R, s ∈ σ},
3. Filtering: LogicFilter[o](σ) = {s ∈ σ | o is true in s} presents a set of world states that is
possible for the agent to be in after receiving an observation o.
4. Recursion: LogicFilter[〈ai, oi, . . . , at, ot〉](σ) =
LogicFilter[〈ai+1, oi+1, . . . , dat, ot〉]LogicFilter[oi](LogicFilter[ai](σ))).
where  is an empty action (staying idle).
Example 2.4. In the moving robot scenario in Example 4.1, we define the following rule for a
new action moved, “moved(p1, p2) causes (¬p1 ∧¬p2) if p2”. Therefore, LogicFilter[moved](σ) =
{s|¬p2 is true in s} meaning that the agent will be at column 0 (¬p2) after performing action
moved. The reason is that if the agent is initially at column 1 (i.e., p2) then the agent would move
to column 0 (i.e., ¬p2), and if the agent is at column 0 (¬p2) then the agent stays at the same state
(thus still satisfying ¬p2). Call this resulting belief state σ′. Now, if an observation o = p1 is
received (i.e., the agent is at row 1), then LogicFilter[o](σ′) is exactly the set of worlds that satisfy
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p1 ∧ ¬p2.
2.3.2.1 Progression
The following shows a reasoning procedure to derive a closed form formula for filtering a be-
lief state. In particular, filtering a belief state ϕ with the action a with the set of effect rules
{r1, . . . , rm}, each in the form of a causes Fi if Gi results in
LogicFilter[a](ϕ)
∨
i1,...,iu≤m,ϕ|=Gi1∨...∨Giu
(Fi1 ∨ ... ∨ Fiu)
The logical filtering approach checks if the formula ϕ satisfies any combination of disjuctions of
of the tails of the rules of the action a in the domain, i.e., ϕ |= Gi1 ∨ . . . ∨ Giu . Therefore, it is
required to perform an exponential number in m of such tests (recall, m is the number of rules).
In practice, we only require few rules since ϕ can only contain some of the fluents in F . Even
if ϕ includes many fluent symbols one might be able to decompose ϕ into small parts that can be
filtered separately. Therefore, each of the parts can only include few number of fluents.
Several cases introduced in [Amir and Russell, 2003] that logical filering can be performed
compactly and efficiently. In particular, it has been proved that we can efficiently filter with
STRIPS actions using logical filtering.
In STRIPS domains every action has a single rule (no conditional effects) and actions can be
executed only when their preconditions hold. Meanwhile, belief states can be any Conjunctive
Normal Form (CNF) formulae in the fluents of the domain.
The filtering with a STRIPS action a of a formula ϕ = l1 ∨ . . . ∨ lk (represented in CNF) is
computed as follows.
LogicFilter[a](l1∨ . . .∨ lk) =
 LogicFilter[a](true) ∃i ≤ k li ∈ L(Eff(a))LogicFilter[a](true) ∧∨i≤k li l1, . . . , lk ∈ L(Eff(a)). (2.9)
Please refer to [Amir and Russell, 2003] for the Theorems and proofs on the STRIPS transitions
and other tractable cases.
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2.3.3 Reasoning in Situation Calculus: Regression
Reasoning in a logical system is the task of evaluating the truth value of a query in a specific
situation. In particular, we are interested if a formula holds after a sequence of actions. Logical
regression is a reasoning technique that reduces the query about the current state to queries about
the initial state. In this thesis we adopt the regression algorithm [Reiter, 2001] used for automatic
reasoning in the situation calculus. In following we describe the algorithm in more details based
on the definitions of the situation calculus.
Regression of a formula ϕ containing situation terms s results a new formula ϕ0 whose only
situation term is S0. The intuition behind the regression procedure is to replace every fluent in
the formula with its successor state axiom. Suppose that the formula ϕ includes the relational
fluent F (~y, do(α, σ)), where F ’s successor state axiom is F (~x, do(a, s)) ≡ succF (~x, a, s). Then,
we can find a logically equivalent formula ϕ′ by replacing the fluent F (~y, do(α, σ)) in ϕ with
succF (~t, α, σ). This way, ϕ′ contains the simpler situation term σ. This can be continued until all
the situation terms are S0. Similarly, we can regress functional fluents. Formally, the regression
operator over a logical formula W is defined as follows:
• If W is an atomic formula:
– If W is in the form of F (~y, S0) then Regress(W ) = W .
– If W is a relational fluent atom of the form F (~y, do(α, σ)) then, Regress(W ) =
Regress(succF (~y, α, σ)) where F ’s successor state axiom is F (~y, do(a, s)) ≡
succF (~y, a, s).
• If W is a non-atomic formula, regression is defined inductively.
Regress(¬W ) = ¬Regress(W )
Regress(W1 ∧W2) = Regress(W1) ∧ Regress(W2)
Regress((∃v)W ) = (∃v)Regress(W )
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2.3.4 Reasoning in Probabilistic Situation Calculus
The reasoning task in a probabilistic dynamic environment represented using a probabilistic log-
ical language is to compute the probability of a logical formula given a sequence of probabilistic
actions. We introduce novel reasoning algorithms for probabilistic dynamic environments in Chap-
ters 5 and 6. Here, we describe the algorithm [Reiter, 2001] for reasoning in probabilistic situation
calculus, and it would be refered to as an exact reasoning algorithm later in this thesis.
The main intuition of the exact reasoning in the probabilistic situation calculus is to view the
possible outcomes for the probabilistic action sequence as a tree where the root is the initial situa-
tion and the branches are the possible nature’s choices at each level. Using this tree, the probability
of a formula ϕ is the sum of the probabilities of the leaf situations that ϕ is true. Probability of
a formula ϕ given the sequence ~γ is computed as follows. Given the tree of outcomes for the
sequence ~γ, this probability can be interpreted as the summation over all the probabilities of the
initial situations multiplied by the probabilities of the deterministic paths from each initial situation
to the leaf situations where ϕ is true in them.
probF(ϕ,~γ) =
∑
D|=init(s)
initProb(s) ∗ [
∑
(p,σ)|D|=stDo(~γ,p,s,σ)∧ϕ(σ)
p]
Here,D is the background theory of actions for the corresponding domain. stDo(~α, p, s, s′) shows
that the probability of the sequence ~α = 〈α1, . . . , αn, nil〉 between the situations s and s′ is equal
to p. nil is a dummy symbol indicating the end of the sequence.
stDo(〈nil〉, p, s, s′) =def s = s′ ∧ p = 1
stDo(〈〈α, β〉γ〉, p, s, s′) =def stDo(〈α, 〈β, γ〉, p, s, s′).
stDo(〈α, β, p, s, s′) =def ¬(∃a)[choice(α, a) ∧ Poss(a, s)] ∧ s = s′ ∧ p = 1 ∨
(∃a).choice(α, a) ∧ Poss(a, s) ∧
(∃p′).stDo(β, p′, do(a, s), s′) ∧ p = prob0(a, α, s) ∗ p′.
For the robot example, if we have the constraint that ∀s : at(l2, s) = ¬at(l1, s) then the
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probability of at(l2) given that the action move(l1, l2, o) has been executed is as follows:
P (at(l2), 〈move(l1, l2, o)〉) = 0.8 ∗ 0.9 + 0.2 ∗ 0.1 = 0.74.
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CHAPTER 3
REPRESENTATION AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
A domain is dynamic when its state evolves over time. Designing efficient and highly accurate
algorithms to reason about probabilistic dynamic domains is an important and challenging problem
in many real-world applications. The difficulty arises from the temporal evolution of the domain,
complexity of the state space, and inherent uncertainty in the transitions.
Selecting an appropriate model to compactly represent dynamic domains is important for es-
tablishing efficient and accurate algorithms. We summarize previous models to represent dynamic
domains into two categories of state-space models and action-centered models. State-space mod-
els use state sequences to represent dynamic domains, while action-centered models use action
sequences. Both models are general and can represent each other, however each has its own ad-
vantage depending on the problem.
In this chapter, we first briefly go over the properties of state-space and action-centered models.
Then, we present our action-centered model called Probabilistic Action Model (PAM) which is a
factored logical representation for probabilistic dynamic domains. In what follows we describe
both propositional and relational PAMs for representing dynamic domains. We then explain the
problems that we address throughout this thesis. We also compare the PAM representation with
state-space models and other action-centered models (e.g., probabilistic situation calculus [Reiter,
2001]) in the related works.
3.1 Representations for Probabilistic Dynamic Domains
We categorize different models to represent dynamic domains into two groups of state-space mod-
els and action-centered models.
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3.1.1 State-Space Models
State-space models use sequences of states to represent dynamics of a domain. These mod-
els define a prior, P (X0), a state-transition function, P (X t|X t−1), and an observation function,
P (Ot|X t), to model dynamic domains. For simplicity, in these models we usually assume that the
model is first-order Markov, i.e., P (X t|X1:t−1) = P (X t|X t−1). Similarly, these models assume
that the observations are conditionally first-order Markov: P (Ot|O1:t−1, X t) = P (Ot|X t, Ot−1).
This is usually further simplified by assuming P (Ot|Ot−1, X t) = P (Ot|X t). In addition, these
models are assumed to be time-invariant i.e., the transition and observation functions are the same.
If the parameters do change over time, one can just add them to the state space and treat them as
additional random variables. Two important examples of state-space models are Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs) and Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs). We have described both models in
the background (Chapter 2).
3.1.2 Action-Centered Models
Action-centered models use sequences of actions to represent dynamics of a domain. They take
advantage of the deterministic sub-structure of the domain. Similar to the state-space models,
these models define a prior, P (s0) over initial states. However, the transition and observation func-
tions are different from those of state-space models. Transitions are represented with probabilistic
actions that happen sequentially in time. The transition model represents the probability distribu-
tion P (dat|at, st−1) of selecting a deterministic action dat given a probabilistic action at in the
state st−1. Observations are in the form of truth assignments to the predicates and are given asyn-
chronously in time without the prediction of what will be observed. Similar to state-space models
we assume that the model is first-order Markov: P (dat|at, s1:t−1) = P (dat|at, st−1).
The following is an example of using action-centered models to represent dynamic domains.
Example 3.1 (Commanding a Robot). Figure 3.1 shows a grid in which a robot is moving accord-
ing to some commands. The initial state of the robot and the effect of its actions are uncertain. For
example, if the command is “Go one cell ahead” the robot can end up in the right cell or one cell
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Figure 3.1: (left) A robot is moving in a grid with uncertainties in the initial state and the tran-
sitions. (right) Transitions for the robot domain represented in the PAM format. Each transition
(probabilistic action) represents a probability distribution over different deterministic actions.
below it. This describes a dynamic domain with the state representing the location of the robot.
This domain can be modeled using an action-centered model. The transitions are observed in
the form of probabilistic actions: “Move(A, 1block).Turn(right)” which describes moving one
block ahead from the location A and then turning right. Transitions are modeled given the deter-
ministic outcomes of each of the probabilistic actions (represented in the figure).
Using action-centered models to represent this domain is helpful, since there are few possible
deterministic outcomes corresponding to each probabilistic action while the state space (size of the
grid) can be extremely large.
3.2 Propositional Probabilistic Action Models (P-PAM)
In this representation, a prior distribution over the possible initial states is represented compactly
using a Bayesian Network (BN). The representation also includes a transition model that is a
probability distribution over different deterministic outcomes. Every deterministic outcome is rep-
resented with a deterministic action that maps a set of states to a new set of states.
Formally, we specify P-PAM as follows:
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Definition 3.1. A Propositional Probabilistic Action Model (P-PAM) is a tuple
〈X ,S, P 0,A, DA, T ,P〉.
• X is a finite set of state variables {X1, . . . , X|X|},
• S is the set of world states s = 〈x1 . . . x|X |〉1, where each xi is a truth assignment to state
variable Xi ∈ X , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ |X |,
• P 0 is a prior probability distribution over the world states at time 0 (represented with a BN),
• A, DA are finite sets of probabilistic and deterministic action names, respectively,
• T : S ×DA → S is a transition function describing deterministic actions,
• P : DA×A× S → [0, 1] is a probability distribution over possible deterministic outcomes
of probabilistic actions in a given world state (denoted by P (da|a, s) for deterministic action
da, probabilistic action a , and state s).
Example 3.2 (safe). An agent aims to unlock a safe by performing a sequence of actions. The
actions include trying combinations Com1, Com2, or Com3 on the safe. The agent either succeeds
or fails in opening the safe by performing actions try-com1, try-com2, or try-com3. Figure 3.2
presents a probabilistic action model for the safe domain.
Action: (try − com1 )
• (try-com1-succ): 0.8
Pre: safe-open∨com1
Eff: safe-open
• (try-com1-fail): 0.2
Pre: safe-open∨com1
Eff: ¬safe-open
Figure 3.2: (left) BN representation for the prior distribution over states for the safe example. Com1
= true means that combination 1 is a right combination that opens the safe. (right) Description of
the action (try-com1) for the logical partition ψ1 = true. The agent succeeds in opening the safe
with probability 0.8 after applying (try-com1).
1Notice that we use uppercase letters to represent variables and lowercase letters to represent their values
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3.2.1 State Variables and World States
Every state variable in our representation is considered a logical proposition (takes either true or
false). World states are defined as full joint assignments to all the variables that exist in the domain.
Notice that states in our representation are different from situations in situation calculus. Situations
refer histories of actions that happen in the domain rather than the truth assignment to the variables
in the domain (more on this in Section 3.5). One can consider a state variable X as a set of world
states in which the variable X is evaluated to true. In this setting, we use a logical formula over
state variables to represent a set of world states.
3.2.2 Prior Distribution over Initial States
Prior distribution over state variables is represented compactly in the form of a Bayesian Network
(BN) (please refer to Chapter 2 for more details on BN).
A Bayesian Network (BN) [Pearl, 1988] is a probabilistic graphical model that represents the
conditional independence among the state variables of a domain. Bayesian Networks use the fact
that the state of a domain can be decomposed into several variables Xi to model the probability
distribution over the states. If a state is described by n Boolean variables, then a belief space
contains 2n states (possibly, some have probability 0).
Syntactically, a BN is a directed acyclic graph with a set of nodes which represent the state vari-
ables Xi ∈ X in the BN. Edges in the graph represent conditional dependencies; nodes which are
not connected represent variables which are conditionally independent of each other. A conditional
distribution of each node given its parents is denoted by P (Xi|parents(Xi)).
Semantically, a BN encodes a joint probability distribution over world states using the condi-
tional independence relationships. A joint probability distribution over world states is computed
as:
P (x1 . . . xn) =
n∏
i=1
P (xi|parents(Xi)) (3.1)
We focus our representation on probabilistic domains whose random variables are Boolean be-
cause they simplify our development. The representation can be generalized for discrete variables
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by encoding those variables in Boolean variables. We use the standard notation that capital letters
indicate variables and the corresponding script letters indicate particular values of those variables.
For example, the graph in Figure 3.2(left) shows a BN over four variables
Safe-Open,Com1,Com2,Com3. The probability of a world state s in that BN is computed as
P (s) =
∏
i P (xi|parents(Xi)) = P (com1)P (com2)P (com3)P (Safe-Open|Com1,Com2,Com3).
The reason that we choose a BN to represent the prior distribution is that BNs represent prob-
ability distributions in a compact way assuming that the domain has a factored representation.
3.2.3 Deterministic Actions
Syntactically, deterministic actions are represented with a name and a list of arguments. Semanti-
cally, deterministic actions map a set of states deterministically to a new set of states according to
a transition function. We present deterministic actions in a PDDL [Hel, 2009] format.
Definition 3.2 (Deterministic action semantics). Every deterministic action is represented with
effect rules of the form “a causes Effect if Precond” describing the preconditions Precond and
effects Effect of the action. The preconditions and effects are represented compactly with logical
formulas (propositional combinations of state variables).
Notice that the effect rules for a deterministic action should not contradict with each other i.e.,
all the rules that are activated in a world state s should result in a unique state s′. We allow for
disjunctions in the effects as long as the action is still deterministic (e.g., the effect cannot include
a disjunct that has not appeared in the precondition of the action).
A variable is affected by the action a in state s if there is a rule in the form of
“a causes Effect if Precond” where Precond is true in s and the variable is included in the ac-
tion’s effect Effect. If a variable has not been affected by the action, then its value does not change
after performing the action (Frame Assumption).
We define the deterministic transition function T of P-PAM corresponding to each determinis-
tic action more formally as follows:
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Definition 3.3. [Deterministic transition function] Let da be a deterministic action specified with
a set of rules in the form of “a causes Effect if Precond”. Let Effect(s, da) be the set of all the
propositions in Effect that are activated in the world state s. Let I(s, da) be the variables that are
not affected by action da and let Props(s) be all the atomic propositions in the state s. Then, for
every world state s ∈ S, T (s, da) = s′ is the corresponding deterministic transition function iff
• (I(s, da) ∩ Vars(s)) = (I(s, da) ∩ Vars(s′)) and Effect(s, da) is true in s′.
• The transition is deterministic i.e., if T (s, da) = s′1 and T (s, da) = s′2 then s′1 = s′2.
Example 3.3. Figure 3.2 (right) shows deterministic actions (try-com1-succ) and (try-com1-fail).
Each deterministic action is described with a set of preconditions and effects represented with
logical formulae over state variables. Executing an action only changes truth values of the variables
included in that action’s effect. For instance, after executing action (try-com1-succ) values of the
variables Com1, Com2, and Com3 do not change.
3.2.4 Probabilistic Actions
Transitions are represented by extending the probabilistic actions notion in [Bacchus et al., 1999;
Reiter, 2001]. Every probabilistic action denotes a probability distribution P (da|a, s) over deter-
ministic outcomes da in a world state s. Given a probabilistic action a and their deterministic
outcomes da, the probability distribution P (da|a, s) is identical in some world states s. Using this
property, we can partition world states into mutually disjoint sets represented by logical formulas
(called logical partitions).
We define a logical partition ψi,a as a set of world states si where (1) for every world state sj
in the set, P (da|a, si) = P (da|a, sj) and (2) for every world state sk not in the set, P (da|a, si) 6=
P (da|a, sk).
We specify P (da|a, s) using logical partitions ψ1 . . . ψk for the action a. When some state s
satisfies ψi (i ≤ k), then P (da|a, s) = PAi(da), where PAi is a probability distribution over dif-
ferent deterministic outcomes of action a corresponding to the logical partition ψi. More formally,
the probability distribution for probabilistic actions is defined as follows:
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Definition 3.4. [Probability distribution for probabilistic actions] Let ψ1 . . . ψk be propositional
formulas (called logical partitions) that divide the world states into mutually disjoint sets. Then,
P(da|a, s) is defined as a probability distribution over possible deterministic outcomes da of the
probabilistic action a in the state s which satisfies one of the partitions ψi (i ≤ k).
P (da|a, s) =

PA1(da) if s |= ψ1
PA2(da) if s |= ψ2
. . .
(3.2)
Figure 3.2 (right) shows the probabilistic action (try-com1) and its possible outcomes as deter-
ministic actions (try-com1-succ) and (try-com1-fail) for the logical partition ψ1 = true.
3.2.5 Observations
In partially observable domains, we update our knowledge as a result of executing an action and
collecting observations in the resulting state. In a probabilistic action model, the transition dis-
tribution P represents a distribution over possible outcomes of a probabilistic action. We do not
introduce observations in the transition model. The observations are given asynchronously in time
without prediction of what we will observe (thus, this is different from HMMs [Rabiner, 1989] or
DBNs [Dean and Kanazawa, 1988], where a sensor model is given). Each observation ot is repre-
sented with a logical formula over state variables (e.g., safe-open ∧ com1 shows an observation
received at time t). When ot is observed at time t, the logical formula ot is true about the state of
the world at time t.
3.3 Relational Probabilistic Action Models (R-PAM)
In complex dynamic domains, the state of the domain is evolving in the presence of large number
of objects and relations among them. It is not tractable to enumerate all these objects individually.
In addition, prior distribution over initial states does not need to be realized into individual states or
a propositional BN. To compactly model such domains, we add elements from First-Order Logic
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to our propositional PAM representation. Similar to P-PAMs, relational PAMs consist of two main
components of a prior distribution and a transition distribution. Probabilistic and deterministic ac-
tions are modeled the same way as P-PAMs except that the arguments are all described in relational
format. In what follows we define the basic building blocks of a Relational-PAM.
3.3.1 Representation Language
In following, we first define the language L of a R-PAM. We then describe the semantics of our
model.
Definition 3.5. [R-PAM language] The language L of a R-PAM is a tuple (F,C, V,A, DA) con-
sisting of:
• F , a finite set of state predicates (called fluents) whose truth values change over time,
• C, a finite set of constants denoting known entities of the domain,
• V , a finite set of variables denoting unknown entities of the domain,
• A, a finite set of probabilistic action types,
• DA, a finite set of deterministic action types.
State predicates (fluent atoms) are represented as formulas of the form f(x1, . . . , xk) (also
represented by f(~x)), where arguments x1, . . . , xk ∈ V ∪ C are either variables or constants.
Action types are syntactically represented as a(x1, . . . , xk) with an action name with a list of
arguments among variables or constants.
In R-PAM grounding of a fluent f(~x) or an action a(~x) is derived by replacing each variable in
~x with a constant c ∈ C.
A (complete) state s in this model is defined as a full assignment of {true, false} to all possible
groundings of the predicates in F . However, at any particular time step, it is generally the case
that the values of many state predicates are unknown. A belief state σ denotes a set of (complete)
states that hold in a particular time step. It can also be interpreted as a conjunction of those ground
predicates whose truth values are known.
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Example 3.4 (Briefcase). Briefcase is a domain consisting of objects, locations, and a briefcase.
An agent interacts with the domain by executing some probabilistic actions: putting objects in the
briefcase, taking objects out of the briefcase, and moving the briefcase together with its objects.
We model this domain with a R-PAM with language L that is represented in Figure 3.3.
Language L of the Briefcase domain
Constants object O1, object O2, location L1,Location L2,Briefcase B
Variables objects o, locations l
Fluents In(o),At(B, l),At(o,l)
Probabilistic actions PutIn(o,B),TakeOut(o,B),Move(B , l1 , l2 )
Deterministic actions PutInSucc(o, b),PutInFail(o, b),MvWithObj (b, l1 , l2 )
Figure 3.3: Language L for the R-PAM representation for the briefcase domain.
3.3.2 Relational Deterministic Actions
We describe deterministic action types (e.g., PutInSucc(o, b)) represented syntactically with a
name together with a list of arguments. For action types these arguments are all variables rather
than constants. Relational deterministic actions encapsulate a group of propositional actions that
have similar properties. For example, PutInSucc(o, b) shows a group of actions that puts objects
into a briefcase. A ground deterministic action is an instantiation of a deterministic action type,
meaning that the variables are replaced with constants. For example, PutInSucc(o, b) is an action
type because o and b are variables, whereas PutInSucc(O ,B) is a ground action because O and
B denote known entities.2
In some action types, some variables do not appear in the argument list of deterministic actions.
In this case, the actions are universally quantified over the missing argument. For example, the
relational deterministic action type MvWithObj (b, l1 , l2 ) describes that all the objects inside the
briefcase are moved together with the briefcase to the next position i.e., it is quantified over all
the possible objects inside the briefcase. Thus, the action is relational in a sense that it includes
propositional actions of moving each object individually.
2In this thesis we represent variables with capital letters and constants with small letters.
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Semantically, relational deterministic actions map a set of states to another set of states similar
to propositional deterministic actions. In our R-PAM representation, a relational deterministic
action da(~x) ∈ DA is semantically specified with precondition and successor state axioms [Reiter,
2001].
Definition 3.6. [Deterministic action axioms] Precondition axioms show the conditions under
which the deterministic action da is executable in a given state; Precond is a special predicate
denoting the feasibility of a deterministic action:
Precondda(~x)⇔ Φ(~x)
where Φ is a First-order Logic (FOL) formula. We describe the precondition axioms according to
the following formula:
Successor state axioms enumerate all the ways that the value of a particular fluent can change;
A successor state axiom for a fluent f is defined as:
Precondtda(~x)⇒ (Succtf,da(~x)⇔ f t+1(~x))
where Succtf,da(~x) is a FOL formula at time t. These axioms demonstrate if the deterministic
action da is feasible (the preconditions hold) then the fluent f at time t + 1 changes according to
the FOL formula Succtf,da(~x). Notice that the variables ~x appear in preconditions and successor
state axioms can include variables other than the ones appearing in the arguments of da.
One can easily derive the effects of actions by the above axioms. For example, the precondi-
tion of the deterministic action MvWithObj (B , l1 , l2 ) is At(B, l1) ∧ ¬At(B, l2), and its effect is
¬At(B, l1) ∧ At(B, l2) ∧ (∀o In(o)⇒ At(o, l2)).
The grounding of a deterministic action is defined as the grounding of all the fluent atoms
appearing in the precondition and effect logical formulas Precondtda(~x) and Succ
t
f,da(~x). Therefore,
a grounded deterministic action is a transition function T : S × DA → S. One can see from
the example that for grounding the action MvWithObj , one needs to permute all the possible
combinations of objects inside the briefcase. For example, if O1 and O2 are inside the briefcase,
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the grounded actions are MvWithObj (B , l1 , l2 ,O1 ),MvWithObj (B , l1 , l2 ,O2 ). This increases
the dimensionality of the domain and increases the required number of samples to yield low error
for reasoning. Hereinafter for simplicity, we represent fluents and actions without their arguments
whenever it is not necessary to mention the variables or constants.
3.3.3 Relational Probabilistic Actions
Relational probabilistic action types are syntactically represented with an action name and a list
of arguments. Semantically, relational probabilistic actions are modeled similar to propositional
probabilistic actions. Similarly, we define logical partitions ψi,a as a set of world states si where
(1) for every world state sj in the set, P (da|a, si) = P (da|a, sj) and (2) for every world state sk
not in the set, P (da|a, si) 6= P (da|a, sk).
Every relational probabilistic action type represents transitions as a probability distribution
over different relational deterministic actions types
Definition 3.7. [Probability distribution for probabilistic actions] Let ψ1 . . . ψk be FOL formulas
(called partitions) that divide the world states into mutually disjoint sets. Then, P(da(~x)|a(~x), s)
is defined as a probability distribution over possible relational deterministic outcomes da(~x) of the
probabilistic action type a(~x) in the state s which satisfies one of the partitions ψi (i ≤ k). More
formally, when some state s satisfies partition ψi then P(da(~x)|a(~x), s) = PAi(da(~x)), where PAi is
a probability distribution over different deterministic action types da(~x) of the probabilistic action
type a(~x) corresponding to the partition ψi.
P(da(~x)|a(~x), s) =

PA1(da(~x)) if s |= ψ1
PA2(da(~x)) if s |= ψ2
. . .
(3.3)
Notice that the list of arguments for each deterministic action type da(~x) is similar to the list of
arguments of the action type a(~x). We assume that replacing variables in a(~x) with constants does
not change P(da(~x)|a(~x), s).
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For example, for probabilistic action TakeOut(o), deterministic action TakeOutSucc(o), and
logical partitions ψ1 = In(o) and ψ2 = ¬In(o)
P(da|a, s) =
 PA1(TakeOutSucc(o),TakeOutFail) = {0.9, 0.1} if s |= In(o)PA2(TakeOutFail) = {1.0} if s |= ¬In(o)
3.3.4 Prior Distribution over Initial States
In R-PAM we assume a prior distribution over world states at time 0. To model the prior distri-
bution, we use one of the static relational probabilistic models in the literature (e.g., [Richardson
and Domingos, 2006]) to represent prior probabilities in relational models. In relational domains,
modeling prior probabilities with Bayesian networks is not efficient since it requires grounding
every state predicate in the domain. This grounding results in a huge state space since there are
usually many objects in the domain.
A knowledge engineer can define the semantics of the prior distribution using one of the avail-
able static relational probabilistic models. Then, we use the inference algorithm defined in that
model’s semantics to compute probability of formulas at time 0. Our filtering algorithm, intro-
duced in the next chapters, does not depend on the way the initial knowledge has been represented.
In conclusion, we define a R-PAM formally as follows:
Definition 3.8. A R-PAM is a tuple (L,AX,P,P0) as:
• A language L = (F, V, C,A, DA) representing the language of R-PAM (Definition 3.5)
• A set of deterministic action axioms AX (Definition 3.6)
• A transition distribution P for each probabilistic action (Definition 3.7)
• A prior distribution P0 over initial world states
3.3.5 Observations
Similar to P-PAM, observations 〈o0, . . . , oT 〉 are given asynchronously in time without prediction
of what we will observe. Each observation ot is represented with a FOL formula over fluents.
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When ot is observed at time t, the FOL formula ot is true about the state of the world at time t.
Please notice that we do not introduce observations in the transition model.
In the next chapters, we deal with filtering (state estimation) in stochastic dynamic domains
with different properties. We also introduce applications that can take advantage of our PAM
representation.
3.4 Problem: Reasoning in Probabilistic Dynamic Domains
The problem that we address throughout this thesis is reasoning in probabilistic dynamic do-
mains. In our setting, we assume a domain whose change occurs at discrete-time steps and evolves
stochastically with time. In such probabilistic dynamic domains some information has been usu-
ally provided in the form of observations. However, the real state of the domain is hidden while it
can be estimated from the partial evidences that have been observed throughout time. The prob-
lem here is to estimate missing or hidden information from the observations in the domain. In
particular, we are interested in different reasoning tasks in these domains. These reasoning tasks
are different from each other according to the request query to the domain and according to the
amount of observation that is available to the domain.
3.4.1 Filtering
Filtering is the task of tracking the hidden state of the domain given some partial observations that
have been received. Observations can be in the form of knowing exact transitions that occur in
the domain or some observations about different variables in the state of the domain. Filtering
computes the posterior probability distribution over different states as time passes.
In this thesis, we address the problem of filtering with a sequence of actions and partial
observations of a probabilistic prior. In particular, we are interested in computing probability
P (ϕt|a1:T , o0:t) of a logical formula ϕT after t steps of actions a1:T and observations o0:T . In Chap-
ter 4 the input actions are deterministic, in Chapters 5 and 6 the input actions are probabilistic.
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3.4.2 Decoding (Understanding)
Decoding is the problem of finding the most likely hidden state sequence given the observation
sequence and a prior distribution. In this thesis (Chapter 7), we address the problem of finding the
most likely sequence of deterministic events da1:T given a sequence of probabilistic actions a1:T
and observations o1:T in the context of natural language narratives. Formally,
e1:T = arg max
da1:T
P (da1:T |a1:T , o1:T ) (3.4)
A natural language narrative consists of a sequence of sentences that describe dynamics of a
domain. A narrative can be considered as a probabilistic dynamic domain whereas each sentence in
the narrative denotes an observed probabilistic action in the domain. Decoding (understanding) a
narrative is the problem of inferring events that might not be explicitly mentioned in the sentences.
For instance different events such as ‘kick’, ‘pass’, or ‘unsuccessful pass’ can be inferred from
the sentence “Player1 kicks the ball to Player2”. The problem of interest in Chapter 7 is decoding
(understanding) a narrative given a sequence of sentences. In particular, we infer individual events
for every sentence. We then make a consistent sequence of events.
3.4.3 Change Detection
Change detection and control is the problem of making decisions given some observations. The
problem that we address in this thesis (Chapter 8) is monitoring change in Web pages. We are
interested in detecting time steps that change has occurred given partial observations about the
domain. In this setting transition model P (X t|X t−1), observations model P (Ot|X t), and prior
distribution P 0(X0) over initial state variables are provided as input. At each time step t we
decide to sense (or not) a web page and receive a reward that depends on the action and the current
state of the domain. Therefore, the problem is to estimate the optimal policy of sensing Web pages
that maximizes the utility of these decisions.
Solving this problem has many applications such as in search engine crawlers which need to
decide when to sense a page to keep page repository updated while avoiding redundant updates.
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Web pages change continuously without knowing when change has occurred. Web page monitor-
ing requires a probabilistic dynamic domain for modelling change in web pages.
3.5 Related Work: Models for Probabilistic Dynamic Domains
HMMs [Rabiner, 1989] differ from the P-PAM representation since HMMs are state-space models,
but P-PAM representations are action-centered. Essentially, both HMMs and P-PAMs are universal
and can represent dynamic domains, but they are more compact and natural in different scenarios.
A HMM can be modeled using a P-PAM representation with a single variable where actions model
the transition matrix. A PAM representation can also be represented with a HMM. Hidden states
are modeled by combining all the state variables into a single state variable and transition matrix is
modeled using the actions in the P-PAM representation. A R-PAM representation is different from
a HMM since R-PAMs model relational domains and take advantage of describing action types
rather than describing all possible transitions between states.
DBNs [Dean and Kanazawa, 1988] are different from the PAM representation. DBNs are
state-space models and represent transitions as a conditional distribution between states at two
consecutive time steps. In contrast, PAM representation is an action-centered model and applies
a different structure, namely, a representation for the transition model as a distribution over de-
terministic actions. Both models are universal and can represent each other, but they are more
compact and natural in different scenarios.
Situation calculus is a logical formalism to represent dynamic domain, however, it is different
from the PAM representation. In contrast to the situation calculus, PAM does not use the notation
of situations and it relies on truth assignments to the state variables to represent the state of the
world. Moreover, the PAM representation takes advantage of a Bayesian network to represent the
prior distribution rather than assigning a probability to every possible initial situations (which can
be exponential in the number of variables).
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3.6 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter, we presented our representation to model probabilistic dynamic domains. Our
representation is an action-centered model which uses probabilistic actions to model transitions in
the domain. Our representation extends previous action-centered models with a graphical model
prior to compactly represent probability distribution over initial states.
Our representation is useful when the domain can be decomposed into deterministic substruc-
tures. Some domain examples include narratives, robotics, and healthcare domains. In such do-
mains, the number of possible deterministic realizations of the probabilistic actions is not too large.
These domains usually have a large state space since they are large in the number of objects and
their relationships. Such properties do not allow modeling with state-space representations which
are based on the sequences of states to represent dynamic domains.
Our current model assumes that the transitions are grounded meaning that the list of arguments
of the probabilistic actions are known. One immediate extension of our model is to allow modeling
parametrized probabilistic actions in the domain.
An assumption that we have made for our model is that the objects are initially known. A
possible direction for extending this model is to model open-universe dynamic domains where
new objects can be introduced to the domain at each step. The basic problem is what to do about
all the undetected objects that might exist at a given time but have not been “detected” individually.
The representation would take advantage of the fact that all “undetected” objects of a given type are
exchangeable and all “undetected” evidence is alike. So in some cases it simply might be possible
to maintain estimated counts for undetected objects.
The current model assumes a discrete model for transitions meaning that the transition prob-
ability is over different deterministic actions. In addition, our current model assumes discrete
variables at each time step. The model can be extended to hybrid models (e.g., using Rao-
Blackwellised particle filtering [Doucet et al., 2000]) which allow for both discrete and continuous
variables. What is even more important is to model continuous transitions. One interesting ap-
plication is in robotics. For example, the possible outcomes of the robot movement is continuous
in the space rather than discrete. Some ideas that can be applied here is to discretize the possible
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continuous outcomes.
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CHAPTER 4
LOGICAL-BASIS FILTERING OF A
PROBABILISTIC PRIOR WITH DETERMINISTIC
TRANSITIONS
In this chapter, we present a novel algorithm and a new understanding of filtering a probabilis-
tic prior with a sequence of deterministic actions. When the initial state of a dynamic system is
unknown, a probability distribution can be still specified over the initial states. Estimating the pos-
terior distribution over states (filtering) after some deterministic actions occurred is a core problem
relevant to AI planning, natural language processing (NLP), and robotics among others. Previous
approaches to filtering of deterministic actions are not tractable even if the distribution over the
initial system state is represented compactly. The reason is that state variables become correlated
after a few steps. The main innovation of this chapter is a method for sidestepping this problem
by redefining state variables dynamically at each time step such that the posterior for time t is
represented in a factored form. This update is done using a progression algorithm as a subroutine,
and our algorithm’s tractability follows when that subroutine is tractable. Our results are for gen-
eral deterministic actions and in particular, our algorithm is tractable for one-to-one and STRIPS
actions. Results of this chapter have previously appeared in [Hajishirzi and Amir, 2010].
4.1 Introduction: Why Logical-Basis Filtering?
Filtering in a stochastic dynamic system is the problem of estimating the systems’ state given a
sequence of actions and partial observations (described in Chapter 3). When applied to real-world
problems, most applications have very large state spaces, uncertain initial states, and uncertain
effects of actions. There have been approaches such as Bayesian Networks (BN) [Pearl, 1988] for
modeling the initial state of the system compactly, taking advantage of conditional independence
structure among the state variables. What is difficult, is to preserve the conditional-independence
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structure over time in a probabilistic dynamic system.
Current approaches to probabilistic filtering with PDDL or situation calculus (e.g., [Reiter,
2001; Bacchus et al., 1999]) take advantage of the deterministic sub-structure of the domain and
use subroutines for reasoning about sequences of deterministic actions with a probabilistic prior.
Therefore, it is helpful to have efficient algorithms for filtering in deterministic domains with a
probabilistic prior. However, traditional filtering methods are inefficient or imprecise for deter-
ministic sequences. Some approaches (e.g., [Reiter, 2001; Bacchus et al., 1999]) marginalize over
all possible initial states (exponential in the number of variables) to compute the posterior probabil-
ity of a query. Others (e.g., [Boutilier et al., 2001]) use logical regression at every time step, so are
inefficient for long sequences of actions. In another group of approaches (e.g., Dynamic Bayesian
Networks (DBNs) [Dean and Kanazawa, 1988]) all the state variables become fully correlated after
a few steps even if they are independent at time 0, resulting in a posterior representation of size
exponential in the number of variables.
In this chapter we introduce our new understanding of conditional-independence structure
preservation over time in systems with deterministic actions and a stochastic prior over initial
states. Our new understanding leads to a new exact algorithm (called logical-basis filtering) for
reasoning about sequences of deterministic actions with a probabilistic prior over the initial states.
The algorithm is tractable for one-to-one and STRIPS [Fikes and Nilsson, 1971] actions, following
results of [Amir and Russell, 2003]. We later (in Chapter 5) show that every filtering algorithm
in polytime for an action system with deterministic transitions leads to a polytime algorithm for
stochastic filtering.
We use the propositional PAM representation (Chapter 3) for representing dynamic systems.
In particular, the initial knowledge is represented with a prior distribution over state variables (in a
Bayesian Network (BN) [Pearl, 1988] format) and transitions are modeled naturally as stochastic
choices among deterministic actions. Our algorithm uses a deterministic progression subroutine
(logical filtering [Amir and Russell, 2003] described in details in the background) and represents
the posterior at time twith a BN whose structure and conditional probabilities are identical to those
of the BN at time 0, but whose nodes have a new meaning.
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Figure 4.1: (left) BN0 at time 0 with state variablesX1 . . . Xn, (right) New BNT constructed at time
T with new BN bases Φ1 . . . Φn. BN0 and BNT have identical structures.
Specifically, every node in the BN representation of posterior at time t corresponds to a propo-
sitional logical formula that represents a set of world states. For example, when a binary node Xi
(time 0) takes value 1, then it represents the set of world states that satisfy Xi = 1 (when xi takes
the value 1) and the set of states that satisfy Xi = 0 (when xi takes the value 0). At time t, a binary
node Φti would be a logical formula over x1, ..., xn at time t. When this binary node takes value 1,
then it represents the set of world states that satisfy Φti = 1. The BN comprised of such nodes at
time t represents the posterior distribution over states at time t.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the problem that we
are addressing here. In Section 4.3 we describe the logical filtering algorithm [Amir and Russell,
2003] useful for our logical-basis filtering. In Section 4.4 we specialize the ideas of logical-basis
filtering of a probabilistic prior with one-to-one actions. We later extend our algorithm to general
deterministic transitions and describe it in Section 4.5. Finally, Section 4.6 discusses some related
work.
We later apply our exact filtering algorithm to reason about sequences of probabilistic actions
(Chapter 5). Our theoretical and empirical results show our logical basis filtering algorithm results
in an efficient method for our sampling approach ([Hajishirzi and Amir, 2008] and also Chapter
5) for filtering with probabilistic actions. The improvement is due to the fact that we remove the
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expensive subroutine of regressing to time zero at every time step and just use progression.
4.2 Problem Definition and Representation Model
The problem that we address here is to estimate the state of a system given a sequence of transitions
and a probabilistic prior. State estimate problem is called filtering in probabilistic dynamic systems.
In this chapter, we are focused on filtering with deterministic transitions of a probabilistic prior.
Even with deterministic actions one cannot deterministically track the state of the system since the
exact initial state of the system is still unknown.
The prior distribution is represented with a BN, and transitions are deterministic actions. The
reason that we choose a BN to represent the prior distribution is that BNs represent probability
distributions in a compact way assuming that there is a fair amount of conditional independence
among the state variables. For example, the graph in Figure 4.1(left) shows a BN for five variables
X1 . . . X5. The probability of a world state s = x1, . . . , x5 in that BN is computed as P (s) =∏
i P (xi|parents(Xi)) = P (x1)P (x2|x1)P (x3|x2)P (x4|x2)P (x5|x3, x4).1
Please notice that we choose actions to represent transitions over modeling transitions, i.e.,
using conditional independence structure. The reason is that exact filtering in DBNs is not tractable
since all the state variables become fully correlated after a few steps.
We use a simplified version of our propositional PAM representation (Definition 3.1) to model
such a dynamic system. The simplicity here is that there are no probabilistic actions in the do-
main. Therefore, the simplified deterministic propositional PAM representation is defined as a
tuple 〈X ,S, P 0, DA, T 〉 where the elements in the tuple are defined according to Definition 3.1.
• X is a finite set of state variables.
• S is the set of world states s = 〈x1 . . . x|X |〉, where each xi is a truth assignment to state
variable Xi ∈ X , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ |X |.
• P 0 is a prior probability distribution over the world states at time 0 (represented with a BN).
• DA are finite sets of probabilistic and deterministic action names, respectively.
1Note that we use UPPERCASE letters to represent state variables and lower case letters to represent their values.
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Figure 4.2: (left) X1 and X2 are state variables that model the position of the robot in the row x1
and column x2 of the grid, respectively. (right) Bayes net that models the prior distribution over
the initial position of the robot.
• T : S ×DA → S is a transition function describing deterministic actions.
Example 4.1. There is a robot moving in a 2 × 2 grid (Figure 4.2). The position of the robot
is initially unknown. We model this with a BN whose state variables are X1 and X2. P 0(x1)
represents the probability of being at row x1, and P 0(x2) is the probability of being at column x2
of the board. Therefore, there are four different world states {s00, s01, s10, s11} that denote being
in one of the four different cells (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0) and (1, 1) of the grid. The probability of the
logical formula ϕ0 = (x1x2) ∨ (¬x1¬x2) is P (ϕ0) = P (s11) + P (s00) meaning that the robot is
either at cell (1, 1) or (0, 0).
We define two deterministic actions moves and movef in this domain with the rules
“moves(x1, x2) causes (¬x1 ∧ ¬x2) if true” (meaning that the robot successfully moves diago-
nally) and “movef (x1, x2) causes (x1 ∧ x2) if true” (robot stays at the current cell).
In this setting, the inference problem is defined as computing the probability of a query given
a sequence of actions and observations. A query is either a world state or a propositional formula.
In what follows, we first show how we adopt the logical filtering algorithm for compact filtering
with deterministic actions and no probabilistic prior. We later show how we use logical filtering as
a subroutine in our algorithms for filtering with deterministic actions of a probabilistic prior.
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4.3 Logical Filtering with Deterministic Transitions
Logical filtering is a specific class of filtering methods in which belief states, actions, and observa-
tions are all represented compactly using logical formulae.
In the logical filtering approach (described in Chapter 2) that we use as a subroutine, the transi-
tion system is represented with a tuple, (X ,S, T ). The arguments of this tuple are taken from the
PAM representation. X represents a set of state variables of the PAM representation, and S is a set
of possible world states. Each world state is a full joint assignment to all the state variables Xi of
the PAM. T is the set of transition functions for the action a. Each transition function T (s, a) = s′
states that the world state s′ is mapped to the world state s and is derived from the transition model
of the PAM. Recall that every deterministic action is represented with effect rules (Definition 3.2
in Chapter 3) of the form “a causes Effect if Precond” describing the preconditions Precond and
effects Effect of the action.
At each time step, filtering the set of states σt with an action da results in another set of states
σt+1 denoted by LogicFilter[da](σt) = {s′ | T (s, da) = s′, s ∈ σt}, where T is the transi-
tion function for deterministic actions (Definition 3.1). Likewise, LogicFilter[o](σt) = {s ∈
σt | o is true in s} demonstrates the set of world states that the agent can be in after receiving
an observation o. The semantics of the logical filtering is as follows according to the transition
model.
The filtering of the formula σ with a sequence of deterministic actions and observations
(a1, o1, . . . , at, ot) is denoted as LogicFilter[a1, o1, . . . , at, ot](σ) where [.] represents the list of
observations or deterministic actions for filtering.
1. LogicFilter[](σ) = σ
2. LogicFilter[da](σ) = {s′ | T (s, da) = s′, s ∈ σ} where T is the transition function for
deterministic actions (Definition 3.1).
3. LogicFilter[o](σ) = {s ∈ σ | o is true in s} presents a set of world states that is possible for
the agent to be in after receiving an observation o.
4. LogicFilter[dai, oi, . . . , dat, ot](σ) =
LogicFilter[dai+1, oi+1, . . . , dat, ot]LogicFilter[oi](LogicFilter[dai](σ))).
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where  is an empty action (staying idle).
When there is no confusion, we omit action names from the arguments of LogicFilter and just
implicitly mention the action or the action sequence.
Example 4.2. In the moving robot scenario in Example 4.1, we define the following rule for a
new action moved, “moved(x1, x2) causes (¬x1∧¬x2) if x2”. Therefore, LogicFilter[moved](σ) =
{s|¬x2 is true in s} meaning that the agent will be at column 0 (¬x2) after performing action
moved. The reason is that if the agent is initially at column 1 (i.e., x2) then the agent would move
to column 0 (i.e., ¬x2), and if the agent is at column 0 (¬x2) then the agent stays at the same state
(thus still satisfying ¬x2). Call this resulting belief state σ′. Now, if an observation o = x1 is
received (i.e., the agent is at row 1), then LogicFilter[o](σ′) is exactly the set of worlds that satisfy
x1 ∧ ¬x2.
In what follows, we introduce algorithms for filtering the prior distribution with one-to-one or
general deterministic actions.
4.4 Logical-Basis Filtering with One-to-One Actions of a
Probabilistic Prior
We start describing our logical-basis filtering algorithm with simplifying the transitions to one-
to-one deterministic actions. We later relax the assumption of one-to-one action and extend our
algorithm for general deterministic actions and show how similar ideas would be applied to general
deterministic actions.
The intuition of logical-basis filtering is to dynamically construct a BN at each time step with
an identical topology to the initial BN. The new BN is constructed in terms of new nodes that are
expressions over state variables at that time (Figure 4.1). In essence, our algorithm consist of two
major steps: (1) logical filtering of state variables with deterministic one-to-one transitions up to
time t and deriving new nodes’ expressions and (2) computing marginals in the constructed BN
with the same structure of the BN at time zero.
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Figure 4.3: (left) One-to-one transitions for Example 1. (right) The corresponding DBN represen-
tation.
We use logical filtering as a subroutine for computing the expressions of the nodes of the new
BNs. Note that we can replace logical filtering with other progression algorithms for a sequence
of deterministic actions (e.g., [Shahaf and Amir, 2007; Levesque, 1998; Bryant, 1992]). In this
chapter, we introduce our approach based on the semantics of PAM from Definition 3.1. Notice
that, we can use any different language as long as the deterministic filtering can be applied.
The action da is one-to-one if (1) da is deterministic; (2) every world state st1 uniquely maps
to exactly one world state at time t + 1, i.e., if T (st1, da) = T (st2, da) then st1 = st2. For example,
flipping a light switch is a one-to-one action while turning on the light is not.
Definition 4.1 (one-to-one action). Action a is deterministic one-to-one, if the following condition
holds: ∀si 6= sj : T (si, a) 6= T (sj, a).
Example 4.3. For the robot of Example 4.1, we define a one-to-one action moveo with rules
moveo(x1, x2) causes (¬x1 ∧ ¬x2) if x2 and moveo(x1, x2) causes (x1 ∧ ¬x2) if ¬x2. Figure
4.3(left) shows the one-to-one transitions of the robot. Intuitively, the robot moves diagonally if it
is at column 1; otherwise, it moves vertically.
Figure 4.3 (right) shows the corresponding DBN representation. Both variables at time step
1 depend on the variable X2 at time step 0. Therefore, X1 and X2 become correlated after one
step. Therefore, even for simple one-to-one actions inference algorithm for DBNs is exponential
in the number of state variables in the domain. In what follows, we introduce a tractable filtering
algorithm for filtering with a sequence of one-to-one actions of a BN prior.
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Algorithm 4.1. LogicBasis1-1(BN0(X01 . . . X0n), da1:t)
Input: Prior distribution BN0(X01 . . . X0n), One-to-One action sequence da1:t
Output: P (xt1 . . . xtn)
1. for all i:
Φti ← LogicFilter(X0i ) and Φti ← LogicFilter(¬X0i )
2. BNt ← BN0 with new nodes Φti (Theorem 4.1)
3. for all i:
ϕti ← Φti(xt1 . . . xtn) and ϕti ← Φti(xt1 . . . xtn)
4. P (ϕt1 . . . ϕ
t
n)←
∏
i P (ϕ
t
i|parents(Φti)
5. Return P (xt1 . . . x
t
n)← P (ϕt1 . . . ϕtn) in BNt(Φt1 . . .Φtn)
Figure 4.4: LogicBasis1-1 algorithm for computing the joint distribution for one-to-one determin-
istic sequence da1:t and prior BN0.
4.4.1 Filtering Algorithm
We provide an algorithm, LogicBasis1-1 (Figure 4.4), for exact filtering with one-to-one actions
of a BN prior using the property of one-to-one actions that the probability distribution over world
states does not change after applying the action da. The algorithm dynamically constructs a new
BN at each time step that has an identical structure to the BN at time 0 but with new nodes, called
BN bases. That is, the nodes of the BN at time 0 represent the state variables X0i , and the nodes of
BN at time t represent the new BN bases Φti (Figure 4.1).
We define BN bases Φt1, ...,Φ
t
n for one-to-one actions as propositional formulas over state vari-
ables X t1, .., X
t
n whereas every full joint assignment to the state variables X
t
1, .., X
t
n leads to ex-
actly one full joint assignment to Φt1, ...,Φ
t
n and vice versa. BN bases are derived from applying
logical filtering with the input one-to-one action sequence over the state variables at time 0 i.e.,
Φti = LogicFilter(X
0
i ) and Φti = LogicFilter(¬X0i ).
Prior and conditional probabilities over the new BN bases are identical to the correspond-
ing distributions at time 0 (demonstrated in Figure 4.1 and proved in Theorem 4.1). This is
because of the property (proved in Lemma 4.1) of a one-to-one deterministic action da is that
the probability distribution over world states does not change after filtering with action da i.e.,
P (st+1) = P (st) where st+1 = LogicFilter(st). This property also holds for a set of world states
σi and σj and their filtering over time i.e., P (σti) = P (σ
t+1
i ) and P (σ
t+1
i |σt+1j ) = P (σti |σtj) where
σt+1i = LogicFilter(σ
t
i) and σ
t+1
j = LogicFilter(σ
t
j).
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Example 4.4. We compute new BN bases of Example 4.3 (Figure 4.3) given the one-to-one action
moveo from Example 4.3.
Φ11 = LogicFilter(X
0
1 ) = (x
1
1x
1
2) ∨ (¬x11¬x12)
Φ11 = LogicFilter(¬X01 ) = (x11¬x12) ∨ (¬x11x12)
Φ12 = LogicFilter(X
0
2 ) = ¬x12
Φ12 = LogicFilter(¬X02 ) = x12
From Theorem 4.1 we have: P (Φ11 = 1) = P
0(X01 = 1).
Example 4.5. If in Figure 4.3(right) we add the assumption that X01 depends on X02 at time 0.
Therefore, the probability of a joint distribution at time 0 is computed as: P 0(s0 = 10) = P 0(X01 =
1|X02 = 0)P 0(X02 = 0). We use the algorithm LogicBasis1-1 to compute the full joint distribution
P (s1 = 11) at time 1 given the one-to-one action moveo from Example 4.3. We use the formulas
derived in Example 4.4 for the BN bases Φis.
The following computations show that P (s1) = P (s0) where s1 = LogicFilter(s0) for s1 = 11
and s0 = 10.
P (s1 = 11)
= P (Φ11 = Φ
1
1(s
1)|Φ12 = Φ12(s1))P (Φ12 = Φ12(s1))
= P (Φ11 = 1|Φ12 = 0)P (Φ12 = 0)
= P 0(X01 = 1|X02 = 0)P 0(X02 = 0) = P 0(s0 = 10)
To summarize, our algorithm for filtering with one-to-one actions, LogicBasis1-1, updates the
BN at each time step by applying logical filtering over the state variables and constructs the new
BN bases Φi and Φi. To compute the probability P (xt1 . . . x
t
n) of a full joint assignment to state
variables at time step t, our algorithm computes the probability P (ϕt1 . . . ϕ
t
n) of a full joint assign-
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ment to the BN bases.
P (st = xt1, . . . , x
t
n) =
∏
i
P (ϕti|parents(Φti)) (4.1)
For that, LogicBasis1-1 computes ϕti and ϕti as the truth values of the Φ
t
i and Φti, where Φ
t
i and
Φti are logical formulae over state variables at time t. This means that LogicBasis1-1 calls a static
inference algorithm at time t to compute a full joint distribution over the new bases at the newly
constructed BN at time t which has the same topology as BN0.
In following we show the correctness and complexity of our algorithm.
4.4.2 Correctness and Complexity
The following lemma shows the property of one-to-one actions that the probability distribution
over world states does not change after filtering with the deterministic action da.
Lemma 4.1. Let st and st+1 be world states at times t and t+ 1, respectively. If da is a one-to-one
action and st+1 = LogicFilter[da](st) then P (st+1) = P (st) where da is implicitly assumed as
observed when we estimate the marginal probability of st+1.
Proof. We use the Bayes rule to compute P (st+1):
P (st+1) =
∑
s′ P (s
t+1|s′)P (s′) where s′ can be any state at time t. da is a one-to-one action,
therefore,
P (st+1|s′) = P (st+1|s′ = st)P (s′ = st) +
∑
s′ 6=st
P (st+1|s′ 6= st)P (s′)
= 1 · P (st) + 0 = P (st).
The following theorem shows how we construct the new BN bases over time.
Theorem 4.1. Let Φti = LogicFilter(X0i ) be the BN bases derived by the filtering of X0i with
one-to-one actions to time step t then
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1. P (ϕti) = P
0(x0i ) and P (ϕti) = P
0(¬x0i )
2. P (ϕti|parents(Φti)) = P 0(x0i |parents(X0i ))
Proof. We use the property of a single one-to-one action (that the probability of a world state does
not change by performing a one-to-one action) and extend it to a sequence of 1:1 actions.
From Lemma 4.1 we know that if st+1 = LogicFilter(st) with a single one-to-one action then
P (st+1) = P (st).
We first prove part 1 of the theorem that P (ϕti) = P
0(x0i ). First, notice that X
0
i represents a set of
states at time step 0, hence
P 0(X0i = x
0
i ) =
∑
s0|=X0i
P (s0)
Let Φti = LogicFilter(X
0
i ) with a sequence of one-to-one actions. Φ
t
i also represents a set of states
at time t. Therefore, Φti = {st|st |= Φti} = {s0|s0 |= X0i } because the actions are one-to-one.
∑
s0|=X0i
P (s0) =
∑
st|=Φti
P (st) = P (Φti = ϕ
t
i)
The second part of the theorem is proved from part (1) using the Bayes rule.
P (ϕti|parents(Φti)) =
P (ϕti, parents(Φ
t
i))
P (parents(Φti))
From part 1 of the theorem we know that P (ϕti) = P
0(x0i ). Therefore,
P (ϕti|parents(Φti)) =
P (x0i , parents(X
0
i ))
P (parents(X0i ))
= P 0(x0i |parents(X0i )).
The following theorem shows that the posterior probability P (xt1, . . . , x
t
n) of a world state at
time t is computed using prior and conditional probabilities among the new BN bases 〈Φt1 . . .Φtn〉
in the derived BN at time t.
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Theorem 4.2. Let Φti = LogicFilter(X0i ) be a BN basis, the filtering of a state variable X0i with
one-to-one actions, and let st be a world state at time t. If ϕti is the evaluation of Φ
t
i in a given s
t
then,
P (st = xt1, . . . , x
t
n) =
∏
i
P (ϕti|parents(Φti))
Proof. The proof intuition is based on the property of one-to-one actions (Lemma 4.1) that the
probability of states does not change over time.
A world state st is defined as truth assignment to all the state variables X ti at time step t
i.e., st = xt1 . . . x
t
n. Given truth values x
t
i of the state variables X
t
i , we compute truth values of
the logical bases Φti = 〈ϕt1 . . . ϕtn〉 at time step t i.e., st = ϕt1 . . . ϕtn = xt1 . . . xtn. Therefore,
P (st = xt1 . . . x
n
t ) = P (s
t = ϕt1 . . . ϕ
t
n) where ϕ
t
i is uniquely derived by substituting values of x
t
i
in Φti.
ϕti = truth value of LogicFilter(X
0
i )
Also notice that, the full joint probability distribution over the state variables in the Bayes net
at time 0 is computed as follows:
P 0(s0 = x01, . . . , x
0
n) =
n∏
i=1
P 0(x0i |parents(X0i )) (4.2)
Therefore,
P (st = xt1 . . . x
t
n) = P (s
t = ϕt1 . . . ϕ
t
n)
= P 0(s0 = x01 . . . x
0
n) =
n∏
i=1
P 0(x0i |parents(X0i ))
=
n∏
i=1
P (LogicFilter(x0i )|parents(LogicFilter(X0i )))
=
n∏
i=1
P (ϕti|parents(Φti))
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Our filtering algorithm is tractable if the logical filtering subroutine is tractable ([Amir and
Russell, 2003] presents some tractable cases). Notice that computing probability of a state at BN
at time t is practically exponential in the treewidth of the original Bayes net (O(n) at worst case)
since BNt has the same structure as BN0.
Corollary 1 (Running time). Let RLF be the running time of one-step logical filtering over n state
variables with one-to-one actions. The running time for computing joint distribution after T -step
of one-to-one actions is O(T ·RLF + n).
For one-to-one actions that just change at most two literals the running time of logical filtering
per step is O(n2). Therefore, the running time of our filtering algorithm with T -step one-to-one
action sequence and the given prior is O(T · n2). Notice that, for the corresponding DBN (or
HMM) for the same sequence the inference at time t is O(T · exp(n)).
4.5 Logical-Basis Filtering with General (not One-to-One)
Deterministic Actions of a Probabilistic Prior
In this section, deterministic actions are no longer one-to-one and can be any general deterministic
transitions. Our filtering algorithm for deterministic actions shares the same ideas with the filtering
algorithm for one-to-one actions. The algorithm builds BN bases at each time step and updates the
BN at each times step using the BN bases. Like the previous section, every node at the updated BN
is the logical filtering of the state variables at time 0. However, the inference algorithm at time t
is more complicated than the inference subroutine of LogicBasis1-1 (Figure 4.4). In what follows,
we describe LogicBasisDet (Figure 4.6) for general deterministic actions.
4.5.1 Filtering Algorithm
We start the description of the algorithm with an example.
Example 4.6. We relax the assumption that transitions are one-to-one for the moving robot of
Example 4.1. Figure 4.5 shows new transitions and the corresponding DBN.
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Figure 4.5: (left) Deterministic transitions for Example 4.6. (right) The corresponding DBN rep-
resentation.
We compute the BN bases as logical formulas derived after performing logical filtering.
Φ11 = LogicFilter(X
0
1 = 1) = x
1
1x
1
2 (4.3)
Φ11 = LogicFilter(X
0
1 = 0) = ¬x11
Φ12 = LogicFilter(X
0
2 = 1) = x
1
2
Φ12 = LogicFilter(X
0
2 = 0) = (¬x11¬x12) ∨ (x11x12)
Like the previous section, we build a BN at time t whose structure is the same as the BN at time 0
but with new nodes Φ11 and Φ
1
2. Notice that, Φ1i 6= ¬Φ1i because for the given deterministic actions,
two different states at time step 0 are mapped to one state at the next time step.
After building the BN at time step 0, the goal is to compute the posterior probability of a state
at time t. The algorithm for computing this posterior distribution is different from the case of
one-to-one transitions. For example, to compute the full joint distribution of P (s1 = 11) we first
replace x11 = 1 and x
1
2 = 1 in Equation 4.3 and derive that: ϕ
1
1 = 1 and ϕ11 = 0, ϕ
1
2 = 1, but
ϕ12 = 1. Then, we compute the probability of state s = 11 by summing over the probabilities of
combinations of ϕ1 and ϕ2 that are true, i.e., P (s1 = 11) = P (ϕ11ϕ
1
2) + P (ϕ
1
1ϕ
1
2). Therefore, we
compute the above marginal to report the posterior probability of state s1. The reason that justifies
this computation is that states s11 and s10 are both mapped to s1 = 11 (Figure 4.5) and P (s1 =
11) = P 0(x01x
0
2) + P
0(x01¬x02). Note that P (ϕ11ϕ12) = P 0(x01x02) and P (ϕ11¬ϕ12) = P 0(x01¬x02)
because the transition is deterministic.
We extend the ideas described in the previous example to introduce our algorithm,
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Algorithm 4.2. LogicBasisDet(BN0(X01 . . . X0n), da1:t)
Input: Prior distribution BN0(X01 . . . X0n), deterministic sequence da1:t)
Output: P (xt1 . . . xtn)
1. for all i:
(a) Φti ← LogicFilter(X0i )
(b) Φti ← LogicFilter(¬X0i )
2. BNt ← BN0 with new nodes Φti (Theorem 4.1)
3. for all i:
ϕti ← Φti(xt1 . . . xtn) and ϕti ← Φti(xt1 . . . xtn)
4. P (xt1 . . . x
t
n)←
∑
ϕtj :Φ
t
j=Φ
t
j=1
P (ϕt1 . . . ϕ
t
n) in BN
t(Φt1 . . .Φ
t
n)
5. Return P (xt1 . . . x
t
n)
Figure 4.6: LogicBasisDet algorithm for computing joint distribution given a prior BN0 and a
deterministic sequence da1:t.
LogicBasisDet (Figure 4.6), to exact filtering with a sequence of deterministic actions of a BN
prior. Similar to our approach for one-to-one actions, logical bases Φt1, . . . ,Φ
t
n are logical formu-
las over the state variables X t1, . . . , X
t
n derived from logical filtering of X
0
1 , . . . , X
0
n. In the present
case, a full joint assignment to X t1, . . . , X
t
n can be mapped to more than one full joint assignment
of Φt1, . . . ,Φ
t
n unlike our analysis of one-to-one actions. The reason is that both ϕ
t
i and ϕti can be
true after filtering Xi and ¬Xi with deterministic actions.
In LogicBasisDet Like LogicBasis1-1, every logical basis Φti is derived from applying logical
filtering to state variables at time step 0. But, we replace the last step of computing the full joint
distribution at time t with a more expensive subroutine of computing a marginal distribution over
logical bases Φtj when both Φ
t
j and Φtj are evaluated to true at time t. Formally,
P (st = xt1, . . . , x
t
n) =
∑
Φtj
∏
i
P (ϕti|parents(Φti)) (4.4)
where Φtj is a BN basis where Φ
t
j and Φtj are both evaluated to true by substituting x
t
1, . . . , x
t
n in
them, and parents(Φti) denotes the parent nodes in the BN
t.
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4.5.2 Correctness and Complexity
The following theorem shows how we compute the probability of a world state at time step t with
marginalizing over logical bases.
Theorem 4.3. Let BN0 be the initial Bayes net with nodes X0i and BN t be the Bayes net at time
t with nodes Φti. Let Φ
t
i = LogicFilter(X
0
i ) and Φti = LogicFilter(¬X0i ) be the filtering of state
variables X0i and ¬X0i at time step 0 with an observed sequence of deterministic actions. If st is a
world state (truth assignment to all the state variables X ti at time step t) then,
P (st = xt1, . . . , x
t
n) =
∑
Φtj
∏
i
P (ϕti|parents(Φti))
where Φtj is a BN basis where Φ
t
j and Φtj are both evaluated to true by substituting x
t
1, . . . , x
t
n in
them, and parents(Φti) denotes the parent nodes in the BN
t.
Proof. The intuition of the proof is that we map the marginalization at time t to a marginalization
over state variables at time step 0 because the probability of a state at time t is actually the sum-
mation over probabilities of states at time step 0. Using this mapping, we show how we can write
the closed form formula for computing full joint distribution directly at time t.
Assume there are states sj at time 0 that map to st through the deterministic transitions. There-
fore,
P (st = xt1 . . . x
t
n) =
∑
j
P 0(s0j) (4.5)
=
∑
{X0j }
∏
i
P 0(x0i |parents(X0i ))
Notice that to compute the summation over probabilities of different sj , we marginalize over the
state variablesX0j that take both truth values, true and false. Probability of sj at time 0 is computed
in the Bayes net at time 0.
Probability of states stay the same over time since the actions are deterministic i.e., P 0(s0j =
x01 . . . x
0
n) = P (s
t = logicFilter(X01 ) . . . logicFilter(X
0
n)) where logicFilter represents the truth
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value of applying LogicFilter over X0i . Notice that the truth value of filtering of X
0
i is either ϕ
t
i or
ϕti based on the truth value of X
0
i . Therefore, we can write Equation 4.5 as a marginalization over
logical bases. This means that X0j is replaced with the corresponding Φ
t
j where both Φ
t
j and Φtj are
evaluated to true. Hence,
∑
X0j
∏
i
P 0(x0i |parents(X0i )) =
∑
Φtj
∏
i
P (ϕti|parents(Φti)).
Running time of our filtering algorithm depends on (1) running time of logical filtering over
state variables (2) computing marginals in the BN at time t (same complexity as computing
marginals in the initial BN since BNt has the same structure as BN0).
Corollary 2 (Running time). Let RLF be the running time of one-step logical filtering over n state
variables with deterministic actions. If the initial BN has treewidth tw, then the complexity of
computing joint distribution after T steps of deterministic actions is O(T ·RLF + n · exp(tw)).
Corollary 4.13 in [Amir and Russell, 2003]) shows that we can efficiently filter with STRIPS
actions using logical filtering.
Corollary 3. (Corollary 4.13 in [Amir and Russell, 2003] Iterating STRIPS filtering). Let ϕ
be in Conjunctive Normal Form with k atoms in each clause (k-CNF), and let da be a STRIPS
action with F1 (the effect of the first action) in k-CNF, t = |L(G1) L(F1)| where L(.) repre-
sents the number of propositions in a formula, and t ≤ k. Then, STRIPS-Filter(da, ϕ) computes
LogicFilter[a](ϕ) exactly in time O(|ϕ| · k + 2t), yielding a k-CNF formula.
This means that we can filter in practice any prime implicate belief state in any STRIPS domain.
This filtering stays compact, with the size depending only on the CNF representation of F1 and the
number of propositional symbols in G1 but not F1.
In addition, computing marginals is tractable when the initial BN has a low treewidth. In
conclusion, the complexity of our deterministic filtering algorithm for STRIPS actions is O(T ·
n(k + 2t) + n · exp(tw)). Note that in DBNs this inferences is O(T · exp(n)) where n is usually
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much larger than the treewidth. For example, in Figure 4.1(left) the treewidth of the graph is 2,
while the number of variables is 5.
What we discussed was about computing the posterior probability of a world state at time step
t given deterministic actions and a prior distribution. We compute the probability of a logical
formula δt over state variables at time t by applying model counting (e.g., [Gomes et al., 2006;
Chavira and Darwiche, 2008]). We enumerate all the world states (full joint assignments) that
satisfy δt at time t and then sum over the probabilities of those full joint distributions. The exact
model counting algorithms are not tractable, but the good news is that we can apply importance
sampling and approximate P (δt).
4.5.3 Filtering with Observations
In our settings, observations 〈o0, . . . , oT 〉 are given asynchronously in time without prediction of
what we will observe. Each observation ot is represented with a propositional formula over state
variables. When ot is observed at time t, the formula ot is true about the state of the world at time
t.
Our algorithm collects all the observations from time 0 to time t in an expression represented
as Obs. Our algorithm uses logical filtering and updates the expression Obs whenever a new
observation ot is received. Notice that our algorithm does not reconstruct BN bases based on the
received observations. It collects all the observation in an expression and enforces the effects of
the observations in the final computation of the joint distribution.
Our inference algorithm then sums over the probabilities of states that are consistent with ob-
servations. Therefore, we assign a potential function Θ over state variables x where Θ(x) = 1 if
x satisfies Obs and Θ(x) = 0 otherwise. We then use the following equation to compute the full
joint distribution given observations Obs:
P (X = x|o1:t) = 1
Z
Θ(x)P (X = x)
where the normalization factor Z is P (Obs). The reason is that P (st|o1:t) = P (st, o1:t)/P (o1:t),
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where Obs represents o1:t. Notice that Obs is actually a logical formula at time t and P (Obs) is
derived by applying model counting to compute the probability of the logical formula Obs.
4.6 Related Work: Exact Filtering in Dynamic Systems
There have been many exact and approximate reasoning algorithms for discrete stochastic dy-
namic systems. Below we compare our approach with some exact algorithms. We discuss about
approximate reasoning approaches in chapters 5 and 6.
[Reiter, 2001; Bacchus et al., 1999] present exact algorithms to answer a query given a se-
quence of actions and observations in a dynamic system represented in a probabilistic situation
calculus form. Both algorithms marginalize over all the possible initial states and all the possible
deterministic sequences to compute the probability of a world state at time t. Both algorithms
assign probability to every world state individually, while our method uses a BN to compactly
represent the prior distribution.
First order MDPs [Boutilier et al., 2001] use probabilistic situation calculus to represent the
dynamics of the system. They introduce a dynamic programming approach for solving MDPs by
describing the optimal value function and policies in a logical format. Their approach uses a logical
regression subroutine which results in a combinatorial explosion even for simple deterministic
actions.
[Domshlak and Hoffmann, 2006b; Domshlak and Hoffmann, 2007] use a model similar to ours
for representing dynamic systems. They represent the belief state at each time step with a weighted
logical formula and answer queries about variables at time step t using weighted model counting,
similar to our approach. Unlike our method, they do not compute a compact representation of the
belief at each time step. Therefore, their method suffers from the problem that all the variables
become fully correlated after time passes.
Traditional methods for exact inference algorithms in DBNs (see [Murphy, 2002] for a com-
plete list) is based on the fact that they are BNs, and there are algorithms for exact inference in BNs.
A simple algorithm is unrolling [Kjaerulff, 1992], which is replicating slices up to a given time t,
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and until the network is large enough to accommodate the observations. In the unrolled DBN one
can use any of the inference algorithms for BN, such as junction tree or variable elimination. An-
other algorithm is the forwards-backwards algorithm [Levy et al., 1996] which is to recursively
compute P (X t = i|O1:t) in the forwards pass, to recursively compute P (Ot+1:T |X t = i) in the
backwards pass, and then combine them to produce the final answer P (X t = i|O1:T ). Frontier
[Zweig, 1996] is another exact reasoning algorithm that speeds up the forwards-backwards algo-
rithm
[Pfeffer, 2001] presents an exact tractable inference algorithm for a class of DBNs with no
observations. This method assumes that the DBN is decomposed into separable subsystems. In
contrast, our exact inference is applicable to deterministic inseparable DBNs.
4.7 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter, we presented an exact filtering algorithm for filtering with a sequence of deter-
ministic actions of a probabilistic prior. Our results are for general deterministic actions, but the
algorithm is tractable for one-to-one and STRIPS actions. In fact, tractability of our algorithm
results from the tractability of the logical filtering subroutine. The algorithm dynamically applies
logical filtering to variables of the initial BN and constructs a new BN (with new bases) whose
structure is similar to the structure of the initial BN. This way, the filtering problem is reduced to a
static inference algorithm in the constructed BN at time step t.
An important point of this chapter is to show a potential for replacing an expensive step of
regression with a much cheaper step of progression. We later use our deterministic filtering algo-
rithm in a filtering algorithm with a sequence of probabilistic actions and observations. This way,
we improve the running time of the general filtering algorithm by removing the need for regressing
back to time 0 at every time step. This implies that if a tractable deterministic filtering algorithm
is available one can have a tractable filtering algorithm for general dynamic systems.
In the future, we intend to extend the types of actions (in addition to STRIPS and one-to-
one actions) for which our deterministic algorithm is tractable. Moreover, we plan to extend our
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algorithm to relational domains i.e., show that one can have an exact tractable algorithm for filtering
with only a progression subroutine.
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CHAPTER 5
LOGICAL PARTICLE FILTERING
In this chapter we present a novel sampling-based algorithm for approximate filtering in proba-
bilistic dynamic systems where both transitions and initial states are probabilistic. Our algorithm
samples deterministic sequences of actions without sampling the initial state. It then performs
exact filtering (as described in Chapter 4) on those sequences. This algorithm achieves superior
precision with fewer samples than SMC sampling techniques [Gordon et al., 1993]. The intuition
behind this improvement is that each sequence corresponds to exponentially many state sequences
generated by earlier techniques. Our algorithm is tractable if the underlying deterministic filtering
algorithm is tractable. These results are promising for applications in stochastic planning, natu-
ral language processing, and robot control. The results in this chapter have partially appeared in
[Hajishirzi and Amir, 2007].
5.1 Introduction: Logical Particle Filtering in Action-Centered
Models
Filtering denotes the problem of determining a posterior distribution over the system’s state at the
current time step (as described in Chapter 3). Such estimation is necessary when the system’s exact
initial state or the effects of its actions are uncertain (e.g., there may be some noise in the system
or its actions may fail).
Unfortunately, exact filtering (e.g., [Kjaerulff, 1992; Bacchus et al., 1999]) is not tractable
for long sequence of actions in complex systems. This is because domain features become cor-
related after some steps, even if the domain has much conditional-independence structure [Dean
and Kanazawa, 1988]. Recent advances for exact filtering (e.g., [Hajishirzi and Amir, 2010] also
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in Chapter 4) presents tractable filtering algorithms for deterministic actions, but not for general
probabilistic actions. Sequential Monte Carlo methods [Doucet et al., 2001] are commonly used to
try to circumvent this problem. Unfortunately, while efficient, they require many samples to yield
low error in high-dimensional domains (frequently exponential number in this dimensionality).
In this chapter we present a novel sampling algorithm for filtering that takes fewer samples and
yields better accuracy than sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods. The key to our algorithm’s
success is an underlying deterministic structure for the transition system using P-PAM representa-
tion (Chapter 3) and our efficient subroutine for filtering with deterministic actions (Chapter 4).
Our method (Section 5.3) samples sequences of deterministic actions (called logical particles)
that are possible realizations of the given probabilistic action sequence. When possible, it applies
logical progression (Chapter 4) to the prior distribution given the logical particle and computes
probability of the query at final step. Otherwise, it applies logical regression to the query and finds
a formula that represents all possible initial states given this sample sequence. Finally, our method
computes the posterior probability as the weighted sum of the probabilities of these formulae.
This algorithm achieves superior precision with fewer samples than SMC sampling techniques
[Doucet et al., 2001]. The intuition behind this improvement is that each logical particle corre-
sponds to exponentially many state sequences (particles) generated by earlier techniques.
The algorithm is efficient computationally when logical regression or logical progression of the
deterministic effects is efficient (thus, whenever the representation of those deterministic effects
is compact). We prove the claims formally (Section 5.6) and verify them empirically by several
experiments (Section 5.7).
5.2 Problem Definition and Representation Model
In this chapter, we address the problem of filtering with a sequence of probabilistic actions and
partial observations of a probabilistic prior. In particular, we are interested in computing the prob-
ability P (ϕt|a1:T , o0:t) of a logical formula ϕT after t steps of actions a1:T and observations o0:T .
A possible sequence of probabilistic actions and observations are represented in Figure 5.1.
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We model the domain using our propositional PAM representation (Definition 3.1)
〈X ,S, P 0,A, DA, T ,P〉, where the components are defined according to the Definition 3.1.
Definition 5.1. A Propositional Probabilistic Action Model (P-PAM) is a tuple
〈X ,S, P 0,A, DA, T ,P〉.
• X is a finite set of state variables,
• S is the set of world states s = 〈x1 . . . x|X |〉, where each xi is a truth assignment to state
variable Xi ∈ X , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ |X |,
• P 0 is a prior probability distribution over the world states at time 0 (represented with a BN),
• A, DA are finite sets of probabilistic and deterministic action names, respectively,
• T : S ×DA → S is a transition function describing deterministic actions,
• P : DA×A× S → [0, 1] is a probability distribution over possible deterministic outcomes
of probabilistic actions in a given world state (denoted by P (da|a, s) for deterministic action
da, probabilistic action a , and state s).
Throughout this chapter we explain the ideas of our algorithm using the safe example (Example
3.2).
5.3 Logical Particle Filtering: Sampling Action Sequences
In this section we present our sampling algorithm for answering a query at time T in a proposi-
tional PAM. The algorithm approximates posterior probability of the query by sampling possible
deterministic realizations of the probabilistic sequence. Then, it continues in a way that resembles
the exact marginalization over those deterministic realizations.
The exact computation is derived by marginalizing over all the possible deterministic real-
izations of the probabilistic sequence and observations. The following equation shows the exact
computation for the posterior probability of a query ϕT given a probabilistic action sequence a1:T
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and observations o0:T as P (ϕT |a1:T , o0:T ).
P (ϕT |a1:T , o0:T ) = (5.1)∑
i
P (ϕT | ~DAi, o0:T )P ( ~DAi|a1:T , o0:T )
where ~DAi is one possible realization of the probabilistic sequence a1:T .
Figure 5.1 shows different realizations of the sequence A = a1:t as branching in a rooted tree.
Each layer in the tree corresponds to executing the action at. Each step represents transitions
derived by the deterministic realizations, and each edge is a possible realization dati of the action
at given the observations o0:t. Our method generates a sample by selecting a path among many
of the possible paths from the root to a leaf. The path is selected according to the likelihood of
executing that path.
The main (and first) step of our approximate algorithm is generating N samples (called logi-
cal particles) from all the possible deterministic realizations of the given probabilistic sequence.
The algorithm (described in Section 5.5 and illustrated in Figure 5.1) generates a logical particle
~DAi given the sequence of probabilistic actions a1:T and the observations o0:T from the probability
distribution P ( ~DAi|a1:T , o0:T ). The algorithm builds a logical particle incrementally by sampling
each deterministic action in the sequence given the current probabilistic action, the previous deter-
ministic actions in the sequence, and observations. The key difficulty here is sampling dati without
conditioning on a state at time t− 1.
The next step of the algorithm computes the probability of the query ϕT given the logical
particle ~DAi and the observations o0:T as P (ϕT | ~DAi, o0:T )(described in Section 5.4). For this, we
either use logical-basis filtering approach (described in Chapter 4) or logical regression (described
in Section 5.4.1 and illustrated in Figure 5.2).
Finally, the algorithm uses the generated samples instead of the enumerations of ~DAi in Equa-
tion (5.1) and computes the approximation for the posterior probability of the query ϕT given
the probabilistic sequence a1:T and the observations o0:T as P˜N(ϕT |a1:T , o0:T ) by using the Monte
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Figure 5.1: Sampling the logical particle 〈da12, da22, da32〉 given the probabilistic sequence
〈a1, a2, a3〉 and observations 〈o0, o1, o2, o3〉. Each deterministic action dat is sampled from the
distribution P (dat|at, da1:t−1, o0:t−1).
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Query
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Regress
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da2
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Figure 5.2: Regressing formula ϕ2 and observations o0:2 to the initial time step given the logical
particle 〈da1, da2〉. ϕ0 = Regress(ϕ2, da1:2) and Ob0 = Regress(o0:2, da1:2).
Carlo integration [Doucet et al., 2001]:
P˜N(ϕ
T |a1:T , o0:T ) = 1
N
∑
i
P (ϕT | ~DAi, o0:T ) (5.2)
Details of each step of our Propositional Logical Particle Filtering algorithm (Prop-LPF, Figure
5.3) are explained next. We present the step of computing P (ϕT | ~DAi, o0:T ) first because it is used
as a subroutine in the sampling step.
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Algorithm 5.1. Prop-LPF( ϕT , a1:T , o0:T )
Input: probabilistic sequence a1:T , observations o0:T , and query ϕT
Output: P (ϕT |a1:T , o0:T )
1. logical particles← { ~DA1, . . . , ~DAN} ← Sample-Actions(a1:T , o0:T )
2. for each ~DAi ∈ logical particles
(a) P (ϕT | ~DAi, o0:T )← LP-Posterior(ϕT , ~DAi, o0:T )
3. Return P˜N(ϕT |a1:T , o0:T )← 1N
∑
i P (ϕ
T | ~DAi, o0:T )
Figure 5.3: Prop-LPF: Propositional Logical Particle Filtering algorithm for computing
P (ϕt|a1:t, o0:t).
5.4 Computing P (ϕt| ~DA, o0:t)
To compute the probability P (ϕt| ~DA, o0:t) of the query ϕT given the logical particle ~DA and the
observations o0:t, we use the logical-basis filtering (Algorithm LogicBasisDet in Figure 4.6) since
a logical particle is a sampled sequence of deterministic actions. Logical-basis filtering is tractable
for cases that the initial distribution is factored and logical particles are STRIPS actions.
We introduce a more general approach, LP-Posterior for the cases that logical basis filtering is
not tractable. LP-Posterior applies a logical regression subroutine (detailed below and illustrated
in Figure 5.2) to the query and as output returns a logical formula at time 0. The algorithm also
regresses the observations and also returns a logical formula at time 0. This can be done since the
actions are deterministic. Then, it computes the prior probability of the regression of the query
conditioned on the observations regressed by the logical particle.
5.4.1 Regressing a Formula
The Regress procedure takes a propositional formula ϕt and a logical particle ~DA and returns as
output another propositional formula ϕ0. ϕ0 represents a set of possible initial states, given that
the final state satisfies ϕt, and the logical particle ~DA occurs. Thus, every state that satisfies ϕ0
leads to a state satisfying ϕt after ~DA occurs. Regression of each observation ot is defined similar
to regression of formula ϕt since observations are also represented with logical formulae.
For a deterministic action dat and a propositional formula ϕt, the regression of ϕt through dat
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Algorithm 5.2. LP-Posterior( ϕt, ~DA, o0:t)
Input: logical particle ~DA and observations o0:t
Output: P (ϕt| ~DA, o0:t)
1. ϕ0 = Regress(ϕt, ~DA)
2. Ob0 = Regress(o0:t, ~DA)
3. Compute LP-Prior(ϕ0|Ob0).
return P (ϕt| ~DA, o0:t) as in Lemma 5.1.
Algorithm 5.3. LP-Prior(ϕ0, P 0)
Input: formula ϕ0 and graphical model prior P 0
Output: P 0(ϕ0)
1.
∧
iCi ← ConvertToCNF(ϕ0)
2. Define indicator functions as Equation (5.4)
3. return P (ϕ0)← Formula (5.5)
Figure 5.4: Algorithm LP-Posterior to compute P (ϕt| ~DA, o0:t) using regression and algorithm
LP-Prior to compute P (ϕ0)
is a propositional formula ϕt−1 such that state st−1 satisfies ϕt−1 iff the result of transition function
T (st−1, dat) satisfies ϕt. The computation of the regression of ϕt through logical particle ~DA is
done recursively:
Regress(ϕt, 〈da1, ..., dat〉) =
Regress(Regress(ϕt, dat), 〈da1, ..., dat−1〉).
Figure 5.5 shows regressing the query ϕ2 = safe-open through the logical particle DA = 〈 try-
com1-succ, try-com2-succ〉. Similarly, the regression of the observations o0:t is defined recursively:
Regress(o0:t, 〈da1, ..., dat〉) =
Regress(ot, 〈da1, ..., dat〉) ∧ Regress(o0:t−1, 〈da1, ..., dat−1〉).
Figure 5.5 shows regression of the observations o0:2 = 〈null, null,¬com2〉 through the logical
particle ~DA = 〈try-com1-succ, try-com2-succ〉.
Algorithms for regression with deterministic actions (e.g., [Reiter, 2001; Shahaf and Amir,
2007]) work as follows: They maintain a logical formula for each variable xt and update it every
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try-com1-succ try-com2-succ
safe-open V com2(safe-open V com1)            V com2 safe-open 
safe-open ? 
safe-open  safe-open V com1)
Observation
safe-openV~com2
RegressRegress
Regress Regress
P(φ2|da1, da2, o0:2)   = 
P(safe-open0 V com10 V com20 | safe-open0 V com10)
(b)
(a)
Figure 5.5: (a) Regressing query ϕ2 =safe-open and observations o0:2 = 〈null, null,¬com2〉
through logical particle ~DA = 〈 try-com1-succ, try-com2-succ〉 to ϕ0 and Ob0, respectively. (b)
Computing P (ϕ2 = safe-open| ~DA, o0:2) using Lemma 5.1.
time step, such that the formula is true iff xt currently holds. They apply axiomatic descriptions
(successor-state axioms) of the form
xt ⇐⇒ Precondt−1(X, dat)
for any action dat causes Effect if Precond’s effect on any variable x, where Precondt−1(x, dat)
is a propositional formula over variables at time t − 1. Simple techniques for regressing logical
formula ϕt (e.g., [Reiter, 2001]) replace every variable xt in ϕt with Precondt−1(x, dat). In our
experiments (Section 5.7) we apply the algorithm of [Shahaf and Amir, 2007] that takes linear time
and representation space for t steps of regression.
We now summarize and show how to compute the posterior distribution P (ϕt| ~DA, o0:t) by
applying regression. The algorithm first computes ϕ0 and Ob0 by regressing the query ϕt and the
observations o0:t through the logical particle ~DA. It then computes P (ϕt| ~DA, o0:t) which is equal
to P 0(ϕ0|Ob0) as shown by the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.1. Let ϕt be a query and o0:t be observations. If ϕ0 = Regress(ϕt, ~DA) and Ob0 =
Regress(o0:t, ~DA), then
P (ϕt| ~DA, o0:t) = P 0(ϕ0|Ob0). (5.3)
Proof. We first use the Bayes rule and compute P (ϕt| ~DA, o0:t) as follows:
P (ϕt| ~DA, o0:t) = P (ϕ
t, o0:t| ~DA)
P (o0:t| ~DA) .
We then compute P (ϕt, o0:t| ~DA) by marginalizing over all possible world states in the state space
S,
P (ϕt, o0:t| ~DA) =
∑
s∈S
P (ϕt, o0:t|s, ~DA)P (s| ~DA).
For every world state s ∈ S , P (ϕt, o0:t|s, ~DA) = 1 iff s |= ϕ0 ∧ Ob0 otherwise it is equal to 0.
The reason is that executing the sequence of deterministic actions ~DA in the state s results in a
state s′ that models ϕt and is consistent with the observations o0:t iff s |= ϕ0 ∧Ob0. Also, note that
the probability of s does not depend on the logical particle ~DA. Hence,
P (ϕt, o0:t| ~DA) =
∑
s|=ϕ0∧Ob0
P (s) = P 0(ϕ0, Ob0).
The same computations exist for P (o0:t| ~DA). Therefore,
P (ϕt, o0:t| ~DA)
P (o0:t| ~DA) =
P (ϕ0, Ob0)
P (Ob0)
= P 0(ϕ0|Ob0).
Figure 5.7 shows computing P (ϕt| ~DA, o0:t) using Lemma 5.1. The next section shows how to
compute P (ϕ0|Ob0) using the prior P 0. Note that ϕ0 and Ob0 are propositional formulae over the
state variables at time 0.
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5.4.2 Computing the Prior Probability of the Initial Formula
A general approach to computing P 0(ϕ0) is to sum over prior probabilities of all the states that
satisfy ϕ0. ϕ0 can be any formula over state variables at time 0. Therefore,
P 0(ϕ0)←
∑
s|=ϕ0
P 0(s)
There are many algorithms that include some heuristics for enumerating the world states sat-
isfying the formula (e.g., [Bacchus et al., 2003]). Here, we describe an algorithm in Procedure
LP-Prior (Figure 4) to compute P 0(ϕ0) given a graphical model prior P 0. The algorithm is ef-
ficient if the underlying graph of the Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) 1 form of ϕ0 has a low
treewidth (see [Amir, 2001]).
This algorithm first converts ϕ0 to CNF, ϕ0 =
∧
iCi, where each Ci =
∨
j xj is a clause over
the state variables or their negations at time 0. Then, it defines an indicator function, δCi(xCi), over
all possible realizations of the variables xCi in the clause Ci. This way, we avoid summing over
probabilities of world states that do not satisfy ϕ0.
δCi(xCi) =
 1 xCi |= Ci0 otherwise (5.4)
Then, P (ϕ0) in the initial graphical model with potential functions Φj(xClj) is:
P 0(ϕ0) ∝
∑
x∈X
∏
xClj ,xCi
Φj(xClj)δ(xCi) (5.5)
where, Clj is a clique in the graphical model, and the normalization factor is
∑
x∈X
∏
xClj
Φj(xCl).
We use the variable elimination algorithm (e.g., [Jordan, 2007]) to compute the marginals in For-
mula (5.5) and in the normalization factor.
1We define the underlying graph of the logical formula ϕ (in CNF) is a graph G(V,E), where each vertex vi ∈ V
corresponds to variable xi, and each edge e ∈ E between two vertices vi, vj ∈ V indicates that the corresponding
variables xi, xj appear in the same clause in ϕ.
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5.5 Sampling Logical Particles
In this section we describe our algorithm, Sample-Actions (Figure 5.6) to generate N independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random samples (called logical particles) given a sequence of
probabilistic actions and observations. Each logical particle is a possible realization of the given
probabilistic sequence. The algorithm builds a logical particle incrementally by sampling a deter-
ministic action in the sequence given the current probabilistic action, previous deterministic actions
in the logical particle, and observations.
Algorithm 5.4. Sample-Actions( a1:T , o0:T )
Input: probabilistic sequence a1:T and observations o0:T−1
Output: N logical particles ~DA1:N
1. for time t = 1 : T
(a) for all ψi,at , LP-Posterior(ψt−1i,a , da1:t−1, o0:t−1)
(b) Compute P (dat|at, da1:t−1, o0:t−1) using the Equation (5.6).
(c) for i = 1 to N
i. dati ← a sample from P (dati|at, da1:t−1, o0:t−1)
2. return ~DA1:N ← 〈da1 . . . daT 〉1:N
Figure 5.6: Algorithm Sample-Actions to sample N logical particles given an input sequence of
probabilistic actions and observations.
Our algorithm generates a logical particle ~DA = 〈da1, . . . , daT 〉 given a probabilistic se-
quence a1:T and observations o0:T−1. The algorithm generates samples from the distribution
P ( ~DA|a1:T , o0:T−1) (probability of executing ~DA as a realization of the sequence a1:T ); Sampling
a deterministic action at time step t does not depend on the observations that we receive at later
time steps. The reason is that observations are received asynchronously in time independent of the
previous actions and observations. Therefore, we can expand P ( ~DA| ~A, o0:T ) as follows (details of
the expansion in Lemma 5.2):
P ( ~DA| ~A, o0:T−1)
= P (daT |aT , da1:T−1, o0:T−1)P (da1:T−1|a1:T−1, o0:T−2)
= P (da1|a1, o0)
∏
t
P (dat|at, da1:t−1, o0:t−1)
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The above expansion for P ( ~DA|a1:T , o0:T ) allows iterative sampling of deterministic actions.
Thus, at each time step t, the algorithm samples a deterministic action as a realization of the
given probabilistic action from distribution P (dat|at, da1:t−1, o0:t−1) which can be evaluated given
the prior P 0 and the transition distribution P (dat|at, st−1).
P (dat|at, da1:t−1, o0:t−1)
=
∑
st−1
P (dat|at, st−1) · P (st−1|da1:t−1, o0:t−1)
=
∑
i
PAi(dat) · P (ψt−1i,at |da1:t−1, o0:t−1). (5.6)
P (dat|at, st−1) = PAi(dat) for st−1 |= ψt−1i,at is derived directly from the transition distribu-
tion (Definition 3.3). The logical partition ψt−1i,at is a logical formula over variables at time t − 1.
Therefore, to compute P (ψt−1i,at |da1:t−1, o0:t−1), we use the algorithm LP-Posterior (Figure 5.4) as
described in Section 5.4.1 .
try-com1-succtry-com1-succ     
try-com1-fail
P(da1|a1,o0)
.2
P(da2|da1, a2 ,o0:1)
try-com1-fail
0.8 P0(safe-openV~com1)
0.2 P0(safe-openV~com1)
.8
Figure 5.7: Sampling the logical particle 〈try-scom1-succ, try-com2-succ〉 given the probabilistic
sequence 〈try-com1, try-com2〉. P (da1 = try-com1-succ|a1, o0) = 0.8 and P (da2 = try-com2-
succ|a2, da1, o0:1) = 0.8P (safe-open∨¬com1) since Regress(ψ1, da1) = safe-open0 ∨ ¬com10.
Therefore, the algorithm can sample N deterministic actions {dat1, . . . , datN} from
P (dat|at, da1:t−1, o0:t−1) which is computed using the above equations. Figure 5.7 shows
the process of sampling 〈try-com1-succ, try-com2-succ〉 given the probabilistic sequence 〈try-
com1, try-com2〉. The deterministic action da1 = try-com1-succ is sampled with probability
P (da1|a1, o0) = 0.8, and the deterministic action da2 = try-com2-succ is sampled with proba-
bility P (da2|a1, da1, o0:1) = 0.8P (safe-open ∨ ¬com1). The probabilities are computed given the
logical partition ψ1 = true in Equation (5.6).
To summarize, our sequential sampling algorithm has the following steps: First, for each for-
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mula ψi in the transition function we compute P (ψti |da1:t−1, o0:t−1) whose computation is analyt-
ical by regressing ψti to time 0 and computing P (ψ
0
i ). Then, we use Equation (5.6) and compute
the distribution P (dat|at, da1:t−1, o0:t−1) from which we sample a deterministic action dat. Each
logical particle ~DAk is then a sequence of sampled deterministic actions at each time step with the
ith index i.e., ~DAk = 〈da1k, . . . , daTk 〉. We later use the samples ~DAk and empirically estimate the
distribution P (ϕt|a1:T , o0:T ) using Equation 5.9.
As a special case, we assume that the transition distribution is in the form of P (dat|at, st−1) =
P (dat|at), i.e. the probabilistic choice of a deterministic action depends only on the probabilistic
action. As a consequence, P (dat|at, da1:t−1, o0:t−1) = P (dat|at). In this case the algorithm sam-
ples each deterministic action dat from P (dat|at) which is evaluated directly from transition dis-
tribution. Logical particle ~DA = 〈da1, . . . , daT 〉 is an i.i.d. sample from distribution P ( ~DA|a1:T )
since P ( ~DA|a1:T ) = ∏t P (dat|at).
5.6 Correctness, Accuracy and Complexity
5.6.1 Correctness
The following lemma shows that procedure Sample-Actions (Figure 5.6) generates samples (logical
particles) from the right distribution, i.e., P ( ~DA|a1:T , o0:T−1).
Lemma 5.2. Let ~A = a1:T be the given probabilistic sequence, ~DA = da1:T be the logical parti-
cles, and o0:T be the observations. Then,
P ( ~DA| ~A, o0:T ) = P (da1|a1, o0)
∏
t
P (dat|at, da1:t−1, o0:t−1)
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Proof.
P (da1:T |a1:T , o0:T )
= P (daT |aT , da1:T−1, o0:T )P (da1:T−1|a1:T−1, o0:T )
=
P (daT , oT |aT , da1:T−1, o0:T−1)
P (oT |aT , da1:T−1, o0:T−1) P (da
1:T−1|a1:T−1, o0:T ) (5.7)
According to our definition, observations are received asynchronously in time independent of the
previous actions and observations i.e., oT and daT are independent from each other given the
previous deterministic actions and observations. Therefore,
P (daT , oT |aT , da1:T−1, o0:T−1) = P (daT |aT , da1:T−1, o0:T−1)P (oT |aT , da1:T−1, o0:T−1) (5.8)
Applying equation 5.8 in equation 5.7 results as follows:
P (da1:T |a1:T , o0:T )
= P (daT , oT |aT , da1:T−1, o0:T−1)P (da1:T−1|a1:T−1, o0:T−1)
= P (da1|a1, o0)
∏
t
P (dat|at, da1:t−1, o0:t−1)
The following theorem shows that the output of our sampling algorithm, P˜N(ϕT |a1:T , o0:T )
converges to the exact posterior distribution P (ϕT |a1:T , o0:T ).
Theorem 5.1. Let ϕT be the query, a1:T be the given probabilistic sequence, ~DAi be the logical
particles, and o0:T be the observations. If ϕ0i = Regress(ϕ
T , ~DAi) and Ob0i = Regress(o
0:T , ~DAi),
then
P˜N(ϕ
T |a1:T , o0:T ) = 1
N
∑
i
P (ϕ0i |Ob0i ) (5.9)
and
P˜N(ϕ
T |a1:T , o0:T )→N→∞ P (ϕT |a1:T , o0:T ) (5.10)
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Proof. The exact value for P (ϕT |a1:T , o0:T ) is derived as Equation (5.1). According to lemma 5.2,
procedure Sample-Actions (Figure 5.6) generates samples (logical particles) from the distribution
P ( ~DA|a1:T , o0:T ). Lemma 5.1 shows that P (ϕT | ~DAi, o0:T ) = P (ϕ0i |Ob0i ). Therefore, Equation
(5.9) holds using the Monte Carlo integration.
According to Borel’s law of large numbers 2 the approximate distribution P˜N converges to the
exact distribution P , i.e., Formula (5.10) holds.
5.6.2 Accuracy
5.6.2.1 Evaluating Accuracy
We introduce a metric called expected KL-divergence to evaluate the accuracy of our sampling al-
gorithm Prop-LPF (Figure 5.3). The expected KL-divergence is defined as the expected value
of the KL-divergence 3between the exact distribution P and the approximation P˜ derived by
Prop-LPF, i.e., Expected-KLProp-LPF =
∑
Si
PrProp-LPF(Si)KL(P, P˜Si), where Si is a set
of N logical particles, and PrProp-LPF(Si) is the likelihood that Prop-LPF generates the set of
samples Si.
5.6.2.2 Sequential Monte Carlo Sampling (SMC)
Here we describe the SMC method in our discrete domain. More detailed description of SMC
techniques can be found in the backgrounds (Chapter 2). SMC computes the posterior probability
of a query by sampling sequences of states (called particles). Samples are generated using the prior
distribution P 0(s) and the conditional distribution P (s′|s, a) where a is the observed probabilistic
action at time t.
2Borel’s law of large numbers: if an experiment is repeated a large number of times, independently under identical
conditions, then the proportion of times that any specified event occurs approximately equals the probability of the
event’s occurrence on any particular trial; the larger the number of repetitions, the better the approximation tends to
be.
3KL(P ||P˜ ) =∑x P (x)log(P (x)/P˜ (x)).
KL(P ||P˜ ) = 0 if P = P˜
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SMC samples the state s0 initially from the prior distribution P 0(s). Then, at each time step t, it
samples the new state st in the particle from the conditional distribution between states P (s′|s, a).
Then, given N samples si the expectation of the function f(st) with respect to the filtering distri-
bution P (st|a1:t, o0:t) is computed using the Monte Carlo integration.
E
P (st|a1:t,o0:t)
[f(x)] =
1
N
N∑
i:1
fsi(s
t)
Notice that P (s′|s, a) is not directly available from our P-PAM representation. Therefore, we
construct this distribution from the transition distribution and the transition function P (s′|s, a) =∑
T (s,dai)=s′ P (dai|a, s).
5.6.2.3 Comparison with Sequential Monte Carlo Sampling
We then compare the accuracy of our algorithm, Prop-LPF, with the accuracy of sequential Monte
Carlo sampling algorithms (SMC) based on the above metric.
The following theorem shows that Prop-LPF has higher accuracy than SMC for a fixed number
of samples. The intuition is that each logical particle generated by Prop-LPF covers many particles
generated by SMC.
Theorem 5.2. Let Prop-LPF and SMC use N samples to approximate posterior the distribution
P (ϕT |a1:T , o0:T ). Then, for a fixed N , Expected-KLProp-LPF ≤ Expected-KLSMC.
Proof. We define a mapping f which maps each set of logical particles of Prop-LPF to sets of
particles of SMC. The mapping f is defined such that it covers all the possible sets of parti-
cles of SMC, and f(zi) ∩ f(zj) = ∅ for two separate sets of logical particles zi 6= zj , and
PrProp-LPF(z) = PrSMC(f(z)). We then prove that ∀y ∈ f(z), KL(P, P˜ z1 ) ≤ KL(P, P˜ y2 )
where P˜1 and P˜2 are approximations returned by Prop-LPF and SMC, respectively. We build the
mapping f as follows:
We map z (a set of N logical particles) to a set of particles y in f(z). To do that, we map each
logical particle 〈da1, da2, . . .〉 ∈ z to some particles in the form of (s0, s1, s2, . . .) ∈ f(z), where
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s0 can be any of the world states at time 0, and the rest of states st+1 are derived from the transition
function T (st, dat) = st+1. This way we cover all the possible sets of particles of SMC. If two
different deterministic actions dai and daj mapped to same transition (s, s′), then we change the
mapping by assigning two different names s′i and s
′
j to state s
′, whereas P (s′i|s, a) = P (dai|a, s)
and P (s′j|s, a) = P (daj|a, s). We then map dai to (s, s′i) and daj to (s, s′j). Therefore, f(zi) and
f(zj) do not have an intersection for two separate sets of logical particles zi and zj . Also, for every
set of logical particles z, PrProp-LPF(z) =
∑
y∈f(z) PrSMC(y).
We prove that KL(P, P˜ z1 ) ≤ KL(P, P˜ y2 ) by induction on the length of the sequence, t .
Induction basis: Prop-LPF returns the exact value for a sequence with length t = 0, i.e.
KL(P, P˜ z1 ) = 0. Induction step: In Prop-LPF P˜1(s
t+1) =
∑
st P˜1(s
t)P˜1(da
t+1|at+1, st), and in
SMC P˜2(st+1) =
∑
st P˜2(s
t)P˜2(s
t+1|at, st). Each transition (st, st+1) is covered by deterministic
action dat+1. Also, by the induction assumption we know that KL(P, P˜ z1 (s
t)) ≤ KL(P, P˜ y2 (st)).
Therefore, KL(P, P˜ z1 (s
t+1)) ≤ KL(P, P˜ y2 (st+1)).
Hence, the proof is complete, i.e.
KL(P, P˜ z1 )PrProp-LPF(z) ≤
∑
y∈f(z)
KL(P, P˜ y2 )PrSMC(y).
5.6.3 Complexity
5.6.3.1 Using Regression
Theorem 5.3. Let RRegress be the running time of regressing a logical formula one step and
RLP-Prior be the running time of computing the probability of a logical formula. If RProp-LPF
is the running time of logical particle filtering that generatesN samples and uses logical regression.
Then, RProp-LPF = O(N(T
2 ·RRegress + T ·RLP-Prior)).
Proof. The running time of our algorithm Prop-LPF (Figure 5.3) is O(N · T · (RRegSeq +
RLP-Prior)) since our sampling algorithm uses uses LP-Posterior at every time step to compute
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the posterior probability of the logical partition ψti . Recall that LP-Posterior regresses each ψ
t
i
back to time 0 at every time step to compute P (ψt). Therefore, complexity of regressing with
each logical particle is O(T 2 · RRegress). Therefore, RProp-LPF = O(N(T 2 · RRegress + T ·
RLP-Prior)).
Tractability of Prop-LPF results from tractability of the underlying algorithms for Regress and
LP-Prior.
5.6.3.2 Using Progression
The following theorem shows the complexity of filtering if we apply the logical-basis filtering
algorithm (algorithm LogicBasisDet presented in Figure 4.6) to compute the probability of logical
formulas.
[Amir and Russell, 2003; Kumar and Russel, 2006] show some tractable cases for logical
filtering when there are constraints on the transitions. For instance, it is tractable for some classes
partially observable STRIPS environments or one-to-one actions.
Theorem 5.4. Let RLogicFilter be the running time of logical filtering with a deterministic action
and tw be the treewidth of the prior Bayes net. If RProp-LPF is the running time of our logical
particle filtering algorithm that generates N samples. Then, RProp-LPF = N · T (RLogicFilter +
exp(tw)).
This theorem implies the following corollary:
Corollary 4. Every polynomial time filtering algorithm for deterministic actions leads to a poly-
nomial time filtering algorithm for logical particle filtering.
5.7 Empirical Results
We implemented our algorithm Prop-LPF (Figure 5.3) for the case that the transition distribution is
in form of P (da|a, s) = P (da|a). Our algorithm was implemented with two different subroutines
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of logical-basis filtering and logical regression for computing posterior probabilities of formu-
las. Our algorithm takes advantage of a different structure than that available in DBNs. There-
fore, we focused on planning-type structures and tested our implementation in planning domains:
Safe, Homeowner, Depots, and Ferry taken from domains in International Planning Competition
at AIPS-98 and AIPS-02 [Mcdermott, 2000]. 4These domains are deterministic, so we modified
them to include a a prior distribution and a probability distribution over the realizations of actions.
For example, in the safe domain for the action try-com1 we consider two possible realizations
(try-com1-succ) and (try-com1-fail) as in Figure 5.7. In addition, for the Depots domain, for the
action PutIn we consider two realizations of PutInSucc and PutInFail with probabilities 0.9 and
0.1.
To be able to compute the accuracy of sampling algorithms, we are required to know the exact
posterior distribution for each query. Therefore, we build a DBN over the state variables and ran
the junction tree algorithm for DBNs [Murphy, 2002] to compute the exact value.
We compare the accuracy of our algorithm Prop-LPF with SMC sampling techniques. Please
notice that the transition distribution available to our problem (probability over realizations of
actions) is different from the form that is used in the SMC approach (probability over different
states). To build the transition distribution P (s′|a, s), we use the transition distribution and the
transition function in our model, i.e., P (s′|a, s) = ∑T (s,dai)=s′ P (dai|a, s).
To compute the accuracy of each sampling algorithm, we evaluate the expected KL-divergence
between the empirical distribution (derived by sampling approaches) and the exact distribution.
To do so, we run each algorithm 50 times for a fixed number of samples and computed the KL-
divergence between each approximation and the exact posterior as a measure for accuracy. We then
calculate the average over the derived KL-divergence to approximate the expected KL-divergence.
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Figure 5.8: Expected KL-divergence of Prop-LPF and SMC with the exact distribution vs. number
of samples for the safe example (top) for a sequence with length 50 with 8, 9, and 10 variables,
(bottom) for 8 variables for random sequences with lengths 10, 25, and 50.
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5.7.1 Comparison with SMC
In our experiments, we first show that our algorithm has consistently higher accuracy compared
to SMC for a fixed number of samples. We show that our algorithm has higher accuracy even if
we change complexity of the domain or the length of the input sequence. For that, we run our
algorithm Prop-LPF and SMC for the safe domain with a different number of variables (8, 9,
and 10) and different random sequences with lengths (10, 25, and 50) for the query safe-open.
For cases involving longer sequences and many variables we did not have the exact posterior to
compare with since the implementation for the exact algorithm crashes (runs out of memory).
Number of Samples 50 100 500
Depots: seq(50) Prop-LPF 0.007 0.004 0.0006
SMC 0.017 0.007 0.0010
Depots: seq(100) Prop-LPF 0.010 0.003 0.0006
SMC 0.014 0.005 0.0010
Homeowner: seq(10) Prop-LPF 0.011 0.001 0.0005
SMC 0.069 0.004 0.0008
Homeowner: seq(100) Prop-LPF 0.010 0.004 0.0008
SMC 0.011 0.005 0.0010
Ferry: seq(10) Prop-LPF 0.004 0.001 0.0005
SMC 0.01 0.003 0.0009
Table 5.1: Expected KL-divergence derived for our Prop-LPF and SMC in domains Depots (9
variables), Homeowner (4 variables), and Ferry (6 variables) with different sequence lengths.
As Figure 5.8 shows, with the increase in the number of variables and the sequence lengths the
expected KL-divergence for Prop-LPF remains lower than SMC for a fixed number of samples.
We also report results on some other domains (Depots, Homeowner, and Ferry) in Table 5.1.
For all the experiments except one the expected KL-divergence of Prop-LPF is 2 or 3 times less
than that of SMC. The expected KL-divergence for Prop-LPF and SMC are almost the same for
the Homeowner domain with 4 variables and a sequence with length 100. The reason is that the
posterior distribution converges to the stationary distribution after 100 transitions for this small
number of variables. But, in larger domains our Prop-LPF returns more accurate results than
4Also available from:
ftp://ftp.cs.yale.edu/pub/mcdermott/domains/
http://planning.cis.strath.ac.uk/competition/domains.html
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Figure 5.9: Sampling accuracy: Expected KL-divergence in reverse logarithmic scale of
Prop-LPF-Prog (using logical-basis filtering), Prop-LPF-Reg(regression at every step) and SMC
with the exact distribution vs. number of samples for the depots domain. The graph shows that
using regression or progression does not affect the accuracy of the filtering algorithm. While,
the accuracy of both techniques are much higher than the SMC algorithm for a fixed number of
samples.
SMC.
5.7.2 Comparing Application of Logical Regression and Logical Progression
We then show that applying logical-basis filtering or logical regression for computing the poste-
rior probability has the same results on the accuracy of sampling. We compare the accuracy of
Prop-LPF when uses logical-basis filtering with Prop-LPF when uses regression, and SMC in the
Depots domain. Figure 5.9 shows that the average KL-divergence is similar for both cases of using
regression steps or just progression algorithms. Moreover, the accuracy of both techniques are
much higher than the SMC algorithm for a fixed number of samples.
We next compare the running time of our algorithm with progression, Prop-LPF-Prog, and
with regression Prop-LPF-Reg. As Figure 5.10 shows the running time of Prop-LPF-Prog is much
better than Prop-LPF-Reg. The reason is that we removed the regression back to time 0 at every
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Figure 5.10: The running time of our algorithm Prop-LPF-Prog (just progression) vs.
Prop-LPF-Reg (regression at every step) versus the sequence length in the depots domain.
time step. Moreover, the actions are probabilistic STRIPS and therefore progression is tractable
(polynomial in terms of number of variables).
5.8 Related Work: Filtering in Probabilistic Dynamic Systems
Algorithms for exact filtering in discrete probabilistic domains trade efficiency of computation
for precision. The main disadvantage of these algorithms is that they are not tractable for large
domains. Exact algorithms introduced for DBNs and HMMs (e.g., [Kjaerulff, 1992; Murphy, 2002;
Rabiner, 1989]) are mostly suitable for their given probabilistic structure (please refer to Chapter
4 for more comparisons).
Approximate filtering algorithms are common in the literature for state-space models, and we
recount some of those not already mentioned. Variational methods [Jordan et al., 1999] are de-
terministic approximation schemes and are based on analytical approximations to the posterior
distribution. They make some assumptions about the posterior distribution, for example by assum-
ing that it factorizes in a particular way. Therefore, they can never generate exact results. However,
our algorithm does not make such assumptions and can generate the exact result with an infinite
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number of samples. [Ghahramani and Jordan, 1997] presents an approximation filtering algorithm
for dynamic systems. The algorithm takes advantage of distributed states in HMMs where two
or more independent Markov chains evolve over time and depend on each other given a common
observation.
[Boyen and Koller, 1998] presents an approximate inference algorithm (BK) by factoring the
DBN. The error introduced (while bounded) depends on the mixing rate of the process. In many
AI applications this leads to large error. The BK algorithm by fully factoring the DBN is faster
than our algorithm, but our algorithm works for more general problems. Similar to the Boyen-
Koller approach, decayed MCMC [Marthi et al., 2002] is another approximate inference algorithm
that the approximation error does not diverge over time. The algorithm applies Markov chain
Monte Carlo sampling of states using a proposal distribution that favours flips of more recent state
variables. Similar to other SMC methods, decayed MCMC samples individual states rather than
our action sampling.
Rao-Blackwellised particle filtering [Doucet et al., 2000] has been introduced to improve the
efficiency and accuracy of particle filtering. Essentially, this approach samples some of the vari-
ables, and marginalizes out the rest exactly. It is based on the idea that some of the variables can
be marginalized analytically. We can combine our Prop-LPF algorithm with Rao-Blackwellisation
and extend our approach to continuous domains or more complex domains.
[Mateus et al., 2001] introduces an approximate filtering algorithm for action-centered models.
They use a probabilistic situation calculus logical language to model stochastic dynamic systems,
and they sample world states similar to SMC. The assumption of knowing the exact initial state a
priori is the key difference from the problem we are addressing here.
Probabilistic planning in partially observable domains uses stochastic filtering as a subroutine.
Exact algorithms for probabilistic planning (e.g., [Majercik and Littman, 1998]) do not scale to
large domains. [Ng and Jordan, 2000] approximates the optimal policy in POMDPs by using the
underlying deterministic structure of the problem. They achieve this goal by sampling a look-
ahead tree of deterministic executions of actions and by sampling an initial state. In contrast, our
algorithm generates deterministic sequences without sampling the initial state. [Bryce et al., 2006]
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uses SMC to generate paths from the initial belief state to the goal with no observations. Our action
sampling algorithm results in a path which is closer to the optimal solution while it considers the
effect of the observations. Our algorithm can scale to larger domains because it uses sequential
Monte Carlo algorithm to sample the paths between initial belief state and goal. It requires a step
of updating the belief state at consecutive time steps. [Domshlak and Hoffmann, 2006a] address
this problem with no observability. Like us they represent the prior, and the updated distribution
using a BN. Their algorithm is restricted to STRIPS actions with conditional effects and does not
cover the general probabilistic actions.
5.9 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter we presented a sampling algorithm to compute the posterior probability of a query
at time t given a sequence of probabilistic actions and observations. We proved that for a fixed
number of samples, it achieves higher accuracy than SMC sampling techniques. Our method is
based on sampling actions without considering individual states. The main point that we showed
throughout this chapter was that approximate filtering is tractable if tractable filtering algorithms
exists for probabilistic dynamic systems with deterministic transitions. We showed how we can
apply a filtering algorithm with deterministic actions as a subroutine in a general approximate
filtering algorithm.
One criticism of our algorithm is that for long sequences probability of the query given logical
particles can be 0. A potential improvement would be to add a resampling step to overcome the
problem of increasing variance. Intuitively, our algorithm needs fewer resampling steps than SMC.
It can be proved by a method similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2, knowing that each logical particle
covers many samples in SMC.
There are several directions that we can continue this work. One direction is to use this al-
gorithm for an approximate conformant probabilistic planning problem. We sample the logical
particles as paths to the goal, regress the query with them and find an approximation for the best
plan. Another direction is finding a more efficient exact algorithm for computing the probability of
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logical formulae at time 0, or use an approximation method. Also, the algorithm can be extended
to continuous domains (real value random variables). The generalization can be done by discretiz-
ing the real value variables or by combining with RBPF (Rao-Blackwellised Particle Filtering)
[Doucet et al., 2000].
Moreover, in the general sampling algorithm, we intend to use the fact that the sampled de-
terministic action sequences has occurred. This way, we can prune our deterministic filtering
algorithm and incorporate the knowledge about each action while we proceed.
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CHAPTER 6
FIRST ORDER LOGICAL PARTICLE FILTERING
In this chapter, we present an approximate filtering algorithm in complex dynamic systems that
include a large number of objects and relationships among objects whose states are evolving over
time. Modeling such system in a propositional manner and applying propositional logical particle
filtering algorithm requires enumerating all the objects and transitions individually. Here, we adopt
a more compact representation (using First-Order Logic) for actions and world states to lower the
dimensionality of the domain. Our new algorithm samples possible deterministic relational real-
izations of a probabilistic sequence and takes advantage of our compact representation (using first
order logic) for actions and world states to improve the precision of its estimation. Theoretical and
empirical results show that the algorithm’s expected error is smaller than propositional sampling
and Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) sampling techniques. Results in this chapter have partially
appeared in [Hajishirzi and Amir, 2008].
6.1 Introduction: Logical Particle Filtering in Relational Domains
One of the most commonly used classes of techniques for approximate filtering is SMC sampling
[Gordon et al., 1993]. These methods are efficient, but they require many samples (exponential in
the dimensionality of the domain) to yield a lower error rate. Previously (in Chapter 5) we intro-
duced a novel sampling approach (propositional logical particle filtering) which achieves higher
precision than SMC techniques given a fixed number of samples. Still, it requires a large number
of samples in complex domains. The reason is that it is required to enumerate all the states or use
a propositional Bayesian Network to compute the prior probability distribution. In addition, these
methods are required to enumerate all the objects individually.
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In this chapter, we present a sampling-based filtering algorithm in a first order dynamic system
modeled with Relational Probabilistic Action Model (R-PAM) (Chapter 3). We show that our new
algorithm takes fewer samples and yields better accuracy than previous sampling techniques. Such
improvement is possible because of the underlying deterministic structure of the transition system,
the compact representation of the domains using first order logic (FOL), and efficient subroutines
for first order logical regression (e.g., [Reiter, 2001]) and first order logical filtering [Shirazi and
Amir, 2005; Nance et al., 2006].
We use our Relational Probabilistic Action Model (R-PAM) (Chapter 3) to represent relational
dynamic systems. Transitions in a R-PAM are modeled with probability distributions over possible
deterministic realizations of probabilistic actions. Our R-PAM representation is extended with a
first order probabilistic prior that combines FOL and probabilities in a single framework (e.g.,
[Richardson and Domingos, 2006; Muggleton, 1995; Pool, 1993; Friedman et al., 1999; Taskar et
al., 2002]).
Our algorithm (Section 6.3) first samples sequences of deterministic actions, called First order
(FO) particles, that are possible realizations of the given probabilistic action sequence and are
consistent with the observations. It also updates the current state of the system given each FO
particle. Next, the algorithm computes the probability of a query given the updated current state.
To do so, it applies logical regression to the query for each FO particle, computes a FOL formula
that represents all the possible initial states, and computes the prior probability of that formula.
Finally, the algorithm computes the posterior probability as the weighted sum of these derived
prior probabilities.
This algorithm achieves superior precision with fewer samples than SMC sampling techniques.
The intuition behind this improvement is that each FO particle corresponds to exponentially many
state sequences (particles) generated by earlier techniques. The algorithm is computationally effi-
cient when FOL regression and filtering with the deterministic actions are efficient. We prove our
claim about precision and verify the results empirically by several experiments (Section 6.7).
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6.2 Problem Definition and Representation Model
In this chapter, we model stochastic dynamic systems with a Relational Probabilistic Action Model
(R-PAM) described in Chapter 3 as a tuple (L,AX,P,P0) as:
• A language L = (F,C, V,A, DA) representing the language of the R-PAM (Definition 3.5)
• A set of deterministic action axioms AX (Definition 3.6)
• A transition distribution P for each probabilistic action (Definition 3.7)
• A prior distribution P0 over initial world states
The description of each component of R-PAM is fully detailed in Chapter 3. Throughout this
chapter, we describe our algorithms using the examples from the Briefcase domain (described in
Example 3.4).
Please recall that we use our logical model to represent predicates and action types rather
than ground predicates and ground actions. Action types (e.g., MvWithObj (b, l1 , l2 )) and state
predicates (e.g., At(b,l)) are syntactically represented with a name together with a list of arguments.
For action types and state predicates, these arguments are all variables rather than constants. A
ground event is an instantiation of an event type, meaning that the variables are replaced with
constants. Similarly, a ground predicate is an instantiation of a state predicate. Describing action
types stands in contrast to describing all possible state-to-state transitions, or describing predicate
types is in contrast to describing all possible state predicates.
Our model can also represent relational actions that are quantified over several entities in the
domain. For example, MvWithObj (b, l1 , l2 ) is quantified over objects in the Briefcase domain.
In this chapter, we address the problem of filtering with a sequence of probabilistic actions
and partial observations of a probabilistic prior. In particular, we are interested in computing
probability of a query given a sequence of probabilistic actions and observations. The query is
defined as a FOL formula ϕT at the final time step, T . Each at in the probabilistic action sequence
〈a1, . . . , aT 〉 represents a probabilistic action that has been executed at time t. We assume that the
given probabilistic actions in the sequence are all grounded.
The observations 〈o0, . . . , oT 〉 are given asynchronously in time without prediction of what we
will observe. Each observation ot is represented with a FOL formula over fluents. When ot is
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observed at time t, the FOL formula ot is true about the state of the world at time t.
6.3 Filtering Algorithm
In this section we present our filtering algorithm to compute probability of a query ϕT given a
sequence of probabilistic actions a1:T = 〈a1, . . . , aT 〉 and observations o0:T = 〈o0, . . . , oT 〉 in a
R-PAM. Similar to our propositional logical particle filtering algorithm, this new algorithm for
relational domains first generates samples among possible deterministic realizations of the given
probabilistic action sequence. Then, it places those samples instead of the enumeration of de-
terministic realizations and marginalizes over those samples, uses logical regression to compute
the exact probability of FO formulas. Our algorithm is different from our previous propositional
LPF algorithm in two directions of how to sample relational deterministic actions from the given
sequence and how to apply regression over FOL formulas to compute their exact probabilities.
P (ϕT |a1:T , o0:T ) = (6.1)∑
i
P (ϕT | ~DAi, o0:T )P ( ~DAi|a1:T , o0:T )
where ~DAi is a possible execution of the sequence a1:T .
The first step of our approximate algorithm is to generate N samples (called FO particles)
from all the possible relational deterministic realizations of the given the probabilistic sequence.
Two different sampling algorithms are introduced in Section 6.5. The algorithms (illustrated in
Figure 6.1) generate a weighted FO particle ~DAi with weight wi given the sequence a1:T and the
observations o0:T from the probability distribution P ( ~DAi|a1:T , o0:T ).
The next step of the algorithm is to compute P (ϕT | ~DAi, o0:T ) for each FO particle ~DAi. It
does so (Section 6.4) by updating the current state of the system and then computing the posterior
probability conditioning on the updated current state.
Finally, the algorithm uses the generated samples in place of ~DAi in Equation (6.1) and com-
putes P˜N(ϕT |a1:T , o0:T ) as an approximation for the posterior probability of the query ϕT given
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Figure 6.1: Sampling the FO particle 〈da12, da22, da32〉 (straight arrows) given probabilistic sequence
〈a1, a2, a3〉 (curved arrows) and observations 〈o0, o1, o2, o3〉. Each deterministic action dat is sam-
pled from the distribution P (dat|at, da1:t−1, o0:t). The thickness of the arrows represent the weight
of the current FO particle.
the sequence a1:T and the observations o0:T by using the Monte Carlo integration [Doucet et al.,
2001]:
P˜N(ϕ
T |a1:T , o0:T ) =
∑
i
wiP (ϕ
T | ~DAi, o0:T ) (6.2)
Details of each step of our first order filtering algorithm, First Order Logical Particle Filtering
(FO-LPF Figure 6.2) are explained next. We first present the step of computing P (ϕT | ~DAi, o0:T )
because it is used as a subroutine in the sampling algorithms.
6.4 Probability of a FOL Formula at time t
In this section we show how to compute the probability P (ϕt| ~DA, o0:t) of the formula ϕt given
a FO particle ~DA and observations o0:t. Executing the FO particle ~DA with observations o0:t
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Algorithm 6.1. FO-LPF(SampleAlg, ϕT , a1:T , o0:T )
Input: sampling algorithm SampleAlg, probabilistic sequence a1:T , observations o0:T , and query
ϕT
Output: P˜ (ϕT |a1:T , o0:T )
1. ( ~DA1:N , curF1:N)← SampleAlg(a1:T , o0:T )
2. for each ~DAi compute PFOF(ϕT , ~DAi, curFi)
3. return P˜ (ϕT |a1:T , o0:T ) using Equation (6.7).
Figure 6.2: FO-LPF: First Order Logical Particle Filtering algorithm to approximate
P (ϕt|a1:t, o0:t) given a sampling algorithm SampleAlg (either S/R-Actions (Figure 6.6) or S-Actions
(Figure 6.7)).
updates the current state of the system. The current state is derived by applying a FO progression
subroutine (described below) at each time step. Afterwards, the procedure PFOF (Figure 6.5)
computes the probability of the query given the current state of the system for each FO particle.
Its first step applies a FO regression subroutine to the query and the current state formula and as
output returns FOL formulas at time 0. This can be done since the actions are deterministic. The
algorithm’s second step computes the prior probability of the regression of the query conditioned
on the current state formula regressed by the FO particle. Recall that a FO particle is a sampled
sequence of deterministic actions.
6.4.1 Progress Current State Formula
We define the current state formula as a FOL formula representing the set of states that are true
after executing a sequence of deterministic actions and receiving observations. In this section we
present the algorithm FOProgress that updates the current state formula given a deterministic ac-
tion and an observation. In general, progressing a FOL formula δ with a deterministic action da,
FOProgress(δ, da), results in a set of FOL formulas ∆(p1:n) where p1, . . . , pn are atomic subfor-
mulas of ∆ and δ ∧ Precondda |= ∆(Succp1,da, . . . , Succpn,da) (see [Shirazi and Amir, 2005] for
more details). Also, filtering a FOL formula δ with an observation o is the FOL formula δ ∧ o.
Overall, generating all ∆s is impossible because there are infinitely many such ∆s. In this
chapter we assume that progression of the current state formula curF with a deterministic action da,
FOProgress(curF, da, o), is representable with a FOL formula. Hence, it is equal to
∨
i ∆i(p1:n)∧o.
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Algorithm 6.2. PFOF(ϕt, ~DA, curF)
Input: FO particle ~DA and the current state formula curF
Output: P (ϕt| ~DA, o0:t)
1. ϕ0 ←FORegSeq(ϕt, ~DA)
2. curF0 ←FORegSeq(curF, ~DA)
3. p0 ← Prior-FOF(ϕ0|curF0)
4. return P (ϕt| ~DA, o0:t)← p0
Algorithm 6.3. FORegSeq(ϕt, ~DA)
Input: FOL formula ϕt and FO particle ~DA = 〈da1, . . . , dat〉
Output: FOL formula ϕ0
1. if t = 1: return FORegress(ϕ1, da1)
2. else return
FORegress(ϕt, dat) ∧ FORegSeq(ϕt−1, 〈da1, . . . , dat−1〉)
Algorithm 6.4. FORegObs(oo:t, ~DA)
Input: Observations o0:t = 〈o0, . . . , ot〉 and FO particle ~DA = 〈da1, . . . , dat〉
Output: FOL formula Ob0
1. if t = 0: return o0
2. else return
FORegSeq(ot, ~DA) ∧ FORegObs(o0:t−1, 〈da1, . . . , dat−1〉)
Figure 6.3: Algorithm PFOF to compute P (ϕt), probability of the formula ϕt given a FO particle
~DA and the current state formula curF
Furthermore, [Shirazi and Amir, 2005; Nance et al., 2006] provide some special conditions that the
progression algorithm is polynomial and the representation of progressing a formula is compact.
For example, progressing In(O) through deterministic action MvWithObj (B ,L1 ,L2 ) results in
the formula At(B,L2) ∧ In(O) ∧ At(O,L2) ∧ (∀o In(o)⇒ At(o,L2)).
6.4.2 Regressing a FOL Formula
Procedure FORegSeq takes a FOL formula ϕt and a FO particle ~DA and returns as output another
FOL formula ϕ0. ϕ0 represents a set of possible initial states, given that the final state satisfies ϕt,
and the FO particle ~DA occurs. Thus, every state that satisfies ϕ0 leads to a state satisfying ϕt after
~DA occurs.
For a deterministic action dat and a FOL formula ϕt, the regression FORegress(ϕt, dat) of ϕt
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through dat is a FO formula ϕt−1 such that state st−1 satisfies ϕt−1 iff the result of the transition
function T (st−1, dat) satisfies ϕt. The computation of the regression FORegSeq(ϕt, ~DA) of ϕt
through the FO particle ~DA is done recursively.
FORegSeq(ϕt, 〈da1, ..., dat〉) =
FORegSeq(FORegress(ϕt, dat), 〈da1, ..., dat−1〉).
Regression of the current state formula curF is defined similar to the regression of formula ϕt since
the current state is also represented with a fist order formula.
Regression of the observations ot is defined similar to the regression of the formula ϕt since ob-
servations are also represented with FOL formulas. Likewise, the regression FORegObs(o0:t, ~DA)
of observations o0:t through the logical particle ~DA is defined recursively (see Procedure RegObs
in Figure 6.5).
FORegObs(o0:t, 〈da1, ..., dat〉) =
FORegSeq(ot, 〈da1, ..., dat〉) ∧ FORegObs(o0:t−1, 〈da1, ..., dat−1〉).
The algorithm for regression FORegress(ϕt, da) of the formula ϕt with the deterministic action
da works as follows (see [Reiter, 2001]). Suppose that ϕt is an atomic fluent f t(~x) with the
successor state axiom Succt−1f,da(~x). Then, we derive the regression of ϕ
t by replacing f t(~x) with
Succt−1f,da(~x). The regression of non-atomic formulas are derived inductively as follows:
• FORegress(¬ϕt) = ¬FORegress(ϕt)
• FORegress(ϕt1 ∧ ϕt2) = FORegress(ϕt) ∧ FORegress(ϕt2)
• FORegress((∃ν)ϕt) = ∃νFORegress(ϕt)
The efficiency of the regression yields from the fact that we regress non-grounded fluents f(~x). In
addition, one can employ some approximations at each step (like removing unnecessary clauses)
to maintain the compactness of the regressed formulas.
Figure 6.4 shows an example of regressing the formula ϕt = At(O,L2) through the action
MvWithObj (B ,L1 ,L2 ) with preconditions At(B,L1) ∧ ¬At(B,L2) and the effect ¬At(B,L1) ∧
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At(B,L2) ∧ (∀o In(o) ⇒ At(o, L2)) as described in Chapter 3. The next section shows how to
compute P 0(ϕ0|curF0) using the prior P 0. Note that ϕ0 and curF0 are FOL formulas over fluents
at time 0.
MvWithObj(L1,L2)
In(O)
At(B,L2)
In(O), At(O,L2)
In(?o) =>At(?o,L2)
Query: φ
Progress
Regress
curF
At(O,L2) 
Regress
Observation
1
(In(O), At(O, L1), At(B,L1)) 
or (~In(O), At(O,L2))
In(?o) =>At(?o,L1)
φ0
In(O), At(O,L1),At(B,L1)
In(?o) =>At(?o,L1)
curF
0(a)
(b) P(φ1|da1, o0:1) = P0 (φ0|curF0) = 1
Figure 6.4: (a) Regressing the formula ϕ1 and curF by MvWithObj . L1, L2, and O are constants,
and there are only two possible locations L1 and L2, i.e. At(O,L2) ≡ ¬At(O,L1). (b) Computing
P (ϕ2| ~DA, o0:1) using Lemma 6.1.
We now summarize and show how to compute the probability distribution P (ϕt| ~DA, o0:t) by
applying progression and regression. The algorithm first computes curF by progressing through
the FO particle and observations. Then, it computes ϕ0 and curF0 by regressing ϕt and curF.
Finally, it computes P (ϕt| ~DA, curF) using the following equation:
P (ϕt| ~DA, curF) = P 0(ϕ0|curF0) (6.3)
Figure 6.4 shows the example of computing P (ϕt| ~DA, o0:t) using procedure PFOF for the
formula ϕt = At(O,L2) given the FO particle ~DA = 〈MvWithObj (L1 ,L2 )〉 and the observations
o0:t = 〈In(O)〉.
6.4.3 Prior Probability of a FOL Formula
In this section we describe procedure Prior-FOF to compute the probability of a FOL formula at
time 0. We assume that the prior distribution P 0 over world states of a R-PAM with language
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Algorithm 6.5. Prior-FOF(ϕ0, MLN)
Input: Formula ϕ0, Markov logic network MLN
Output: P (ϕ0)
1.
∧
iCi ← ConvertToCNF(ϕ0)
2. Define indicator functions as Equation (6.4)
3. MMLN ← ConstructNetwork(MLN)
4. return P (ϕ0) by performing inference on MMLN
Figure 6.5: PFOF: Compute probability P (ϕt| ~DA, o0:t) of a FOL formula ϕt given a FO particle
~DA and the current state formula.
L = (F,C, V,A, DA) is represented with a Markov Logic Network (MLN) [Richardson and
Domingos, 2006]. We choose to represent the prior probability distribution with a MLN (called
prior MLN) because it keeps the expressive power of FOL for a fixed domain. Here, we first
briefly go over Markov Logic Networks and then describe how we use them to compute the prior
probability.
6.4.3.1 Markov Logic
Markov Logic is a static first-order probabilistic language that combines graphical representations
with elements of first-order logic. This way, they can define some specific properties over a set
of objects instead of enumerating individual objects. MLNs use Markov networks for performing
inference.
A Markov network [Jordan, 2007] is an undirected graphical model to represent the joint
probability distribution over the state variables (X1, . . . , Xn) ∈ X as a product of factors:
P (X = x) = 1
Z
∏
k fk(xk), where each factor fk is a non-negative function of a subset of the
variables xk, and Z is a normalization constant. As long as P (X = x) > 0 for all x, the distri-
bution can be equivalently represented as a log-linear model: P (X = x) = 1
Z
exp(
∑
iwigi(x)),
where the features gi(x) are arbitrary functions of (a subset of) the variables state.
A Markov logic network (MLN) is semantically represented with a set of first-order clauses
where every clause has been assigned a weight. A MLN together with a set of constants semanti-
cally defines a Markov network that has one node per ground predicate and one feature per ground
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clause. Each feature is actually the weight of the corresponding first-order clause.
The probability of a state s in such a network is computed by P (s) =
1
Z
exp(
∑
i∈F
∑
j∈Gi wigj(s)) where F is the list of all clauses in the MLN, wi is the weight
of the ith clause, Gi is the set of all groundings of that clause where gj = 1 if the jth ground
formula is true, and gj = 0 otherwise.
Inference in Markov logic can be carried out by creating the ground network and applying any
offline reasoning algorithms.
6.4.3.2 Our Approach
Our prior MLN consists of a set of weighted FOL formulas over the fluents in the language L of
the R-PAM. Semantics of the MLN is that of a Markov network MMLN whose factors (cliques)
correspond to groundings of the formulas given the universe of objectsC ∈ L. The potential Φ of a
clique Cl is defined as the exponential of the weight of the corresponding formula if the grounding
is true.
We introduce Prior-FOF (Figure 6.5) to compute the probability of a FOL formula ϕ0 by
slightly changing the inference algorithm expressed for MLNs. Procedure Prior-FOF first converts
ϕ0 to a clausal form where existentially quantified formulas are replaced by disjunction of their
groundings. Then, Prior-FOF assigns an indicator function, Ig(Ci), to every grounding g of a
clause Ci.
Ig(Ci)(~fg(Ci)) =
 1 ~fg(Ci) |= g(Ci)0 otherwise (6.4)
The next step is to construct a Markov network MMLN as the Markov network for the corre-
sponding Markov Logic Network. The final step is to perform a static inference approach on this
network. It can be computed exactly by performing any exact inference algorithm in propositional
domains (e.g., [Jordan, 2007]) in
P 0(ϕ0) ∝
∑
f∈MMLN
∏
~fj∈Clj ,~fi∈Ci
Φj(~fj)I(~fi). (6.5)
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Also, one can employ any static approximate inference algorithm like Gibbs sampling.
We are not restricted to use MLNs as a framework for representing the prior probabil-
ity distribution. We can use any other probabilistic logical frameworks ([Costa et al., 2008;
Muggleton, 1995; Pool, 1993; Friedman et al., 1999; Taskar et al., 2002]) provided that the ex-
pressed inference algorithm in that framework can compute probability of the query. Note that the
query ϕ0 for that framework is derived from the regression of the original query ϕt given a FO
particle. Also, our algorithms would work for unbounded domains just by using a framework for
representing prior distribution over infinite states (e.g., [Welling et al., 2007]).
6.5 Sampling Relational Deterministic Action Sequences
In this section we describe procedures S/R-Actions (Figure 6.6) and S-Actions (Figure 6.7) which
generate N samples (called FO particles) given a sequence of probabilistic actions and observa-
tions. Each FO particle is a possible deterministic realization of the given probabilistic sequence.
Both algorithms incrementally build every FO particle by sampling a deterministic action at a time.
Later, we will discuss about the deficiencies of the S/R-Actions algorithm.
Both S/R-Actions and S/Actions generate a FO particle ~DA = 〈da1, . . . , daT 〉 from the distribu-
tion P ( ~DA|a1:T , o0:T ) given the sequence a1:T and the observations o0:T . In Section 5.6 we prove
that selecting current deterministic action is independent from the future observations. Therefore,
following the proof of the Lemma 5.2 we can compute this probability distribution iteratively as
follows:
P ( ~DA| ~A, o0:T )
= P (daT |aT , da1:T−1, o0:T−1)P (da1:T−1|a1:T−1, o0:T−2)
= P (da1|a1, o0)
∏
t
P (dat|at, da1:t−1, o0:t−1)
The above derivation allows iterative sampling of deterministic actions from the distribution
P (dat|at, da1:t−1, o0:t). Recall that a FO particle is a sequence of deterministic actions. Thus, at
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Algorithm 6.6. S/R-Actions( a1:T , o0:T )
Input: Probabilistic sequence a1:T and observations o0:T
Output: N FO particles ~DA1:N
1. for n← 1 . . . N : curFn ← o0
2. for t← 1 . . . T
(a) for n← 1 . . . N
i. pi ←∑ψi PAi · PFOF(ψt−1i , da1:t−1)
ii. P ←∑ψi PAi · PFOF(ψt−1i , da1:t−1n , curFn)
iii. dˆat ← a sample from probability distribution pi
iv. curFn ← FOProgress(curFn, dˆatn, ot)
v. w∗n ← pi(
ˆdatn)
P ( ˆdatn)
vi. 〈wˆ1, . . . , wˆN〉 ← Normalize(w∗1, . . . , w∗N)
vii. (dat1:N , w1:N)← Resample(dˆat1:N , wˆ1:N)
3. return ~DA
t
1:N ← 〈da1 . . . daT 〉1:N
Algorithm 6.7. Resample( ˆdat1:N , ˆw1:N)
Input: { ˆdat1, . . . , ˆdatN} and {wˆ1, . . . , wˆN}
Output: new {dat1, . . . , datN} and new {w1, . . . , wN}
1. N̂eff =
1∑N
n=1 wˆi
2. if N̂eff =
1∑N
n=1 wˆi
≥ th: return (dˆat1:N , wˆ1:N)
3. else
(a) for n← 1 . . . N : Pw(datn)← wˆn
(b) for n← 1 . . . N : datn ← a sample from Pw
(c) for n← 1 . . . N : wn ← 1N
(d) return (dat1:N , 1N 1:N)
Figure 6.6: S/R-Actions: Sampling/Resampling algorithm for generating N FO particles given a
sequence a1:T and observations o0:T .
each time the algorithms sample a deterministic action dat given the probabilistic action at, the
previous deterministic actions da1:t−1, and the previous observations o0:t−1; Then, the algorithms
update the current state formula curF (Section 6.4.1) given the current deterministic action dat and
the observation ot.
Algorithms S/R-Actions, S-Actions use different approaches for the incremental sampling of
each deterministic action.
Sampling Using S/R Actions: In S/R-Actions, we adopt a sequential importance sampling
approach. At each time step, S/R-Actions samples deterministic actions based on a normalized
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Algorithm 6.8. S-Actions( a1:T , o0:T )
Input: Probabilistic sequence a1:T and observations o0:T
Output: N FO particles ~DA1:N
1. for n← 1 . . . N : curFn ← o0
2. for t← 1 . . . T
(a) for n← 1 . . . N
i. P ←∑ψi PAi · PFOF(ψt−1i , da1:t−1, curFn)
ii. dat ← a sample from probability distribution P
iii. curFn ← FOProgress(curFn, dat, ot)
3. return ~DA1:N ← 〈da1 . . . daT 〉1:N
Figure 6.7: S-Actions: Direct sampling algorithm for generating N FO particles given a sequence
a1:T and observations o0:T .
importance function, assigns weights to the FO particles, and resamples if the weights have high
variance. The importance function pi(dat|at, da1:t−1) approximates P (dat|at, da1:t−1, o0:t) by ig-
noring the effect of observations in the R-PAM = (L,AX,P, P 0).
pi(dat|at, da1:t−1) =
∑
i
PAi(dat)PFOF(ψt−1i,at , da
1:t−1)
where ψi,at is the ith partition of the action at (Definition 3.7).
At time step t, S/R-Actions first samples N deterministic actions dat1:N from the importance
function: pi(dat|at, da1:t−1). It then restructures the nth FO particle ~DAt−1n by attaching the deter-
ministic action datn to that particle, i.e. ~DA
t
n = 〈da1n, . . . , dat−1n , datn〉. The importance weight w∗n
of the nth particle is derived as:
w∗n =
P (datn|at, da1:t−1n , o0:t)
pi(datn|at, da1:t−1n )
Accordingly, the normalized importance weight wn of the nth particle is: wn =
w∗n∑N
i=1 w
∗
i
.
The exact value for P (dat|at, da1:t−1, o0:t−1) is computed using PFOF subroutine (Figure 6.5).
P (dat|at, da1:t−1, o0:t−1) (6.6)
=
∑
i
PAi(dat) · PFOF(ψt−1i,at , da1:t−1, curF)
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S/R-Actions resamples the particles if the variance of the normalized importance weights becomes
too high. The basic idea of resampling is to avoid those particles with very low weights and con-
centrate on particles that have higher normalized weights. An estimation (see [Doucet et al., 2001])
for measuring high variance among the weights is estimating the effective number of particles as
N̂eff =
1∑N
i=1wi
If N̂eff is smaller than a threshold then procedure Resample samples a new deterministic action da
t
from the probability distribution over the normalized weights w1:N of the particles. It then assigns
equal weights, 1
N
, to all the particles.
Sampling Using S-Actions: The second sampling algorithm, S-Actions (Figure 6.7), is derived
by simplifying the above sampling algorithm. This algorithm at each time step generates samples
among feasible deterministic actions. A deterministic action is feasible if its precondition can be
satisfied in the current state formula curF. It samples every deterministic action in a FO particle
from the exact computation for P (dat|at, da1:t−1, o0:t−1) (Equation 6.6) instead of sampling from
the importance function and assigning weights. Therefore, all the weights are equal to 1
N
.
S/R-Actions samples deterministic actions even when they are not feasible and assigns a zero
weight to those particles. Therefore, it decreases the effective number of samples. The resampling
step does not help that much because it resamples the latest deterministic action in the FO particle.
Another option is to resample earlier deterministic actions in the sequence to have a more effective
set of FO particles. However, this new type of resampling is not tractable since it is hard to find
the best deterministic action in the sequence to resample.
In the empirical results we examine the effects of using S/R-Actions and S-Actions sampling
algorithms in the FO-LPF filtering algorithm (Figure 6.2). According to our empirical results and
the above explanation, it makes more sense to use the S-Actions subroutine for sampling unless
there exists a better resampling procedure. According to S-Actions we maintain the current state
formula and just sample feasible deterministic actions.
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6.6 Correctness, Complexity, and Accuracy
The following theorem together with lemma 6.1 shows how P-FOF with S-Actions and S/R-Actions
computes an approximate posterior distribution P˜N(ϕT |a1:T , o0:T ).
Lemma 6.1. Let ϕt be a FOL formula at time t and o0:t be the observations. If curF is the current
state formula ϕ0 = RegSeq(ϕt, ~DA), and curF0 = RegSeq(curF, ~DA) then P (ϕt| ~DA, o0:t) =
P 0(ϕ0|curF0).
Proof. We first use the Bayes rule to compute P (ϕt| ~DA, o0:t) as follows:
P (ϕt| ~DA, o0:t) = P (ϕ
t, o0:t| ~DA)
P (o0:t| ~DA) .
P (ϕt, o0:t| ~DA) = P (ϕt, curF| ~DA) since curF shows the current state formula that encodes
o0:t.
Probability of a FOL formula is sum of the probabilities of the states that satisfy that formula,
i.e.,
P (ϕt, o0:t| ~DA) = P (ϕt, curF| ~DA) =
∑
s|=ϕt∧curF
P (s| ~DA).
Let f = FORegSeq(s, ~DA) represents the set of states that result from the regression of the
state s at time t. Since the FO particle ~DA is a sequence of deterministic actions therefore
f |= FORegSeq(ϕt, ~DA) ∧ FORegSeq(curF, ~DA). In addition, regressing a set of states at time t
to a set of states at time 0 with the FO particle ~DA does not change the probability of the original
set of states. Therefore,
∑
s|=ϕt∧curF
P (s| ~DA) =
∑
f
P (f |= FORegSeq(ϕt, ~DA) ∧ FORegSeq(curF, ~DA))
=
∑
f |=ϕ0∧curF0
P (f) = P (ϕ0 ∧ curF0)
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The same computations exist for P (o0:t| ~DA). Therefore,
P (ϕt| ~DA, o0:t) = P (ϕ
t, o0:t| ~DA)
P (o0:t| ~DA) =
P 0(ϕ0, curF0)
P 0(curF0)
.
Theorem 6.1. Let ϕT be the query, a1:T be the given probabilistic sequence, ~DAi be the FO
particles, and o0:T be the observations. If curFi is the current state formula given the ith FO
particle, ϕ0i = FORegSeq(ϕ
T , ~DAi), and curF0i = RegSeq(curFi, ~DAi), then
P˜N(ϕ
T |a1:T , o0:T ) =
∑
i
wiP
0(ϕ0i |curF0i ) (6.7)
where wi = 1N for S-Actions and wi is derived from Equation 6.6 for S/R-Actions. In addition, for
S-Actions:
P˜N(ϕ
T |a1:T , o0:T )→N→∞ P (ϕT |a1:T , o0:T ) (6.8)
Proof. Equation 6.7 is derived by using Monte Carlo integration in Equation 6.1. From Lemma
6.1 we know that P (ϕT | ~DAi, o0:T ) = P (ϕ0i |curF0i ). Furthermore, Procedures S/R-Actions and
S-Actions generate FO particles from the distribution P ( ~DA|a1:T , o0:T ).
Equation (6.8) holds from the law of large numbers.
Running time RFO-LPF of our filtering algorithm (Figure 6.2) is:
O(N · T · (RFORegSeq +RFOProgress +RPrior-FOF))
where N is the number of samples and T is the length of the given sequence of probabilistic
actions. Efficiency of FO-LPF results from efficiency of the underlying algorithms for FORegSeq,
FOProgress, and Prior-FOF.
We evaluate the accuracy of our sampling algorithm FO-LPF by computing expected KL-
divergence 1 as the expected value of all the KL-divergence between the exact distribution P and
1KL(P, P˜ ) =
∑
x Pxlog(Px/P˜x),KL(P, P˜ ) = 0 if P = P˜
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the approximation P˜ derived by FO-LPF. Our algorithm, FO-LPF, has higher accuracy than SMC
for a fixed number of samples. The intuition is that each FO particle generated by FO-LPF covers
many particles generated by SMC.
Theorem 6.2. If FO-LPF(S-Actions) and SMC approximate posterior distribution
P (ϕT |a1:T , o0:T ) with N samples. Then, Expected-KLFO-LPF(S-Actions) ≤ Expected-KLSMC.
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2 in Chapter 5. Similarly, we define a mapping f
to map each set of FO particles of S-Actions to sets of particles of SMC. The mapping f is defined
such that it covers all the possible sets of particles of SMC, and for two separate sets of particles
zi 6= zj , f(zi) ∩ f(zj) = ∅, and PrFO-LPF(z) = PrSMC(f(z)). Furthermore, we prove that
∀y ∈ f(z),KL(P, P˜ z1 ) ≤ KL(P, P˜ y2 ) where P˜1 and P˜2 are approximations returned by FO-LPF
and SMC, respectively.
6.7 Empirical Results
We implemented our algorithm FO-LPF (Figure 6.2) with both S/R-Actions (Figure 6.6) and
S-Actions (Figure 6.7) subroutine. Our algorithms take advantage of a different structure than
that available in DBNs. Hence, we focus on planning-type domains: briefcase and depots taken
from International Planning Competition at AIPS-98 and AIPS-022. We randomly assign deter-
ministic executions and a probability distribution over them for each action. For example, for the
action PutIn we consider two realizations PutInSucc and PutInFail with probabilities 0.9 and
0.1. Note that DBN representations (transitions between states) for the above frameworks are not
compact because the independence assumptions among the state variables are not known.
We compared the accuracy of our FO-LPF(S/R-Actions) and FO-LPF(S-Actions) with
Prop-LPF 5 and SMC algorithms. Note that we ground the domains for running Prop-LPF and
SMC. We run sampling algorithms (50 times) for a fixed number of samples and compute the KL-
divergence between their approximation and the exact posterior. We calculate the average over
these derived KL-divergence to approximate the expected KL-divergence. Prop-LPF assumes that
2Also available from: ftp://ftp.cs.yale.edu/pub/mcdermott/domains/.
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Figure 6.8: Expected KL-divergence (in logarithmic scale) of our algorithms, FO-LPF(S-Actions)
and FO-LPF(S/R-Actions), Prop-LPF, and SMC with the exact distribution vs. number of samples
for depots.
deterministic actions are always executable. We include this assumption in the depots domain in
which we compared the results with Prop-LPF. In the briefcase domain, we just compared our
algorithms with the SMC techniques.
Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show the expected KL-divergence (in logarithmic scale) vs. number of
samples in the depots and briefcase, respectively. As we expected, the average KL-divergence for
FO-LPF(S-Actions) is always the lowest. We expect to get more improvement when there are more
objects in the domain (here, we just use 5 constants to be able to compute the exact distribution).
For the briefcase domain (Figure 6.9) SMC has higher accuracy than FO-LPF(S/R-Actions) for
1000 samples. The reason is that the posterior distribution converges to the stationary distribution
in this domain (4 constants, 256 states). Even the grounded domain is not too big, but for cases
involving longer sequences and more states we did not have the exact posterior to compare with
since the implementation for the exact algorithm crashes.
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Figure 6.9: Expected KL-divergence (in logarithmic scale) of our First Order and propositional
filtering algorithms, FO-LPF(S-Actions), FO-LPF(S/R-Actions), Prop-LPF, and SMC with the
exact distribution vs. number of samples for the briefcase domain.
6.8 Related Work: Filtering in Relational Dynamic Systems
Algorithms for inference in static static probabilistic logical models [Richardson and Domin-
gos, 2006; Costa et al., 2008; Muggleton, 1995; Kersting and Raedt, 2001; Pool, 1993;
Milch et al., 2005] can be used for filtering in R-PAMs. However, these models cannot effi-
ciently reason in dynamic systems because they do not take advantage of the special Markovian
dependency structures available in temporal models.
There are exact filtering algorithms in relational action-centered models. Situation calculus has
been extended with probabilities [Reiter, 2001] and algorithms have been introduced for answer-
ing queries given a sequence of actions and observations. [Bacchus et al., 1999] present an exact
algorithm for reasoning in such framework. They assign probability to each world state individ-
ually (exponentially many in the number of variables). They marginalize over all possible initial
states and possible effects of the actions and compute the posterior probability. Instead, our ap-
proach uses a tractable algorithm for reasoning with deterministic sequences and approximates the
posterior distribution given a general sequence and uses a graphical model to represent the prior
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distribution.
There are exact reasoning algorithms in relational dynamic systems represented with state-
space models. [Kersting et al., 2006] explore reasoning algorithms in relational HMMs. They use
a different representation than ours for their observations. Moreover, they do not use a compact
representation for their prior distribution. This algorithm trades efficiency of computation for
precision since it is an exact method. Moreover, it assumes that preconditions and effects of actions
just consist of one atomic predicate; relaxing this assumption leads to a very huge HMM.
[Zettlemoyer et al., 2007] introduces an algorithm for approximate filtering in action-centered
models. They use a different representation than ours for their observations. Moreover, they do
not use a compact representation for their prior distribution. They introduce a sampling algorithm
where each sample represents a set of states and is generated from the probability distribution over
disjoint sets of the states which should be re-built at each time step. This can lead to a large number
of disjoint sets (exponential in domain features) in long sequences. In fact, the number of disjoint
sets can be equal to the number of states. Our sampling algorithm is different in a sense that we
do not sample states; we sample deterministic sequences which correspond to state sequences that
are derived by regressing the query through the deterministic sequence.
In planning literature, First order Markov Decision Processes (FO-MDP) [Boutilier et al.,
2001], First Order Partially Observable MDPs (FO-POMDP) [Wang and Schmolze, 2005] use
PAM for relational domains are in fact action-centered models designed for the problem of deci-
sion making under uncertainty. FO-MDP uses regression for updating the states and therefore is
not tractable for large domains. The framework described in FO-MDPs focuses more on defining
the representation which is too general to be applicable. In addition, their representation Their
algorithm does not scale well because the formulas derived by regression with successor state ax-
ioms would be huge even with simple actions. Also, their framework includes neither observations
nor a graphical model for the prior probability distribution over initial world states. FO-POMDPs
simplify the general setting of FO-MDPs and use an efficient representation for states. However,
they have strong assumptions, namely knowing the initial state and using STRIPS actions. Note
that our algorithm just builds the actual sets of states that a dynamic system can be in.
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6.9 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter we presented a sampling algorithm to compute the posterior probability of a query
given a sequence of actions and observations in a FO dynamic system. Our algorithm takes advan-
tage of a compact representation and achieves higher accuracy than SMC sampling and our earlier
propositional sampling technique.
There are several directions for future work. One important direction is to find a tractable fil-
tering algorithm with FO deterministic sequence like our logical-basis filtering algorithm (Chapter
4) for propositional domains.
One assumption that we have made for the current algorithm is that the input sequence of
probabilistic actions are grounded. This simplifies the process of sampling deterministic actions.
An important direction of future work is to deal with parametrized actions whose arguments are
not completely known. We envision using some lifted inference approaches described in (e.g., [de
Salvo Braz et al., 2006])for FO dynamic systems. Solving this problem would be helpful in the
identity uncertainty problem to identify entities whose states are changing over time.
Some other directions for future work include (1) to present a relational algorithm for re-
inforcement learning or decision making in FO Markov Decision Processes(MDP)s [Boutilier
et al., 2001]. (2) Learn the transition model in R-PAM, and (3) Generalize the representation
to continuous domains (e.g., by discretizing the real value variables or by combining with Rao-
Blackwellised Particle Filtering [Doucet et al., 2000]).
Another direction is to extend our model and our algorithm to deal with open universe domains.
I seek to find algorithms that can deal with new objects. The basic problem is what to do about all
the undetected objects that might exist at a given time but have not been “detected” individually.
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CHAPTER 7
REASONING ABOUT ROBOCUP SOCCER
NARRATIVES
In this chapter we model narratives as dynamic systems and introduce an algorithm for decoding
(understanding) those narratives. We demonstrate that combination of logical modeling together
with an iterative learning approach results in deeper understanding of narratives. We present an
approach for learning to translate simple narratives, i.e., texts (sequences of sentences) describing
dynamic systems, into coherent sequences of events without the need for labeled training data. We
show that representing narratives with action-centered frameworks together with algorithms for
iterative learning and inference results in a system to understand narratives. Our approach incor-
porates domain knowledge in the form of preconditions and effects of events, and we show that
it outperforms state-of-the-art supervised learning systems on the task of reconstructing RoboCup
soccer games from their commentaries. Results in this chapter have partially appeared in [Ha-
jishirzi et al., 2011a] and [Hajishirzi et al., 2011b].
7.1 Introduction
Natural language understanding requires the ability to translate individual sentences into represen-
tations of the underlying entities, properties, relations, and actions. It further requires the ability
to combine the representations of individual sentences into a coherent whole. For example, deter-
mining from a commentary of a soccer game who has possession of the ball at any given moment
requires one to infer numerous events that may not have been explicitly mentioned such as unsuc-
cessful passing, kicking the ball, or stealing the ball.
In this chapter, we argue that the coherence of natural language text provides a strong bias
that can be exploited when learning to understand language since we can model the narrative as
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a dynamic system. One particularly simple form of coherence requires that events can only take
place when their preconditions are met. For example, a soccer player cannot kick the ball unless
he is currently in possession of the ball. We present an approach that incorporates such domain
knowledge into the process of learning to understand sports commentaries without annotated data.
We use human commentaries of four championship games in the RoboCup simulation
league [Chen et al., 2010] and map each narrative to a sequence of events such as pass, kick,
steal, offside along with their arguments. Soccer commentaries differ from more complex narra-
tives in that they report a linear sequence of events that unfolds over time. In a soccer commentary,
each sentence results in an incremental update of the overall representation, or discourse model
[Webber, 1978; Johnson-Laird, 1983; Grosz and Sidner, 1986], making it possible to reconstruct
the original temporal sequence of events.
In this chapter we show how a small amount of domain knowledge (represented in a logical
language) and a bias towards coherent discourse models can be used to learn how to interpret
narratives. The domain knowledge we exploit encodes the preconditions and effects of event types
using a STRIPS-like framework [Fikes and Nilsson, 1971]. Events in language understanding are
mapped to deterministic action in our action-centered framework (i.e., R-PAM in Definition 3.8).
The logical representation of knowledge allows structured modeling of event types rather than
modeling propositional state transitions. In contrast to other recently proposed approaches (e.g.,
[Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2009; Chen et al., 2010; Kate and Mooney, 2007]), we require neither
labeled training data nor an agent that receives indirect supervision by interacting with a physical
environment (e.g., [Branavan et al., 2009; Vogel and Jurafsky, 2010]). These are often very hard,
if not infeasible, to create.
Our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art approach of [Chen et al., 2010], which uses an-
notated data on understanding RoboCup soccer commentaries, even when extended to incorporate
similar domain knowledge at inference time.
Similar to [Chen et al., 2010], we formulate language understanding as a classification problem
in which we have to predict events from individual sentences. Given a sentence, our classifier
assigns a score to each possible interpretation.1 We interpret these scores as utilities and use
1An alternative approach (to be explored in future work) might treat this task as a complex sequence labeling
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dynamic programming to find the sequence of events that has maximal utility. In contrast to other
approaches, our classifier also receives as input our guess of the current state of the world. This
allows it to penalize events that violate domain constraints (because their preconditions are not
met in what we assume to be the current state of the world). Our classifier is trained in an iterative
fashion that is reminiscent of self-training or hard EM [Bishop, 2006]. Starting from an initial
guess of correct events for sentences and current states, we iteratively retrain according to the
current version of the classifier. At test time, we use a dynamic programming approach to find a
coherent sequence of events that has maximal utility according to the learned scores of events.
7.2 Problem Definition
The problem that we address here is to find the best sequence of interpretations for the sentences
of a natural language narrative. In our approach, we additionally have access to domain knowledge
about events in terms of their preconditions and effects.
7.2.1 Natural Language Narratives
A narrative is a text that describes the (linear) temporal evolution of a system as a sequence of
sentences in natural language. Examples of such narratives are commentaries, stories, reports,
and instructions. In a narrative, each sentence leads to an incremental update of the overall rep-
resentation, or discourse model. Specifically, a narrative is a sequence of length T of sentences
〈w1, w2, . . . , wT 〉. Throughout this chapter we work with English commentaries of final games in
the RoboCup soccer simulation league, taken from [Chen et al., 2010].
Sentences: Every sentence in the narrative is either an observation about the state of the
system (e.g., “Offside has been called on the Pink team.”) or a change that happens in the state
of the system (e.g., “Pink9 tries to kick to Pink10, but was defended by Purple3.”). Because the
meaning representation language defined by [Chen et al., 2010] provides a number of event types,
problem where each element of the sequence corresponds to an individual sentence and the label corresponds to the
predicted event.
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the above sentence could be interpreted as passing between players, unsuccessful passing between
players, a player kicking the ball, or a player defending the other player.
State of the world: The state of the world (i.e., the soccer game) changes over time. For
example, after the sentence “The pink goalie kicks off to Pink2.”, a (partial) description of the
current state of the game would include the fact that ‘Pink2 has possession of the ball’.
7.2.2 Meaning Representations
Similar to [Chen et al., 2010], we use a logical language to model meaning representations in a
structured way. In particular, we use a simpler form of our R-PAM representation to model the
meaning representations. Our meaning representation language is consists of a finite set of state
predicates, events,2 and their arguments corresponding to the elements of the domain. Although
our domain is finite, this structured representation allows us to capture general domain knowledge
about event types. In what follows we briefly describe our simplified version of R-PAMs used for
narrative understanding. The first simplification is that we use STRIPS precondition and effect
rules to describe deterministic actions (events) in the domain. The second simplification is that
logical partitions do not exist for probabilistic actions, and all the probabilistic actions (sentences)
can be probabilistic among all deterministic actions (events). The third difference is that the prior
distribution is uniform over all possible predicates of the domain. Therefore, two important ele-
ments of this model are the representation language and the effect axioms which we describe as
follows.
Representation Language: We use a logical language to represent state predicates, events,
and entities. The language consists of a finite set of constants (players Pink1 , Purple1 , Pink2 ,
Purple2 ), variables (e.g., player1 , player2 ), state predicates (e.g., holding(player,ball), atCorner(),
atPenalty()), and event types (e.g., pass(player1 , player2 ), kick(player1 ), steal(player1 )).
Definition 7.1. The language L of our meaning representation framework (similar to P-PAM in
Definition 3.1) is a tuple L = (C,V,F,E) consisting of
2Please notice that events are actually STRIPS deterministic actions in our R-PAM representation, but for the sake
of compatibility with language literature we call STRIPS deterministic actions events.
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• C, a finite set of domain entities,
• V, a finite set of variables,
• F, a finite set of state predicates, and
• E, a finite set of event types.
Event types (e.g., kick(player1 )) and state predicates (e.g., holding(player,ball)) are syntacti-
cally represented with a name together with a list of arguments. For event types and state predi-
cates, these arguments are all variables rather than constants. A ground event is an instantiation of
an event type, meaning that the variables are replaced with constants. Similarly, a ground predicate
is an instantiation of a state predicate. For example, pass(player1 , player2 ) is an event type be-
cause player1 and player2 are variables, whereas pass(Pink1 ,Pink2 ) is a ground event because
Pink1 and Pink2 are constants.
A (complete) state s in this framework is defined as a full assignment of {true, false} to all
possible groundings of the predicates in F . However, at any particular time step, it is generally the
case that the values of many state predicates are unknown. A belief state σ is a set of (complete)
states that hold in a particular time step. It can also be interpreted as a conjunction of those ground
predicates whose truth values are known.
Event Semantics: Prior knowledge is provided in the form of a small number of event
type descriptions in a logical format. Semantically, an event type either describes a be-
lief state (e.g., corner()) or deterministically maps a belief state to a new belief state (e.g.,
pass(player1, player2)). In particular, an event in this setting is semantically similar to STRIPS
deterministic actions. The semantics of an event type is described with STRIPS preconditions and
effects. These semantic descriptions are in fact the prior knowledge provided to our system.
We use our logical language to describe event types rather than ground events. Describing
event types stands in contrast to describing all possible state-to-state transitions. Hereinafter, for
simplicity, we use the terms ‘event’ instead of ‘ground event’, and ‘state’ instead of ‘belief state’.
Definition 7.2. Let e(~x) be an event type and ~x its arguments. The effect axiom for the event type
e(~x) is represented as 〈e(~x),Precond(~x),Effect(~x)〉 where Precond(~x) and Effect(~x) are conjunc-
tions of state predicates or their negations.
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For example, the event axiom 〈pass(player1 , player2 ), holding(player1), holding(player2)〉 de-
scribes the event type pass that changes the possession of the ball from player1 to player2 , and
the event axiom 〈kick(player1 ), holding(player1),¬holding(player1)〉 represents that player1 is
no longer holding the ball after he shoots. The holding predicate is exclusive: if one person holds
the ball, no other person can hold it at the same time.
Here we use the frame assumption that the truth value of a gound predicate stays the same
unless it is changed by an event.
Most events associated with RoboCup commentaries involve actions with the ball such as kick-
ing and passing. There are some other events that provide game information such as whether
the current state is penalty, offside, or corner. For example the event corner is described as
〈corner(),>, atCorner()〉.
The set of event types includes a noise event called Nothing that has no preconditions and
no effects, and hence does not alter the state of the world. The reason for including this noise
event is that some narratives include sentences that are not mapped to any actual events. For
example, the sentence “Today we have a nice match between the pink and the purple team.” does
not map to any of the described events of the soccer game. In addition, the noise event helps to fix
inconsistencies that exist in the narrative. For example, a soccer commentary may be inconsistent
if the commentator has missed commenting on some of the events of the game. Mapping sentences
to the noise event allows some flexibility for mapping other sentences correctly.
7.2.3 Sentence Interpretations
Sentences in narratives are modeled similarly as probabilistic actions in our P-PAM model. Differ-
ent events can be inferred from a natural language sentence. We assign a score to all possible events
associated with a sentence. This score also depends on the current state of the world. The score
corresponding to the interpretation of sentence w as event ei in state s represented as P (ei|w, s)
for all the events ei. Figure 7.1 shows part of a RoboCup narrative and a possible ranking of events
according to their scores.
To map a narrative to a sequence of events, we first need to compute P (ei|w, s) for all ground
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Figure 7.1: An example narrative as a sequence of sentences and their interpretations in the form
of events.
events ei and every sentence w in the narrative. We model this score as a logistic function [Bishop,
2006] and learn it in an iterative learning procedure (Section 7.3.1). Each iteration involves esti-
mating the label for the training examples and modifying the model accordingly.
Following [Chen et al., 2010], we assume that each sentence can be mapped to at most one
event. For instance, for the sentence “Pink6 tried to pass to Pink10 but was intercepted by Purple3.”
the goal is to map the sentence to a single event badPass(Pink6 ,Purple3 ) rather than a sequence
of events like kick(Pink6 ), then pass(Pink6 ,Pink10 ), and then badPass(Pink6 ,Purple3 ).
7.3 Mapping Narratives to Event Sequences
Our approach, ITerative Event Mapping (ITEM) (Figure 7.5) is built upon two subroutines of in-
ference and iterative learning. ITEM takes as input a set of training narratives Tr , a test narrative
Ts , and domain knowledge encoded in terms of the preconditions and effects of event types, EA
(event type axioms), in our logical language. For training, ITEM uses an iterative learning sub-
routine, IterTrain (Section 7.3.1, Algorithm 7.2), to learn the model parameter vector ~Θ from the
training narratives. The scores of events associated with sentences are computed according to the
learned model. At test time, ITEM uses an inference subroutine (Section 7.3.2, Algorithm 7.3) to
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find the best event sequence for the test narrative using the learned model and the computed scores.
The domain knowledge is used when initializing labels, generating training examples, and in the
inference subroutine.
Algorithm 7.1. ITEM(Tr, Ts, E, EA)
Input: training narrative Tr, test narrative Ts, event types E, effect axioms EA
1. ~Θ← IterTrain(Tr,EA)
2. Inference(Ts, ~Θ,E,EA)
Figure 7.2: The ITerative Event Mapping (ITEM) algorithm finds the best event sequence corre-
sponding to a narrative.
Algorithm 7.2. IterTrain(Tr,EA)
Input: training narrative Tr, effect axioms EA
1. k ← 0, randomly initialize ~Θ0, ~Θ1
2. Repeat until ||~Θk+1 − ~Θk|| < 
(a) k ← k + 1
(b) (si, wi, ei)i:1..S ← ExampleGenerator(Tr,EA)
(c) for i : 1 to S
i. ~φi ← FeatureExtractor(si, wi, ei)
ii. if k = 1:
A. li ← InitialLabelGen(si, wi, ei,EA)
iii. else: li ← UpdateLabels(si, wi, ei,EA)
(d) ~Θk ← Classifier(~φi:1..S, li:1:S)
3. return ~Θ← ~Θk
Figure 7.3: The subroutine IterTrain uses the training narrative to estimate the model parameters
~Θ.
7.3.1 Training: Iterative Learning
Our iterative learning subroutine, IterTrain, is illustrated in Figure 7.4. Inputs to this subroutine are
a set of training narratives Tr and domain knowledge expressed as event type effect axioms EA in
our logical language L. In our experiments (following [Chen et al., 2010]) we use three RoboCup
soccer games as training data and the fourth as the test narrative. The output of IterTrain is a
model parameter vector ~Θ estimated on the training narratives. IterTrain trains a binary classifier
to separate the correct event from the other events for every sentence and state. To model this
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problem as a binary classification task, we build training examples as triplets (state s, sentence
w, event ei) from the training narratives and assign boolean labels to them. A positive label for a
training example shows that event ei is the correct interpretation of the sentence w in the state s.
IterTrain consists of different modules. The Example Generator module generates training ex-
amples (s, w, e) from the training narratives. Afterwards, Feature Extractor generates features
~φ(s, w, e) for each training example. Because the correct labels of training examples are not
known, Initial Label Generator estimates initial training labels using prior knowledge. Then, in
the first iteration the Classifier module learns the model parameters ~Θ1 for the current training ex-
amples and the estimated labels. It uses logistic regression [Bishop, 2006] to compute the binomial
probability P~Θ(e|w, s) that event e is the correct interpretation of the sentence w in state s.
At each iteration k > 1, the algorithm uses the learned model parameters ~Θk−1 and updates the
previously estimated labels for the training examples using the UpdateLabels module. Iterations
will continue until convergence, i.e., until (||~Θk+1 − ~Θk|| < ).
For testing, we use the final learned model ~Θ to compute scores P~Θ(ei|w, s) of all events ei
associated with every sentence w and the current state s in the test narrative. In the following we
describe the different subroutines used for training in more detail.
Training Example Generator: The inputs to this module are training narratives consisting of
a sequence of sentences 〈w1 . . . wT 〉 and event effect axioms. It generates training examples of the
form (state si,t, sentence wt, event ei,t). This module first samples sequences of event types for the
narrative, grounds the event types, and generates (sentence, event) pairs. It then updates the state
of the world for each pair. This provides the final triplets of training examples.
To build pairs of (wt, ei,t) for each sentence wt, we sample N (10 in our experiments) event
types ei,t uniformly from the set of event typesE ofL. For example, we may sample the event types
pass , steal , and kick for the sentence “P7 passes the ball to P9”(P stands for Pink) in Figure 7.4.
We then deterministically ground event types by assigning players as arguments to the event types.
For that, we assume that we know the list of players for the soccer game. We select arguments
(players in the soccer domain) for the event types from those appearing in the sentence or nearby
sentences. For example, arguments for the above sentence are P7 and P9 . To ground the event
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Figure 7.4: The architecture of our iterative learning approach IterTrain (Algorithm 7.2) to com-
pute the model parameters ~Θ and return the score of every event given the sentence and the current
state.
type, we replace the variables in the event type pass(player1 , player2 ) with the constants P7 and
P9 (see section 7.4 for details). For the above sentence the ground event is pass(P7 ,P9 ), where
player1 is replaced with P7 and player2 is replaced with P9 .
We then compute the state of the narrative given the sequence of ground events evsi =
〈ei,1, . . . ei,T 〉 corresponding to sentences w1...wT of the narrative. We build a new sequence of
the form 〈si,0, ei,1, si,1, ei,2, si,2, . . . , ei,T , si,T 〉. Every si,t is the state of the narrative at time t and
is computed using preconditions and effects of event axioms. Initially, any ground predicate can
be true i.e., si,0 = >. Then, at each time step t, we apply the effects of the event ei,t and update the
state si,t−1 using a Progress subroutine. Therefore, the triplets (si,t−1, wt, ei,t) are generated given
all the events and the updated states.
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For example, one instantiated sequence of event types sampled for the narrative in Fig-
ure 7.4 is 〈steal(P7 ), kick(P9 )〉. We update the state given the event sequence and de-
rive 〈>, steal(P7 ), holding(P7), kick(P9 ),¬holding(P9)〉: If the event steal(P7 ) happens in
s0 = >, the state s1 is holding(P7). From this sequence we extract two training examples
(>,w1 , steal(P7 ),>) and (holding(P7),w2 , kick(P9 )).
To update the state of the system with events we use the Progress subroutine.
Progress(st−1, et), takes as input an event et and the current state st−1 and returns the updated
state st. If the preconditions of the event et are consistent with st−1, then st is updated by apply-
ing the grounded effect axioms of the event et. Otherwise, st is assigned to > to show that any
predicate state can be true.
Feature Extractor: This module takes an example (sentence w, event e, state s) as input
and returns the corresponding feature vector ~φ = (1, ~φs, ~φw, ~φe), where 1 is a bias term. ~φs is
a binary vector representing the state s where each element in the vector represents the value of
the corresponding ground predicate in the state s. Because we have few ground predicates in the
RoboCup domain, we model states as truth assignments to ground predicates rather than as state
predicates. For larger domains, we can avoid grounding by modeling predicate names and their
arguments separately in the feature vector.
~φw is a binary vector representing the sentence w, where each element in the vector shows the
presence of the corresponding word of the vocabulary or the player names in the sentence. ~φe is
a binary vector representing the type of the event e, where each element in the vector represents
the presence of the corresponding event type in the training example. Arguments of the event e
are encoded in the ‘sentence’ part, ~φw. Our approach learns event types and assigns the players
extracted from the sentence as arguments to the event types.
Initial Label Generator: This module distinguishes us from learning approaches that use
manually labeled data. We only use automatically generated labels. This module takes as input an
example (state s, sentence w, event e) and provides an estimate of the actual label. The intuition
behind a positive label is that event e is a correct interpretation of the sentence w given that the
state is s.
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In the first iteration, this module uses the event type axioms and some heuristics and automati-
cally assigns labels to the training examples. More specifically, we use two heuristics to assign the
labels. First, an example (s, w, e) will be assigned a positive label if the preconditions of event e
are consistent with the current state s and if the name of event e has low edit distance to a word in
the sentence w. Second, an example (s, w, e) will be assigned a positive label if the preconditions
of event e are consistent with the current state s and if the event has similar number of arguments
to the number of players in the sentence. These are only a rough estimations because for example
the verb of the sentence “P7 passes the ball to P9.” is kick where the correct event type is pass ,
which has a large edit distance to the words of the sentence. This way, there can be more than
one positive example corresponding to every sentence. However, most of training examples are
assigned a negative label because for most of the events in training examples the above conditions
are not satisfied.
For instance, the training example (>,w1 , steal(P7 )) has been assigned a positive label be-
cause steal(P7 ) is feasible in s0 = >. However, the example (holding(P7),w2 , kick(P9 )) has
been assigned a negative label because kick(P9 ) is not feasible if s=holding(P7).
Update Labels: In subsequent iterations k > 1, new labels are proposed by applying the
current classifier to training examples. This module uses the learned model parameter vector ~Θk−1
from the previous iteration k − 1 and computes the score of each training example (s, w, e) using
the logistic function:
P~Θ(e|w, s) = 1/(1 + exp(−~Θk−1 × ~φ(s, w, e)) (7.1)
An example (s, w, e) will be assigned a positive label if its score is higher than the score of (s, w, e′)
for every other event e′.
Classifier: At each iteration k, the classifier takes training examples (s, w, e) together with the
generated labels for that iteration and returns the model parameters ~Θk. This module first removes
some of the negative examples randomly to balance the number of training examples so that the
number of positive and negative labels is comparable. It then trains a linear classifier (logistic
regression [Bishop, 2006]) to compute the binomial probability score P~Θ(e|w, s) for events e given
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the sentence w and state s. We model this score as a logistic function (Equation 7.1) where ~φ is
the feature vector associated with training examples and ~Θk is a vector of model parameters that
we want to learn. The output of the classifier is the model parameter vector ~Θk = (θ1, ~θs, ~θw, ~θe),
which is used to compute the score of events.
The above steps continue until the model parameters converge, i.e., when ||~Θk − ~Θk−1|| < .
Our iterative learning approach takes ideas from hard EM. In analogy to the maximization step, we
use our logistic regression classifier and optimize to find the model parameters. In analogy to the
expectation step, we compute the new scores of training examples with the logistic function and
update the labels of the training examples. Therefore, similar to EM-like approaches, our approach
converges to a local minimum. We call the final learned model, which will be used for testing, ~Θ.
At test time, our approach selects parameters (players in our example) for the learned event type
from those appearing in the sentence or nearby sentences. It grounds all the possible event types
associated with the sentence using the derived parameters. It uses the final learned model ~Θ to
compute the score of events ei corresponding to the test sentence w in the state s using the logistic
function. Finally, P~Θ(ei|w, s) is derived by normalizing the scores of all events ei corresponding
to the sentence s and the state s.
7.3.2 Testing: Inference with Dynamic Programming
The Inference subroutine (Algorithm 7.3) takes as input the test narrative 〈w1, . . . , wT 〉, the event
effect axioms EA, and the learned model parameter vector ~Θ. It then returns the best event sequence
corresponding to the test narrative and our model using a Viterbi-like [Rabiner, 1989] dynamic
programming approach.
Intuitively, the inference subroutine selects the event that is most likely and feasible in the state
of the narrative. Our dynamic programming approach maximizes the utility of selecting the event
ei at time t. It uses following recursive relations to find the best event sequence corresponding to
the narrative.
Here Vt,ei corresponds to the maximum utility of selecting event ei in time step t. This value
is initialized with the score of events for the first sentence and the initial state. These scores
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Algorithm 7.3. Inference(Ts,~Θ, E, EA)
Input: test narrative Ts = 〈w1 . . . wT 〉, ~Θ, E,EA
Output: sequence of events 〈e1, . . . , eT 〉
1. if t = 1 initialize V1,ei , S1,ei , Seq1,ei from Eq. 7.2
2. for t = 2 . . . T
(a) for ei in E:
i. e∗ ← arg maxej∈E P~Θ(ei|wt, St−1,ej) + Vt−1,ej + rSt−1,ej ,ei
ii. Vt,ei ← P~Θ(ei|wt, St−1,e∗) + Vt−1,e∗ + rSt−1,e∗ ,ei
iii. St,ei ← Progress(St−1,e∗ , ei)
iv. Seqt,ei ← Seqt,e∗ + [ei]
3. eT ← arg maxei∈E(VT,ei), e1..T−1 ← Seqet,t
Figure 7.5: The Inference subroutine finds the best event sequence for the test narrative given the
learned model parameters and the event type descriptions.
P~Θ(ei|w1, s0) are derived using the learned parameter vector ~Θ. If the preconditions of ei are not
consistent with the current state s, we penalize the value of choosing this event using a penalty
function rs,ei , which is a real number between 0 and −1. In our experiments, we set this penalty
function to −1 to penalize events with higher scores more than the events with lower scores. e∗ is
the event selected at previous time step to achieve the maximum utility at time t by selecting the
event ei. The current state St,ei is derived by Progressing state St−1,e∗ with event ei.
Initialize for all i : (7.2)
V1,ei = P~Θ(ei|w1, s0)
S1,ei = Progress(s0, ei)
Iterative step for all t ∈ 2..T, ei :
e∗ = arg max
ej
P~Θ(ei|wt, St−1,ej) + Vt−1,ej + rSt−1,ej ,ei
Vt,ei = P~Θ(ei|wt, St−1,e∗) + Vt−1,e∗ + rSt−1,e∗ ,ei
St,ei = Progress(St−1,e∗ , ei)
where s0 = > and rs,ei =
 −1 Precond(ei) 6|= s0 otherwise is a function for penalizing infeasible events.
To update the best sequence of events, we use the following recursive formulas. Seqt,ei corre-
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sponds to the best sequence of events if event ei is selected at time t.
Seq1,ei = [ei]
Seqt,ei = Seqt−1,e∗ + [ei] (7.3)
The event sequence Seqt,ei is updated by keeping a pointer to the previously best selected event
in the recursive step. Finally, the best sequence of events is derived by selecting the event at
time T that has the highest value and backtracking recursively, i.e., eT = arg maxei∈E(VT,ei) and
e1..T−1 = SeqT,eT .
Please notice that the error of finding the best sequence propagates further with time. Exact
approaches for this problem (of finding the best path) are infeasible computationally given the
length of the narratives. Therefore, we use our approximate Viterbi-like approach, which is more
tractable. However, an exact method (considering all the possible paths) can perform better when
feasible (e.g., when the narratives are very short).
7.4 Experiments
In this section we evaluate how well our algorithm, ITEM, can map narratives to a sequence of
events. We work with RoboCup soccer commentaries [Chen et al., 2010]. The task is to compute
the accuracy of the mapped event sequence with respect to a gold standard event sequence. We
compare the accuracy of our approach with baseline algorithms and a state-of-the-art approach that
uses annotated labeled data. Our experiments demonstrate that prior knowledge about event effect
axioms alleviates the need for labeled data.
7.4.1 RoboCup Soccer Commentaries
We use the RoboCup soccer commentaries dataset [Chen et al., 2010]. The data is based on
commentaries of four championship games of the RoboCup simulation league that took place from
2001 to 2004. Each game is associated with a sequence of human comments in English and their
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meaning representations. There are in total of 1872 comments where the 2001, 2002, 2003, and
2004 games have 672, 459, 398, and 343 comments, respectively.
We add a unary predicate, holding, and a noise event, Nothing , to the meaning representations
of [Chen et al., 2010]. In addition, we manually describe effect axioms for event types. Event
types for the soccer commentary include actions with the ball or other game information. In total
there are 16 event types among which there are 3 with two arguments, 4 with one argument, and
10 with zero arguments. The number of state predicates in the domain is 10. We assign constants
as player names. In total there are 24 constants.
In addition to the English comments about the game, the original dataset includes real events
(represented in the same meaning representation language) that happen in the original game tagged
with time. Our ITEM algorithm does not use this event log of the game. This makes us different
from the approach in [Chen et al., 2010], which uses annotated labeled data in the form of a
mapping between natural language comments and the real events that occurred within 5 time steps
of when the comments were recorded.
7.4.2 Mapping Sentences to Events
We use gold-standard labels in the dataset as the correct event corresponding to the sentence, only
for evaluation purposes. We evaluate the accuracy of the output sequence of events by computing
the proportion of the events that have been correctly assigned to the sentences. We report the
results for every game using the other games for training. We also report the micro-averaged
accuracy over all examples. We compare the accuracy of our approach with [Chen et al., 2010]
and several baselines.
7.4.2.1 Our approach (ITEM)
Our classifier trains on three RoboCup games (e.g., 2001, 2002, and 2003) and tests on the last
game (e.g., 2004). We run IterTrain, using N = 10 samples for each sentence, and compute
the model parameter vector. The average number of training examples per iteration is about 700.
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To generate training examples, we use the Example Generator module to sample event types for
sentences, ground event types based on the arguments of the sentence (player names), and update
the states based on the events. There are cases where we miss arguments, for example when the
player name is mentioned as “Pink Goalie” rather than “Pink1”. There are also cases in which the
sampled event type requires more arguments than the player arguments extracted for the sentence.
For example, the sentence “He kicks the ball to P10” has one player argument P10 . In these
cases we use the last argument selected for the previous sentence as an argument of the event type.
Also, there are cases in which the sentence has more arguments than the event type. In such cases
we consider different pairs of argument players as arguments of the event types. Currently, we
deterministically assign arguments, but this can be easily replaced with building a list of candidates
among which our approach has to choose.
After generating examples, we extract features for each example. The feature vector ~Θ has
250 elements consisting of 16 event types, 195 words, and 38 ground state predicates. We use
Initial Label Generator to generate initial labels using event effect axioms, number of players in
the sentence, and computing edit distance of the event name and words in the sentence. A training
example (s, w, e) gets a positive label if e is feasible in state s and its name has low edit distance
(≤ 3) to at least a word in the sentence. In another situation a training example (s, w, e) gets a
positive label if e is feasible in state s and the event has similar number of arguments to the number
of players in the sentence. The initial labels are later changed in subsequent iterations using the
learned classifier. Using the learned model parameter vector, we compute the score of every event
associated with a sentence in the test narrative. Finally, we apply our inference subroutine and find
the best event sequence for the test narrative.
We first show in Graph 7.6 that our iterative learning approach converges and improves the
accuracy of labels generated for the training examples. We report the average accuracy of labels at
each iteration in terms of an F1 measure over all four training scenarios.
Table 7.2 shows some examples of our correctly and incorrectly predicted labels. Our approach
can identify the interpretation of the sentence “Purple10 kicks to Purple11” by mapping it correctly
to pass rather than kick , showing that the final model does not disambiguate based on the similarity
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of the event name and the verb name despite the initialization. Our incorrectly predicted labels
show that distinguishing between turnover and badPass event types is hard: badPass refers to
the event that the agent is trying to pass but the pass mistakenly goes to the next team’s player,
whereas turnover refers to the event that the player accidentally loses the ball. In addition, Table
7.1 shows the accuracy of the mapping derived by our approach.
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Figure 7.6: Convergence of the accuracy of estimated labels vs. number of iterations of training
according to F1 measure.
7.4.2.2 Comparison to Baselines
We compare our approach with several different baselines. For each sentence, these baselines
select events with specific properties that can be candidate interpretations of the sentences.
Uniform: The first baseline, Baseline-0 selects an event per sentence from a uniform distribu-
tion over events. This baseline shows how difficult the RoboCup soccer commentary is, and as one
can see from Table 7.1 this random selection performs poorly on the dataset.
Uniform+heuristics: The second group of baselines show how heuristics for event selection
help. Baseline-1a selects uniformly among event types whose names have a small edit distance
(≤ 3) to at least one word in the sentence. It then assigns players from the sentences to the
arguments of the event types. We call these events similar events. Baseline-1b selects uniformly
among event types whose arity is equal to the number of arguments in the sentence. We call these
events same-arity events. Table 7.1 shows the results of these baselines. If no event type has these
properties, we randomly select among all the possible event types. Although the accuracy of these
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Approach 2001 2002 2003 2004 Avg.
uniform
Baseline-0 .062 .062 .062 .062 .062
uniform+heuristics
Baseline-1a .688 .464 .628 .437 .574
Baseline-1b .625 .570 .718 .720 .648
prior knowledge+heuristics
Baseline-2a .693 .455 .640 .454 .579
Baseline-2b .629 .575 .826 .737 .677
Baseline-3 .687 .474 .658 .478 .590
prior knowledge (no labeled data) + our method
Our ITEM-sim .739 .647 .867 .653 .728
Our ITEM-entity .799 .681 .867 .769 .779
annotated labeled data + WGIM
WGIM[Chen et al., 2010] .721 .664 .683 .746 .703
prior knowledge+ annotated labeled data+WGIM
WGIM[Chen et al., 2010]-Inference .767 .721 .638 .798 .734
Table 7.1: The micro-average accuracy of different approaches for mapping RoboCup narratives
to event sequences. Our approach ITEM with no annotated data shows higher accuracy compared
to other algorithms. The results suggest that knowledge about event axioms together with iterative
learning replaces the need for annotated labeled data, and that prior knowledge improves learning
with annotated data.
baselines is significantly lower than our ITEM algorithm, they show a significant improvement
over the random selection of Baseline-0.
Prior knowledge + Heuristics: The next baseline examines the effect of prior knowledge with-
out learning. Baseline-2a uses event effect axioms over similar events. This baseline applies the
inference subroutine (Algorithm 7.3) with a uniform distribution over similar events. Baseline-2b
applies the inference subroutine, but with a uniform distribution over same-arity events to the sen-
tence. We apply prior knowledge during the inference subroutine over two previous heuristics. Our
results suggest that prior knowledge helps, but the way in which prior knowledge is incorporated is
important. Applying prior knowledge over uniform selection of arity events improves the accuracy
up to 3%, but adding prior knowledge over uniform selection of similar events only improves the
accuracy by 0.3%. Notice that our ITEM approach still has significantly higher accuracy compared
to these baselines. This is because it uses prior knowledge together with iterative learning.
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Correctly Predicted Events
Sentence Predicted event
Purple10 makes a quick pass to Purple11 on
the side.
pass(purple10 , purple11 )
Purple11 tries to pass back but was picked
off by Pink5.
badPass(purple11 , pink5 )
Pink5 made a bad pass that was intercepted
by Purple10.
badPass(pink5 , purple10 )
Purple10 kicks to Purple11. pass(purple10 , purple11 )
Purple11 threads a nice pass to Purple10
near the penalty area.
pass(purple11 , purple10 )
Incorrectly Predicted Events
Sentence Correct event Predicted event
Pink6 steals the ball from Purple6. steal(pink6 ) badPass(pink6 , purple6 )
Pink6 tries to dribble toward the goal but
turns the ball over to Purple3.
turnover(pink6 , purple3 ) badPass(pink6 , purple3 )
Purple6’s pass was defended by Pink6. defense(purple6 , pink6 ) Pass(purple6 , pink6 )
Table 7.2: (top) Example sentences in the 2001 game and our responses that predicted the correct
event. (bottom) Example sentences in the dataset that were incorrectly predicted by our approach.
The last baseline, Baseline-3 uses prior knowledge together with both heuristics. It selects
similar and same-arity events for a sentence. If no event type is selected it considers all the possible
events. It then applies the inference subroutine with a uniform distribution over selected events.
Surprisingly, the results of table 7.1 show that the accuracy of combining both heuristics together
with prior knowledge is lower than the accuracy of arity selection with prior knowledge. This
shows that a naive way of incorporating prior knowledge together with heuristics does not help.
Annotated Labeled data: We also compare our algorithm with the state-of-the-art approach,
WGIM [Chen et al., 2010]. These results show that our iterative learning method alleviates the
need for labeled data collection.
In the next experiment, we augment the WGIM approach with the same event axioms (WGIM-
Inference). We apply inference where the transition model for every sentence is derived from the
WGIM approach. At each step, we select the event that has the highest score according to WGIM
and is feasible in the current state. The current state is updated according to the prior selected
events in the sequence. The accuracy of WGIM-Inference is still lower than our ITEM approach.
This is because the original WGIM does not learn the event scores given the current state. However,
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our results show that adding prior knowledge to WGIM improves WGIM’s accuracy.
7.5 Related Work
There are other approaches that learn to map natural language text to meaning representations.
Some (e.g., [Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2009]) use annotated labeled data and are focused on texts
describing facts rather than describing the dynamics of a system. Most similar to our approach
are [Branavan et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2010], which map narratives to a sequence of events with
applications in understanding instructions or generating commentaries. [Branavan et al., 2009]
use reinforcement learning and have access to a physical environment to provide supervision for
assigning rewards to selecting events. [Chen et al., 2010] have access to the actual events of
soccer games and use a mapping between commentaries and real events of the game for training.
In contrast, our approach uses prior knowledge about events, does not have access to the actual
events that occurred in the soccer game, does not interact with a real physical environment, and
uses binary classifiers instead of reinforcement learning.
There are some works on text understanding that just use machine learning techniques and
mostly rely on syntax rather than semantics. There is growing interest in modeling semantics
and building systems that extract facts [Cardie, 1997], semantic roles [Gildea and Jurafsky, 2002;
Palmer et al., 2005; Punyakanok et al., 2005], or domain-specific meaning representations [Kate
and Mooney, 2007]. However, none of these systems allow for deep understanding of the text. For
example, in the sentence “John ran from home to store” there is a deep meaning that “John is tired”
which neither of the above systems can capture.
There are several approaches based on statistical and machine learning techniques (e.g., [Rilo
and Thelen, 2000]) for question answering. All represent the text and the question with a set of
syntactic and semantic features. They can just respond to questions that the answer is represented
throughout the text. Unlike our representation, they do not consider the intrinsic meaning of the
sentences in the text.
HMMs and DBNs have been also used for modeling natural language elements [Su et al., 2002;
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Narayanan and Jurafsky, 1998]. However, each state variable usually corresponds to a word in a
sentence, rather than to the meaning of the whole sentence. For instance, [Su et al., 2002] uses
HMMs for named entity recognition. [Narayanan and Jurafsky, 1998] uses a Bayesian model to
compute the probability of each interpretation for a sentence rather than the whole text.
There are several approaches for question answering that build the symbolic representation of
a text. [Wellner et al., 2005; Hobbs et al., 1993] consider every element of the text as a logical
element. This requires a very huge knowledge base which causes an explosion for the abduction
step. In these systems, the answer to the question is either in the knowledge base or is derived
by changing the variable bindings. This is different than our dynamic representation in which the
intrinsic meaning of one sentence changes our understanding of the next sentence. Moreover, in
[Hobbs et al., 1993] there are sentences that cannot be mapped to a logical format. In contrast, our
system can represent every narrative text with a much smaller knowledge (action descriptions for
some verbs).
Recently, there is a growing interest in mapping a text to a sequence of actions. [Branavan et
al., 2009] uses reinforcement learning to map the instructions to an action sequence. Their system
is augmented with extra knowledge about the final goal of the instructions and the assumption
that the instructions are consistent (no sentence is missing). Therefore, they can easily apply a
validation process to supervise the training. This is different than our system that we just have
an approximate supervision. [Matuszek et al., 2010] uses statistical machine translation to learn
an initial mapping between natural language commands and robotic formal commands. They
further use the physical constraints of the robot’s map and use planning to fully understand the NL
commands. However, the robot has the complete knowledge about the domain which is not the
case in our system. Moreover, they use ground truth labels along with natural language syntactic
features.
Several approaches introduce reasoning, learning, or planning algorithms in a probabilistic log-
ical framework to model events. Planning and reasoning approaches, unlike our approach, assume
that the probability distributions over events are known. Exact reasoning approaches (e.g., [Baral et
al., 2002; Reiter, 2001]) are not feasible for our problem, because they usually consider all possible
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event sequences. Approximate reasoning approaches (e.g., sampling event sequences of narratives
[Hajishirzi and Amir, 2008]) are still too expensive. Probabilistic planning approaches [Majercik
and Littman, 1998] usually find the most likely plan given initial and goal states. Learning ap-
proaches [Deshpande et al., 2007; Zettlemoyer et al., 2005] also compute probability distributions
over different events, but, unlike us, use labeled training data, and train their classifier to pre-
dict single probabilistic events independently rather than accumulating information from selected
events using an inference subroutine.
Our approach is also related to research in planning and, to a greater degree, activity recog-
nition. Some approaches (e.g., [Kautz, 1987]) use logical elements and symbolic reasoning,
but are not able to rank multiple plans that are consistent with the text. Other approaches use
probabilistic reasoning (e.g., Bayesian networks in [Charniak and Goldman, 1993] or Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs) in [Bui, 2003]). Other approaches (e.g., [Riley and Veloso, 2004;
Liao et al., 2007]) incorporate learning and reasoning in dynamic models such as HMMs and
Markov decision processes. These approaches are usually augmented with annotated labeled data
and do not use logics to model the domain. Most recently, [Sadilek and Kautz, 2010] recognize
activities by applying relational inference and learning (with noisy GPS information as training
labels). They neither improve initial estimates of labels nor use consistency checking. More-
over, using hard and soft constraints, they augment their system with richer (more expensive) prior
knowledge compared to our few event descriptions.
7.6 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter we have introduced an approach for mapping RoboCup soccer narratives to se-
quences of events without the need for any annotated data. We show that knowledge about event
models together with a careful design of representation, inference, and iterative learning allevi-
ates the need for annotated data. We show that this iterative learning approach achieves superior
accuracy compared to both heuristics and a state-of-the-art approach that uses labeled data. The
transferable insight of this chapter is that a small number of partial descriptions of events enables
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improved understanding with little or no labeled data (still assuming a body of examples, only
possibly unlabeled). Our approach takes advantage of a logical structure for event descriptions
that is precise and easy to use because we describe a small number of event types rather than all
the possible transitions in the system. In addition, our approach takes advantage of an iterative
learning algorithm to build a precise, strong, easy to use, and easy to engineer model.
We show that by collecting prior knowledge about events we do not need to annotate every
sentence in the domain. It is usually very hard to scale labeled data because we need to generate
more labels to be able to understand larger texts. However, if we collect prior knowledge for a
specific context, we can understand large texts in that context. We plan to extend our approach to
understanding other narratives and answering questions about them. Specifically, we would like to
work with stories in the Remedia corpus or Weblog stories [M. Manshadi and Gordon, 2008]. In
this setting, we plan to use VerbNet [Schuler, 2005], a comprehensive verb lexicon that contains
semantic information such as preconditions, effects, and arguments of about 5000 verbs. Our
current approach uses a simple bag-of-words model to represent sentences. We do not use tools
from natural language processing literature to process sentences. The reason is that our domain
contains simple sentences that does not require more complex text processing. In the general
setting, we plan to extend our simple bag-of-words model with syntactic parsing of the sentences.
One shortcoming of our approach is that we assume the input narrative corresponds directly
to a linear sequence of events. This may not be the case in genres where rhetorical relations such
as explanation or elaboration occur [William C. Mann and Sandra A. Thompson, 1988]. Even in
our domain, it is possible that some events have been missed or the sentences are represented in
partial order. We intend to explore the use of probabilistic and partial order planning approaches to
infer the event sequences. We also plan to investigate multi-class classification approaches instead
of binary classification, so that the goal is to learn a multinomial probability distribution over
different events corresponding to a sentence and the state, and to cast the problem as sequence
labeling problem where each element of the sequence corresponds to an individual sentence and
the label to the predicted event.
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CHAPTER 8
WEB MONITORING BY SEQUENTIAL SENSING
DECISION
In this chapter, we are focused on the problem of change detection in dynamic systems when
transitions have not been observed. In particular, we address the problem of monitoring change in
we Web pages. In many real-world situations (including World Wide Web) we are charged with
detecting change as soon as possible. In these situations, sensing can be expensive, but it is also
important to detect change in a timely manner.
In this chapter we present tractable greedy algorithms and prove that they solve this decision
problem either optimally or approximate the optimal solution in many cases. Our problem model
is a POMDP that includes a cost for sensing, a cost for delayed detection, a reward for successful
detection, and no-cost partial observations. Making optimal decisions is difficult in general. We
show that our tractable greedy approach finds optimal policies for sensing both a single variable
and multiple correlated variables. Further, we provide approximations for the optimal solution to
multiple hidden or observed variables per step. Our algorithms outperform previous algorithms
in experiments over simulated data and live Wikipedia WWW pages. Results in this chapter have
partially appeared in [Hajishirzi et al., 2009].
8.1 Introduction
Humans and software systems may need to detect change as soon as it occurs. Often timely
detection is critical in dynamic, uncertain environments because it enables focused and timely
action. Unfortunately, many times information comes with a cost, so sensing (testing, checking,
or retrieving information) at every step is not feasible. They must decide what information to
sense and when. An example that motivates this research is the problem of detecting the changes
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of web pages. For example, some pages include information about a group of companies. This
information may affect the stock value of the corresponding companies.
In this chapter we formalize the problem of deciding when and what to sense and provide
efficient greedy solutions for it. We assume that we are given a dynamic model formulated as a
Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) [Dean and Kanazawa, 1988]or an HMM [Rabiner, 1989], and
also a cost model for sensing variables. We show that this problem can be modeled with Partially
Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) [Littman, 1996]. POMDPs model partially
observable stochastic systems, and include cost and rewards for actions and states. Unfortunately,
finding optimal policies in POMDPs is difficult [Kaelbling et al., 1998]. Exact algorithms for
solving POMDPs take exponential time in the number of time steps considered by the system
[Kearns et al., 2000; Littman, 1996; Even-Dar et al., 2005], or super-exponential time in the size
of the space [Jaakkola et al., 1994]. Approximate algorithms [Murphy, 2000] are also usually
intractable for large state spaces (but see point-based algorithms [Spaan and Vlassis, 2005]). In
this chapter we provide constant time (after some offline precomputation) greedy algorithms to
find the optimal policy for single variable and an approximation to the optimal policy for multiple
hidden or observable variables per step.
The main contribution of this chapter is to show that our decision problem is solvable by a
greedy approach in important cases. We provide tractable algorithms (that find optimal or near-
optimal solutions to such POMDPs) and an empirical evaluation of their speed and accuracy. First
(Section 8.3), we present tractable optimal algorithms for the single-variable sensing problem.
Second (Section 8.4), we generalize this to having multiple hidden or observed variables in each
state. Finally (Section 8.5), we generalize these scenarios to multiple sensing-decision variables
(e.g., this includes factorial HMMs in which we can sense part of the hidden state for a cost).
There, we show that a more general greedy approach is optimal among policy chains which are a
subclass of all policies. We then show our algorithm has a better performance than two leading
POMDP algorithms for both simulated and real world data (Wikipedia WWW pages).
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8.2 Sequential Sensing Decisions
In this section, we model a general sensing decision problem using a POMDP. Details of the
formulation for specific scenarios are given in later sections. In general, we assume a discrete-time
environment which evolves stochastically with time. At each time step t the agent decides to sense
(or not) a sensing object and receives a rewardf that depends on the agent’s action and the current
state of the world. We model this decision problem with a POMDP because it allows modeling the
effect of sensing on knowledge and the effect of knowledge on decisions. We use this specialized
POMDP because it emphasizes our problem’s special structure and makes change explicit. Later,
we take advantage of the features of this POMDP and introduce efficient algorithms to find optimal
solutions. Thus, part of our contribution here is the POMDP structure introduced for this type of
problems.
8.2.1 Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP)
In general, every POMDP is a tupleM = 〈X , A, T,O,R,S〉, which includes a state space X , a
set of actions A, a probabilistic transition model T , an observation model, O, a reward function,
R, and a set of states S.
At time step t − 1 the world is in a specific state st−1 ∈ S. The agent executes a chosen
action, at−1 ∈ A and goes from state st−1 to st with the probability T (st−1, a, st) according to
the transition model T . Then, it receives an observation ot and a reward R(st−1, at−1). These
processes will repeat for the length of the horizon.
The agent cannot observe st directly, but can maintain a belief state that denotes the probability
that the world is in state s.
bt(st) = P (st|o1:t, a1:t−1, b0)
where b0 is the belief state at time 0. Because of the Markov assumption, the belief state at any
particular time just depends on the previous belief state, the action taken, and the current obser-
vation. After taking action a and observing o in the belief state b(s), the new belief state b′(s′) is
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derived as follows:
b′(s′) = P (s′|b, a, o) = 1
Z
O(o | s′, a)
∑
s∈S
T (s, a, s′)b(s)
where Z is the normalization factor.
The agent’s policy pi specifies an action a = pi(b) for any belief state b. The agent’s goal is
to find an optimal policy which has the highest expected reward value for each belief state. The
optimal policy is derived by maximizing a value function V which is a solution to the Bellman
equation.
V (b) = max
a
(∑
s∈S
b(s)R(s, a) + γ
∑
b′
T (b, a, b′)V (b′)
)
8.2.2 Our Model: Sensing POMDP
We define POMDP components that model our problem. The environment of interest is represented
by a state space X which is the union of a set of random variables. The variables defining the state
space are factored into four disjoint sets Xh,Xo,Xs, where
• Xh is a set of completely hidden variables whose true values can never be observed by the
agent. They can represent some properties of the system.
• Xo is a set of completely observable variables whose true values are always observed by the
agent.
• Xs is a set of sensing variables whose true value can be observed depending on the action.
Every sensing variable C is boolean, representing whether or not a certain property changed
since the last time we observed it.
The full set of possible deterministic actions is A = As ∪ {idle} in which As includes all
sensing actions. Action idle does nothing. Each ai ∈ As is associated with a set of variables
Xi ⊆ Xs, that are sensed by ai (observed in the result of performing ai).
The state of the environment evolves by a stationary Markovian transition model
P (Xt|Xt−1, at−1). The observation model is deterministic, i.e., for action idle the agent always
observes Xo, and for sensing action ai it observes Xi ∪Xo.
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The reward function, R, enforces our goal to detect change as quickly as possible with a mini-
mal number of costly sensing actions. If the agent executes a sensing action, it receives a positive
reward when change has occurred and a negative reward otherwise. The agent also receives a
penalty (negative reward) for staying idle while the change has occurred.
Usually, a policy is represented indirectly in terms of a value function V (b) which represents
how desirable it is for the agent to be in a particular belief state. The optimal action in belief state
b(s) is then chosen as the one that maximizes V (b) which is the sum of immediate rewards plus
expected future rewards.
Given this formulation, we can solve the sensing decision problem using general POMDP
algorithms, e.g., [Cassandra et al., 1994; Spaan and Vlassis, 2005]. Unfortunately, POMDP al-
gorithms are intractable for environments larger than a few dozen states and a large time horizon
(see [Littman, 1996] for a summary of complexity results, and [Murphy, 2000] for an overview of
approximate solutions). Recently, point-based methods (e.g., [Spaan and Vlassis, 2005], [Poupart,
2005]) provide good approximation for POMDPs optimal policy using sampling. In this chapter,
we look for efficient algorithms that take advantage of the special structure of our problem. In
what follows, we present greedy algorithms to find either the optimal policy or an approximation
to the optimal policy and list some cases for which these greedy algorithms work.
8.3 Sequential Decisions for a Single Object
In this section we provide an efficient algorithm for detecting change of a single sensing object.
Our algorithm uses a greedy method to determine whether to sense the object or not at each time
step. Every sensing action on the sensing object determines whether a change occurs in the value
of the object. We prove that the greedy algorithm provides an optimal policy in our POMDP.
The POMDP model constructed for a single sensing object has two variables in its state space
X. (1) A binary variable G ∈ Xh (completely hidden variable) whose value indicates whether
a change has occurred at that time or not. (2) A binary sensing variable C ∈ Xs (sensing with
a cost) whose value indicates whether a change has occurred since the last sensing action. The
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graphical structure of our POMDP model for a single variable is represented with a Dynamic
Decision Network (DDN) [Russell and Norvig, 2003] in Figure 8.1. The probability of change of
the sensing object is modeled with P (Gt). Gt is independent and identically distributed for t ≥ 0.
The value of C is a deterministic function of the value of G and the set of actions performed up to
time t (the value of C becomes 1 the first time the change occurs and it becomes 0 when we sense
the object). P (Ct) is calculated as follows:
P (Ct = v|at−1 = sense, Ct−1 = v′, Gt = v) = 1
P (Ct = 1|at−1 = idle, Ct−1 = 1, Gt = v) = 1
P (Ct = v|at−1 = idle, Ct−1 = 0, Gt = v) = 1
where, v and v′ are either 0 or 1.
The reward function R(s, a) of executing action a in state s = 〈C = c,G = g〉 is defined as
follows. Note that r > 0 represents the reward of sensing the change, e < 0 represents the cost of
sensing while there is no change and p < 0 represents the penalty of sensing late while there is a
change.
R(〈C = c,G = g〉, a) =

r c = 1, a = sense;
e c = 0, a = sense;
p c = 1, a = idle;
0 c = 0, a = idle.
(8.1)
We calculate the value function of a belief state b by using the Bellman equation in an infinite
horizon with discounted rewards. Note that a belief state b(C = c,G = g) is defined as the
probability of being in state s = 〈C = c,G = g〉.
V (b) = max
a
(∑
s∈S
b(s)R(s, a) + γ
∑
b′
T (b, a, b′)V (b′)
)
(8.2)
where 0 ≤ γ < 1 is the discount factor and T (b, a, b′) is the transition between belief states after
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executing action a. In this chapter, V always refers to the optimal value function.
We use an equivalent formulation for the value function suitable to our problem. We unwind
the recursive term of Formula (8.2) until the first action sense is executed, i.e., we compute the
rewards iteratively up to the first action sense (time x). For simplicity of representation, we define
an auxiliary variable ch, where P (ch = t + x) = P (Ct = 0, . . . , Ct+x−1 = 0, Ct+x = 1) (i.e. ch
denotes the time at which C switches from 0 to 1). Also, we define Pb of any belief state b and any
event E as: Pb(E) =
∑
s P (E|s)b(s).
Proposition 8.1. The value function is as follows:
V (b) = max
x
[Pb(C
t = 1)
(
γxr + (1 + γ . . .+ γx−1)p
)
+Pb(t < ch ≤ t+ x)
(
γxr +
E(γch−t + . . .+ γx−1|t < ch ≤ t+ x) p)
+Pb(t+ x < ch) (γ
xe)
+γx+1V (b∗)] = max
x
f(x) (8.3)
where b∗ is the belief state of the system after executing action sense i.e., b∗(C = v,G = v′) is
equal to P (G = v′) if v = v′ and 0 otherwise.
We interpret the formula in Proposition 8.1 as follows: The first term of this formula states that
a change has occurred before current time and we get a penalty for sensing it late in addition to
positive reward r. The second term is the expected reward when the change occurs after the current
time but before sensing. The third term corresponds to when change occurs after sensing so we
have to pay the cost for making a sensing action in error. Finally the last term is the recursive value
for actions that we perform after time t+ x.
The algorithm (Multiple Sense Multiple Change (MSMC)) for finding the optimal policy is
sketched in Figure 8.3. The algorithm checks at each time step if there is a decrease in f function
by evaluating d = f(1)−f(0). It then senses the object if d < 0. Notice that the algorithm replaces
expensive evaluation of V (b) with a much cheaper evaluation of d. Computing V (b) requires an
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at− 1
G t− 1 G t
C t− 1 C t
R t− 1 R t
Figure 8.1: DDN representing the transition model for one sensing variableC. G indicates whether
a change occurs at this time. C represents whether a change has occurred since the last sensing
actions. a is an action node, and R is the reward.
Algorithm 8.1. MSMC(Pb(Ct))
Pb(C
t) part of the current belief state,Pb(Ct+1) computed by prediction.
1. d← f(1)− f(0) (Formula (8.4))
2. if d < 0 then return sense
3. else return idle
Figure 8.2: Algorithm for deciding when to sense in case of a single sensing object.
x-step progression while computing d just requires a 1-step progression as shown in the following:
f(1)− f(0) = Pb(Ct = 1) ((γ − 1)r + p)
+ Pb(C
t = 0, Ct+1 = 1)(γr − e)
+ Pb(C
t = 0, Ct+1 = 0) (γ − 1)e
+ γ(γ − 1)V (b∗) (8.4)
We compute V (b∗) of Formula (8.4) as a preprocessing step using a simple value iteration algo-
rithm (Figure 8.3). This way, we compute V (b∗) once and use it in making decision for every time
step. Note that b∗ is a very special belief state (sensing action has just occurred), the sensing object
changes with prior probability P (G = 1). Essentially, computing V (b∗) is like performing value
iteration in MDPs as we do not consider the effect of observations here. Moreover, the inner loop
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Algorithm 8.2. FPBSTAR()
1. v0 ← 0, v1 ← VALUE(v0)
2. while (|v1 − v0| > )
(a) v0 ← v1, v1 ← VALUE(v0)
3. return v1
Algorithm 8.3. VALUE(v0)
1. f ← −∞, x← 0
2. do
(a) prevF ← f
(b) f ← P (G = 1) (γxr + (1 + γ . . .+ γx−1)p)
+
∑x
j=1 P (G = 0)
jP (G = 1)(γxr+
(γj . . .+ γx−1)p)
+(1−∑xj=0 P (G = 0)jP (G = 1))γxe+ γx+1v0
(c) x← x+ 1
while (f > prevF )
3. return prevF
Figure 8.3: Algorithm for computing V (b∗), the fixed point of the value function for belief b∗.
of computing V (b∗) in Figure 8.3 is polynomial.
The rest of this section verifies the correctness of procedure MSMC (Figure ). First, we show
that the probability of ch = t+ x is a decreasing function of x. Using this we prove that f(x) has
just one local maximum. Finally we prove that, to obtain the optimal policy, we decide whether to
sense or not at each time step based on just one comparison.
Lemma 8.1. Let Pb(ch = t+ x) be the probability of change at time t+ x, while the current time
step is t. Then, Pb(ch = t+ x) ≤ Pb(ch = t+ y) for x ≥ y.
Proof. ct and ¬ct stand for Ct = 1 and Ct = 0 respectively.
Pb(ch = t+ x) = Pb(¬ct, . . . ,¬ct+x−1, ct+x)
= Pb(¬ct) P (¬gt)x−1 P (gt)
Since x ≥ y, Pb(ch = t+ x) ≤ Pb(ch = t+ y).
Theorem 8.1. Let V (b) = maxx f(x) be the value function for the optimal policy. If f(1) ≤ f(0)
then f(x) ≤ f(0) for x ≥ 0.
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Proof. We prove by induction over x: Inductive assumption: f(i) ≤ f(0) for i ≤ x− 1. So once
we prove f(x) ≤ f(x− 1), we are done.
f(x)− f(x− 1) = Pb(ch ≤ t+ x− 1) γx−1((γ − 1)r + p)
+ Pb(ch = t+ x)γ
x−1(γr − e)
+ Pb(t+ x < ch) γ
x−1(γ − 1)e
+ γx(γ − 1) V (b∗)
By the assumption we know: f(1)− f(0) ≤ 0.
f(1)− f(0) = Pb(Ct = 1) ((γ − 1)r + p)
+ Pb(ch = t+ 1)(γr − e)
+ Pb(t+ 1 < ch) (γ − 1)e
+ γ(γ − 1) V (b∗) ≤ 0
By Lemma 8.1, Pb(ch = t+ 1) ≥ Pb(ch = t+ x). Also Pb(t+ x < ch) < Pb(t+ 1 < ch). γr− e
and (γ − 1)e are positive. So, the following relations holds.
f(x)− f(x− 1)
≤ Pb(t < ch ≤ t+ x− 1) γx−1((γ − 1)r + p)
+Pb(ch ≤ t) γx−1((γ − 1)r + p)
+ Pb(ch = t+ 1)γ
x−1(γr − e)
+ Pb(t+ 1 < ch) γ
x−1(γ − 1)e
+ γx(γ − 1) V (b∗)
= Pb(t < ch ≤ t+ x− 1) γx−1((γ − 1)r + p)
+γx−1(f(1)− f(0)) ≤ 0
Because both the first term and f(1)− f(0) are negative numbers, and the proof is done.
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t t + 1 t + 2
G
C
K
Figure 8.4: Transition model for one sensing variable, C, with the existence of observations. K is
a vector of both observable nodes.
Corollary 5. Let V (b) = maxx f(x) be the value function of the optimal policy. The optimal
policy is to sense now, if and only if f(0) ≥ f(1).
Proof. 1. Forward direction: if f(0) < f(1), we just postpone sensing until the next time step.
2. Backward direction: if f(0) ≥ f(1), by Theorem 8.1, sensing at t has the greatest value.
8.4 Single Object with Observed and Hidden Variables
In this section we provide a similar greedy algorithm when there is a single sensing object and
many hidden or completely observed variables in the domain. For example, there are multiple web
pages that include finance-related information about companies. Updates to the information about
one company may affect other companies (e.g., an article about Blockbuster may indicate that there
might be a change in the page about Netflix as well). Later, we show the application in Wikipedia
where the update in the “Democratic party” page indicates a potential update in the “Barak Obama”
page. We assume that observing “Democratic party” page has no cost while “Barak Obama” page
is a sensing object and sensing that page is costly.
In this model, there is a single sensing variable C ∈ Xs and an arbitrary number of completely
observed (Xo) and hidden (Xh) variables. The only constraint is that C in Xs does not have any
parents in Xh and Xo except G as in Figure 8.4, left. A simple example of this model is an HMM.
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A policy tree of a POMDP is a tree of depth t that specifies a complete t-step policy. Nodes
are actions, the top node determines the immediate action to be taken. Edges are the resulting
observation. We restrict our search to policy trees in which all the actions at the same depth level
are the same regardless of the observations of that time step and call them restricted policy trees.
In restricted policy trees the selection of the immediate action is independent of the effect of future
observations and just depends on the current belief state. Note that the belief state is being updated
at each time step based on the previous observations. Therefore, the selection of immediate actions
at time t depends on the belief state given the observations up to time t.
The formulation for computing the value function V (b) and f(1)− f(0) are the same as in the
previous section except that all the probabilities are posteriors given the observations up to time
t. Belief state b is also the probability distribution over different assignments to state variables
conditioned on the observations o0:t ∈ Xo.The optimal policy is the one that maximizes the value
function (among restricted policy trees). Optimal restricted policy tree is a good approximation for
the optimal policy as we show in our experiments (Section 8.6).
The following theorem shows that the probability of ch decreases as time passes. Therefore,
just one comparison at each time is required to find the optimal restricted policy tree.
Theorem 8.2. Let Pb(ch = t+ x|o0:t) be the probability of change at time t+ x, while the current
time step is t. Then, Pb(ch = t+ x|o0:t) ≤ Pb(ch = t+ y|o0:t) for x ≥ y.
Proof. We use ct and ¬ct as Ct = 1 and Ct = 0 respectively. In the following formulas kt is the
vector of all variables in Xh and Xe except Gt. According to Figure 8.4:
Pb(ch = t+ x, o
0:t) = Pb(¬ct, . . . ,¬ct+x−1, ct+x, o0:t)
=
∑
kt\ot,kt+1:t+x
Pb(k
t \ ot,¬ct, o0:t)
Pb(k
t+1|¬ct+1,¬ct, kt \ ot, ot)P (¬gt+1) . . .
Pb(k
t+x|ct+x,¬ct+x−1, kt+x−1)P (gt+x)
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t t + 1 t + 2
G 1
C 1
G 2
C 2
O
Figure 8.5: Transition model for two sensing variables. C1 and C2 are sensing variables. O is the
observation node.
After a sequence of variable eliminations on kt+1:t+x:
Pb(ch = t+ x, o
0:t) = P (gt+x)P (¬gt+x−1) . . . P (¬gt+1)∑
kt\ot
Pb(k
t \ ot,¬ct, o0:t)
So Pb(ch = t+ x|o0:t) ≤ Pb(ch = t+ y|o0:t)for x ≥ y.
Same theorems as in the previous section exist for this case. Note that all the probabilities in
this section are conditioned on the observations o0:t ∈ Xo.
8.5 Multiple Sensing Objects
This section provides a greedy algorithm for multiple sensing objects. There is one sensing variable
Ci (can be observed by cost) and one hidden variable Gi for each sensing object (as in Section 3).
There is no restriction on the number of observed variables in Xo (observed by no cost). The
only constraint on the transition model is that each variable Cti has only two parents, C
t−1
i and
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Gti. The belief state is a distribution over different assignments to sensing variables Ci and Gi for
i ∈ {0 . . . n} given the observations up to time t. Figure 8.5 shows a graphical representation of
this model.
One application of this model is checking the stock prices in the stock market to get information
about participating companies. A sudden increase or decrease in the value of a stock of a company
indicates the release of an important piece of information about the company. The stock value is
used as an observation for the change in the web pages about the companies.
Our experiment is on Wikipedia (Section 8.6.2). We consider “Democratic party” page as the
observation (sensing with no cost) and two pages “Barak Obama” and “Hillary Clinton” as sensing
objects (sensing with cost).
At each time step, the agent can choose a subset of objects to sense. We refer to this kind
of actions as composite actions. Each composite action a0:n is a vector which represents that
action ai ∈ {sense, idle} has been performed on the ith object. We assume that the reward func-
tion of a composite action a0:n, R(〈c0:n, g0:n〉, a0:n), is the sum of the rewards of executing single
actions on the corresponding sensing variables: R(〈c0:n, g0:n〉, a0:n) =
∑
iRi(〈ci, gi〉, ai), where
Ri(〈ci, gi〉, ai) is the reward function for single sensing variable with parameters ri, ei and pi, as in
Formula (8.1).
Again, the optimal restricted policy tree is the one that has the highest value among different
restricted policy trees. Still, our algorithm finds the optimal restricted policy tree for each of the
sensing variables, and then merges the results to find the optimal restricted composite policy. The
algorithm is sketched in Figure 8.6. The rest of the section verifies the correctness of this algorithm.
The following development is presented with two sensing variables C0 and C1 for simplic-
ity and clarity, but we can extend the results to more sensing variables easily. We use auxiliary
variables ch0 and ch1 to show the time of the change for sensing variables C0 and C1 respectively.
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Algorithm 8.4. MOCHA(Pb(ct|o0:t) )
Pb(c
t|o0:t) part of current belief state, n number of objects,
1. for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n
(a) di ← fi(1)− fi(0)
(b) if di < 0 then return sense variable i
Figure 8.6: Algorithm for detecting change of multiple objects.
Proposition 8.2. The value function for belief state b is:
V (b) = max
x,i
[
Pb(C
t
i = 1|o0:t) (γxri + (1 + γ . . .+ γx−1)pi) (8.5)
+Pb(t < chi ≤ t+ x|o0:t)(γxri + (8.6)
E(γchi−t + . . .+ γx−1|(t < chi ≤ t+ x|o0:t)) pi)
+Pb(t+ x < chi|o0:t) (γxei) (8.7)
+Pb(C
t
1−i = 1|o0:t) (1 + γ . . .+ γx)p1−i (8.8)
+Pb(t < ch1−i ≤ t+ x|o0:t) (8.9)
E(γch1−i−t + . . .+ γx|(t < ch1−i ≤ t+ x|o0:t)) p1−i
+γx+1V (bx+1,i)] (8.10)
where bx+1,i(Ct+x+10 , G
t+x+1
0 , C
t+x+1
1 , G
t+x+1
1 ) = Pb(C
t+x+1
0 , G
t+x+1
0 , C
t+x+1
1 , G
t+x+1
1 |at+xi =
sense, o0:t).
In this formula only one sensing object can be sensed at each time, but the optimal policy
may enforce sensing more than one object at a time. We can sense both objects (or any number
of objects) by replacing the equations (8.8) and (8.9) with equations (8.5), (8.6), and (8.7) where
the variable chi is replaced with the variable ch1−i. Then, in the recursive part the belief state is
V (bx+1,0,1). All the results remain the same.
Below we show that the value function for composite policies is the sum of value functions for
single policies.
Theorem 8.3. Let b be a probability distribution over C0, G0, C1, G1; let bi (i ∈ {0, 1}) be a
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probability distribution over Ci, Gi; and let Vi(bi) be the value function for single optimal policy
given belief bi; also let V (b) be the value function for the optimal composite policy (Proposition
8.2). Then, V (b) = V0(b0) + V1(b1).
Proof. Define V k(b) as the expected sum of future rewards of the optimal k-step policy (i.e., one
in which we stop after k steps). V k0 (b0) and V
k
1 (b1) can be defined in the same way. Now we prove
by induction that
V k(b) = V k0 (b0) + V
k
1 (b1)
Induction basis: for k = 0 the formula holds because the expected sum of future rewards of the
optimal 0-step policy is 0.
Now, assume by induction that V k(b) = V k0 (b0) + V
k
1 (b1) for k ≤ n. Without loss of generality
assume that V n(b) is maximized when we have to sense object 0 first. Using the induction hy-
pothesis (k − x − 1 < n) we rewrite the recursive term as the sum of value functions of single
policies:
V k−x−1(bx+1,0) = V k−x−10 (b
x+1,0
0 ) + V
k−x−1
1 (b
x+1,0
1 )
Replacing the belief states as following yields to the proof:
bx+1,00 (s) = Pb(C
t+x+1
0 = v,G
t+x+1
0 = v
′|
at+x0 = sense, o
0:t)
= b∗0(s)
bx+1,01 (s) = Pb(C
t+x+1
1 , G
t+x+1
1 |at+x0 = sense, o0:t)
= Pb(C
t+x+1
1 , G
t+x+1
1 |o0:t)
V k(b) = max(expected sum of rewards of k-step policies).
V (b) = max(expected sum of rewards of k-step policies + γkV (b′)).
There exists an M s.t.|V (b′)| < M , so for any 0 < ε < 1 there is a k s.t. γkM < ε. With the
same argument there is a k s.t. |V (b)− V k(b)| < ε, |V0(b)− V k0 (b)| < ε, and |V1(b)− V k1 (b)| < ε.
Proof of V k(b) = V k0 (b0) + V
k
1 (b1) yields to the proof of the theorem by showing that: |V (b) −
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[V0(b0) + V1(b1)]| < 3ε.
Like in previous sections, if we prove that Pb(chi) is decreasing, then the value function for
single policies has just one maximum which can be found by the greedy algorithm.
Lemma 8.2. Let Pb(chi = t+x|o0:t) be the probability that object i has changed for the first time
after previous sensing at time t + x, while all the observations up to time t have been perceived.
Then, Pb(chi = t+ x|o0:t) ≤ Pb(chi = t+ y|o0:t) for x ≥ y.
Proof. We use ct and ¬ct in place of Ct = 1 and Ct = 0 respectively. According to Figure 8.5,
Pb(ch0 = t+ x, o
0:t) = Pb(¬ct0, . . . ,¬ct+x−10 , ct+x0 , o0:t)
=
∑
Ct:t+x1 ,G
t+1:t+x
1 ,o
t+1:t+x
Pb(C
t
1,¬ct0, o0:t)
P (ot+1|Gt+11 ,¬gt+10 )P (Gt+11 )
P (¬gt+10 )P (Ct+11 |Ct1, Gt+11 ) . . .
P (ot+x|Gt+x1 , gt+x0 )P (Gt+x1 )
P (gt+x0 )P (C
t+x
1 |Ct+x−11 , Gt+x1 )
After performing a sequence of variable eliminations:
Pb(ch0 = t+ x, o
0:t) =
P (gt+x0 )P (¬gt+x−10 ) . . . P (¬gt+10 )
∑
Ct1
Pb(C
t
1,¬ct0, o0:t)
So Pb(ch0 = t+ x|o0:t) ≤ Pb(ch0 = t+ y|o0:t)for x ≥ y.
Theorem 8.4. Let Vi(bi) = maxxfi(x)be the value function for single policy in the case of multi-
ple objects. The best policy is to sense variable i at time t iff fi(0) ≥ fi(1).
Proof. By Theorem 8.3: V (b) = V0(b0)+V1(b1). This value function achieves its maximum when
both of its terms are at their maximum. Therefore, the best policy is to sense them at their unique
maximum. Previous results show that if the value function for single sensing variable decreases,
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the function is at its maximum. Consequently, the best policy is to sense that variable at that
time.
Like before, to avoid the direct computation of the value function, we calculate fi(1) − fi(0)
in Formula 8.11.
fi(1)− fi(0) = Pb(Cti = 1|o0:t) ((γ − 1)r + p) (8.11)
+ Pb(C
t
i = 0, C
t+1
i = 1|o0:t)(γr − e)
+ Pb(C
t
i = 0, C
t+1
i = 0|o0:t)(γ − 1)e
+γ(γ − 1) V (b∗i )
where b∗i (Ci, Gi) = Pb(C
t
i , G
t
i|at−1i = sense). The function Multiple Objects CHAnge detection
(MOCHA, Figure 8.6) greedily compares fi(1) with fi(0) and decides whether to sense the object
or not.
8.6 Empirical Results
We evaluate our final algorithm (MOCHA) and compare it with two POMDP algorithms, Witness
[Littman, 1996] and a point-based algorithm, Perseus1 [Spaan and Vlassis, 2005]. We compare
the efficiency and accuracy of these algorithms using simulated data in Section 8.6.1. We apply
MOCHA to Wikipedia WWW pages and compare its accuracy to the other algorithms to illustrate
their behavior on real-world data.
8.6.1 Simulation
We implement MOCHA (Figure 8.6) and test it on several randomly generated examples for each
number of sensing objects. We also randomly generate an observation model, reward functions and
a prior distribution, and build a DDN (Figure 8.1) for each example. We generate a sequence of
1http://staff.science.uva.nl/ mtjspaan/software/approx/
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Figure 8.7: Value (discounted sum of rewards) of the optimal policy vs. number of states.
size 105 time steps for each experiment and calculate the value of the policy returned by MOCHA.
We have 1 to 8 boolean variables (3 to 6561 states), 1 to 8 sensing actions, 1 idle action per time
step.
We compare MOCHA with Witness and Perseus on this simulated data (transforming input
DDNs into POMDPs). Witness is a classic POMDP algorithm and does not scale up to large state
spaces. Perseus is a point-based algorithm which provides a good approximation for the optimal
policy using sampling.
We report the accuracy and running time of our experiments over random examples in Figure
8.8. This figure shows that in all the experiments with more than 9 states the returned value for
our method is always higher than values returned by Witness and Perseus. For each experiment
we compute the value (discounted sum of rewards) of the policy returned (Perseus has experi-
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Figure 8.8: Running time vs. number of states. conclusion: Our algorithm, MOCHA, returns
higher value and is faster than Perseus (10000, 30000 samples), and Witness.
ments with 10000 and 30000 samples). Each bar in Figure 8.7 displays the average value over all
examples with the same number of states.
Notice that Witness is optimal for our problem when allowed an infinite tree depth. However,
in practice we must limit Witness to a tractable number of steps so it is natural that the outcome
is sub-optimal. In our case, we developed better formulas for our specific scenario so computation
of those formulas is more precise and easier to estimate given the same time horizon. Also, in
our experiments we run Witness only once per problem, not re-computing the policy tree after
observations are presented. For that reason, in effect Witness’s policy tree is shorter than ours after
making an observation. This is a caveat in our evaluation method, and we can re-run the evaluation
with a deeper tree for Witness, repeating the run of Witness after every observation. We limited the
number of executions of witness for obvious reasons because it took a very long time to execute
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witness even for few states (1000 sec for 9 states).
Perseus returns the same value as ours for small problems with 3 and 9 states but it runs out
of memory (uses more than 1GB of memory) for state spaces larger than 243 states and crashes.
MOCHA, on the other hand, requires less than 1Mb even for the largest state space (19863 states).
Figure 8.8 shows the running time for computing the optimal policy for 105 time steps. It shows
that MOCHA is faster than Witness and Perseus. Our preprocessing (computing V (b∗)) takes 0.01
seconds. Our algorithm takes less time than Witness for the same tree depth because our tree is
pruned very aggressively on one side. Many subtrees are merged because they are all rooted in
either b∗ = (G = 1, C = 1) or b∗ = (C = 0, G = 0). This way we save computation time whereas
witness explores the entire tree.
This suggests that our approximation is better and faster than the state of the art POMDP
algorithms.
8.6.2 Monitoring Wikipedia Pages
We use our algorithm to detect changes of Wikipedia pages while minimizing sensing effort and
the penalty of delayed updates. Our approach is general and can be applied to any set of WWW
pages. We compare our algorithm with both Witness and Perseus. Moreover, we compare the
accuracy of these algorithms with the ground truth of changes of WWW pages.
In general, we build a set of factored-HMMs from a graph of nodes (e.g., WWW pages), if the
graph satisfies the following three conditions: (1) a set of nodes (V C) are always sensible with
no additional cost; (2) V C is a vertex cover of the graph (vertex cover of a graph: a subset S of
vertices such that each edge has at least one endpoint in S); and (3) the conditional probability
of each node in V C can be represented by its adjacent nodes which are not in V C. Once the
conditions are satisfied, each node in V C becomes a child node, and its adjacent nodes become
parents of the node in the factored-HMM as shown in Figure 8.9. Thus, we can still solve the
detect-change problem of the set of factored-HMMs obtained from a generic graph of WWW
pages.
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We gathered log data of 700 days for three Wikipedia pages (‘Barack Obama’, 2, ‘Hilary Clin-
ton’ 3 and ‘Democratic party’ 4). Since each page may change at any point of time, we need to
discretize time first. We choose a one hour time step. We use the Democratic party page as an
observation to estimate changes of the Obama page and the Clinton page. In this case, the Demo-
cratic party page is a vertex cover of the graph of three pages. We build a conditional probability
table for the Democratic party page given the other two pages. The priors and conditionals for the
Wikipedia pages are trained by counting of events.
Figure 8.10 compares the value of MOCHA, Witness and Perseus for this domain. We evaluate
the discounted sum of exact rewards achieved by these algorithms (r, p, e are 62,−4,−10). We
used these parameters for training to test in both cases. However, we believe that changing the
parameters does not affect the result much.
Our algorithm outperforms both Witness and Perseus. In addition, we display the discounted
sum of rewards of the ground truth of changes of WWW pages which knows the change of each
page (call it oracle). The reward achieved by oracle is the maximum possible reward for the data
set. Note that the results are not sensitive to input parameters (r, p, e). If we give different rewards,
the overall rewards easily become negative numbers where our algorithm gave higher number than
the others, though.
8.7 Related Work
Variants of our problem were discussed before. In the WWW literature, efficient scheduling for
search engine crawlers has received considerable attention (e.g. [Cho, 2001; Pandey et al., 2004;
Cho and Garcia-Molina, 2003; Cho and Ntoulas, 2002]). They assume that web page changes are
independent, and do not take observations into account.
In monitoring anytime algorithms [Hansen and Zilberstein, 2001; Finkelstein and Markovitch,
2001], the goal is to determine an optimal sensing schedule that minimizes execution time and
2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barack Obama
3http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HillaryRodhamClinton
4http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Democratic Party United States
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Figure 8.9: Transforming the graph between WWW pages to factored HMMs for our algorithm.
there is a cost associated with the time it takes to interrupt the algorithm and check whether the
solution quality is acceptable. Again, these approaches do not allow additional observations, and
it is assumed that only one variable is monitored at all times.
Finally, the multi-armed bandit problem [Robbins, 1952; Auer et al., 2000] is used to model
exploration decisions in stateless domains. There, an agent tries to maximize its overall reward
by playing one of n different slot machines at every time step, with the initial payoffs unknown.
The problem is learning the payoffs vs. trying to maximize rewards for machines where the pay-
offs have been estimated already. In our setting, we assume that dynamics (reward and transition
model) are known and focus on devising optimal sensing schedules in a partially observed dynamic
domain.
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Figure 8.10: Value vs. time of Obama and Clinton pages. MOCHA outperforms POMDP algo-
rithms.
8.8 Summary and Discussion
We formalized the problem of detecting change in dynamic systems and showed how it can be
cast as a POMDP. We suggested greedy algorithms for sensing decision in one or more variables.
These algorithms use the structure of the problem to their advantage to compute a solution in time
polynomial in the time horizon.
Our model that includes 0-cost sensing in addition to costly sensing is suitable for WWW
sensing where there are WWW pages that are sensed automatically by designer decision. Such
pages are, for example, news pages (e.g., NY Times) and streaming media from websites and
newsgroups. Other examples include pages with RSS feeds whose changes are detectable with
very low cost. Our assumption about perfect sensing, while restrictive, is not far from many real-
world systems. WWW pages and images captured by stationary cameras are good examples of
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those. In other cases, the perfect change-observation assumption is a good approximation, e.g. CT
imaging (for detecting growth of tumors or pneumonia condition) outputs a 3D image which can
be easily compared to previous images with only little noise.
There are two important limitation in our current approach. First, we do not know how far an
approximation our method is from the oracle (sense at the exact same time that change occurs).
Second, we cannot include actions that change the world (e.g., moving actions) in the model yet.
The immediate direction for the future work is to fix these two limitations. Solving the problem
of multiple objects when there is not any constraint on the transition relation between sensing
variables can also be a future work. Another direction is to learn the model. The update frequencies
(i.e. P (G)) and the observation model need to be learned. Choosing a relevant observation node is
also an important part of the learning.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
9.1 Conclusions
This dissertation has been focused on modeling stochastic dynamic systems and devising efficient
algorithms to track, control, and decode those complex systems. In particular, this thesis introduces
representations and algorithms that combine logical AI ideas and probabilistic methods. Further-
more, these algorithms have been applied in applications such as narrative understanding, and web
page monitoring. In following I summarize each of the contributions of the thesis.
9.1.1 Stochastic Dynamic Systems
Designing efficient and highly accurate algorithms to reason about stochastic dynamic systems is
an important and challenging problem in many real-world applications. The difficulty in the prob-
lem arises from the temporal evolution of the system, complexity of the state space, and inherent
uncertainty in the system transitions. Choosing a representation suitable for a specific application
is an important step towards introducing efficient algorithms for online reasoning. Different repre-
sentational frameworks take advantage of a special property of the problems. Our representation,
Probabilistic Action Model (PAM), models transitions as a probability distribution over different
deterministic actions and is suitable for systems that can be decomposed into different determinis-
tic structures.
We show that every progression algorithm in polytime for our PAM representation leads to
polytime algorithms for stochastic filtering. In particular, in Chapter 4 we present a novel exact
and tractable algorithm to reason about deterministic dynamic systems with a probabilistic prior.
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Previous exact reasoning algorithms are not tractable since all the variables become fully correlated
after a few steps. Our logical-basis filtering algorithm sidesteps this problem by dynamically
redefining state variables such that the posterior for each time step is represented in a factored
form. This update is done using a progression algorithm as a subroutine, and the tractability of the
algorithm follows when that subroutine is tractable.
For probabilistic dynamic systems, this thesis presents novel approximate reasoning algorithms
(called Logical Particle Filtering) in propositional (Chapter 5) and relational (Chapter 6) fashions.
The idea is to sample sequences of deterministic actions instead of sampling world states. Then
given each sequence, we apply our exact logical-basis filtering algorithm for deterministic dy-
namic systems in our sampling propositional algorithm. The results from exact reasoning for each
sampled deterministic dynamic system are finally averaged using Monte Carlo integration. Us-
ing logical formulas enables compact representations and therefore more accurate and efficient
algorithms compared to previous sampling techniques (e.g., sequential Monte Carlo sampling) as
demonstrated by our theoretical and empirical results.
9.1.2 Narrative Understanding as Inference in Dynamic Systems
An application of our dynamic system representation and our algorithms is understanding narra-
tives. Natural language understanding requires the ability to combine the semantic representations
of individual sentences into a coherent whole, which in turn makes it possible to draw inferences
that go beyond what is explicitly mentioned, and is therefore necessary for a ’deep’ understand-
ing of the text. We present an iterative learning approach (Chapter 7) which incorporates domain
knowledge in the form of soft constraints and learns to translate simple narratives into a coher-
ent sequence of events without labeled training data. We apply our approach to reconstruction of
Robocup soccer games, and show that it outperforms state-of-the-art supervised learning systems
in this domain.
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9.1.3 Change Detection in Dynamic Systems
In dynamic systems whose transitions are not observed, usually the goal is to find out when change
has occurred in the system. Detecting change in web pages to direct crawlers is another applica-
tion of dynamic systems. Search engine crawlers need to decide when to sense a page to keep
page repository updated while avoiding redundant updates. In (Chapter 8) we introduced a greedy
algorithm to monitor change in webpages by modelling dependency relationships among different
webpages using a graphical model and modeling the change process using Partially Observable
Markov Decision Processes (POMDP). This means that by observing change in some pages, we
decide when is the best time to sense other relevant pages greedily. We showed notable improve-
ments in terms of efficiency and accuracy for a collection of Wikipedia pages.
9.2 Future Directions
Understanding too much information requires techniques to manage excessive information in a
way that reveals the essence of the data naturally. Information overload is a widespread problem
and a solution to it enables a large pool of applications including economical and financial analy-
sis, news and polling analysis, identifying emerging topics, recommendation systems, and sports
analysis. What makes managing information overload a challenging problem is that information
is presented in a way that is not necessarily semantically appealing to the users. Crucial facts may
be hidden under massive irrelevant or redundant data. Inherent to the nature of this problem, the
large volume of ever increasing data makes this issue even more challenging.
Any solution to manage information overload has to be efficient and yet very accurate. My
future research is mainly focused on introducing such an efficient and highly accurate algorithm to
manage information overload. This can be accomplished by first mapping the independent pieces
of raw data to a semantically structured space. This space makes it possible to reason about the
overloaded data for individual pieces. Second, to put the always flowing information into context,
one needs to reason about the dynamics of the information flow in addition to understand each
individual piece. Being able to handle new data is an inevitable part of any solution to manage the
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information overload. I plan to build this new algorithm on top of my current theoretical results
of combining logic and probability in modeling and reasoning in dynamic systems and narrative
understanding. Below I briefly explain my plan on how to map information in natural texts to
semantic representation and then explain my proposal on how to encode the flow of information as
a dynamic system.
9.2.1 Semantic Understanding of Texts
A big concern in managing information overload is the unmanageable representation of the data.
An important step toward managing information overload is to understand raw information by
mapping it to a representation that is more meaningful for the user. This new representation should
help the user to easily understand the big picture of the information, draw conclusions, and make
decisions. For example, mapping financial reports of companies to a semantically structured space
makes analysis of the market much easier for financial advisers, mapping videos and commentaries
of games to a semantically structured format will make analysis of the games easier for sport
coaches, and mapping news to a structured format makes further analysis possible for politicians
and journalists by finding connections between different news articles.
The main direction of my future research is to understand deep semantics of information from
natural language texts. The ability to translate natural language into a semantic representation that
is amenable to further inference is a hallmark of natural language understanding. Natural language
understanding requires the ability to translate individual sentences into a semantic representation of
the underlying entities, their properties, relations, and actions. It furthermore requires the ability to
combine the semantic representations of individual sentences into a coherent whole, which in turn
makes it possible to draw inferences that go beyond what is explicitly mentioned, and is therefore
necessary for ’deep’ understanding of the text.
Understanding general texts has many useful applications in managing information overload.
For example, it is helpful in interactive recommendation and question answering systems. Such
systems involve a module for understanding user conversation, a module for modeling user be-
haviour, and a module for dealing with the overloaded information hidden from the user to generate
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responses.
In my previous work I presented a planning-based approach which learns to translate simple
narratives into a coherent sequence of events using a logical meaning representation language. I
further showed that using domain knowledge and the assumption that text is coherent provides a
strong bias that can be exploited when learning to understand simple sport commentaries. I plan
to extend this approach to more general domains like reports, blog comments, news, and sport
commentaries. This will enable question answering and finding connections between different
documents for polling analysis, financial measurements, political and sport analysis.
Another interesting property of this approach would be in automatic extraction of domain
knowledge which will provide more insight to our system for more accurate understandings and
inferences.
In addition, I plan to extent our current approach for understanding RoboCup soccer commen-
taries to understand other sports’ commentaries and also generating commentaries for different
sports.
9.2.2 Relational Open-Universe Dynamic Systems
To manage the information overload, one has to take into account the flow of information along
with new arriving data. Online reasoning about the current information in the system while ben-
efiting from new information is a hard problem even if individual sources of information are rep-
resented in the semantically structured format. The inevitable uncertainty in real world data along
with inherent complexities of the dynamics of the domains make reasoning and decision making
even more challenging.
I envision modeling the flow of information as a dynamic system whose state is changing
over time as a result of introduction of new information to the system. I first transform data to a
structured format where the state of the system is represented with a set of objects and relationships
among objects. This structured format helps to find the connections of the new information to the
current data. What makes online reasoning about flowing data even harder is the fact that some of
the objects might be initially unknown and new objects may be introduced to the system over time.
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Relational dynamic systems enable a compact representation that can model systems with large set
of objects with relationships. However, most such models (including my previous work) assume a
closed set of objects. A previous relational static open-universe model (i.e., BLOG) [Milch et al.,
2005] cannot efficiently model dynamic systems because it does not take advantage of the special
Markovian dependency structures available in temporal models.
I plan to build a general framework that models open-universe relational dynamic systems by
combining first-order logic and probabilities. The representation has to meet certain generalization
capabilities like dealing efficiently with new objects while modelling details of relational dynamic
domains. At the same time, the representation should be learned easily. For that, I plan to couple
the representation with efficient algorithms for reasoning and parameter and structure learning.
Current reasoning algorithms for dynamic systems do not extend to the open-universe setting
because state updates are no longer efficient if new objects have been introduced to the system. I
seek to find algorithms that can deal with new objects. The basic problem is what to do about all
the undetected objects that might exist at a given time but have not been “detected” individually.
The representation and algorithms would take advantage of the fact that all “undetected” objects
of a given type are exchangeable and all “undetected” evidence is alike. So in some cases it simply
might be possible to maintain estimated counts for undetected objects. There are several existing
ideas that can be applied, including my previous reasoning algorithms.
An important application that I am interested in is modeling the dynamics of scientific micro-
communities. The objective is to automatically identify emergent technical areas based on the
full text of scientific papers, including their citations. Achieving this goal will require significant
advances in our understanding of both the dynamics of emergence and of the semantic structure
by which it can be recognized. I plan to build an open-universe probabilistic and dynamic model
to represent the dynamics of the birth, growth, and death of scientific micro-communities based on
their citations and their papers.
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9.2.3 Broader Impact
Managing information overload is crucial in many influential applications. A possible followup
work to this is to develop algorithms to provide deep understanding of natural texts from internet
scale pool of information that accumulate over time. Benefits to society include enabling people to
leverage essence of information from large amounts of textual information in identifying emerg-
ing topics, financial analysis, high-level decision making, news analysis, as well as automating
help desks, question answering, and recommender systems. This work will provide valuable re-
search and collaborative work with different researchers from different areas of computer science,
statistics, mathematics, and linguistics. In addition, it will show the effectiveness of symbolic
approaches to real-world applications.
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